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ABSTRACT 

Human safety in transportation is given a paramount priority across the globe in the 

design, development and qualification of passenger cars and other road vehicles. Different 

research and surveys reveal that on an average about 1.3 million people die in road accidents 

every year and frontal collision is observed to be the major cause. Extensive research in 

vehicle crashworthiness, occupant protection, safety and bio-mechanics of occupants in road 

vehicles attributed the severe fatalities in frontal collisions to the high intensity decelerations 

that causes severe damage to internal organs of the human occupants. Therefore, the 

transportation industry had come with injury criteria for various vital parts of the human 

body. These criteria recommend the limiting values of deformations, velocities, decelerations 

(accelerations) and forces a human body can tolerate. These standards triggered the need for 

controlled energy absorption to attenuate the intensity of decelerations in frontal collisions. 

Widely accepted and proven method of energy absorption is through irreversible plastic 

deformation of materials /structures. The crash energy is absorbed axially by the energy 

absorbing (EA) structures such as crush cans or crush tubes within the frontal portion of the 

vehicle known as crumple zones. Although considerable research is carried out so far in 

developing EA structures, major limitation in most structures is that they exhibit high initial 

peak crush forces and low stroke efficiencies. Stroke efficiency (SE) is the ratio between the 

deformed and the original lengths of an EA structure. 

In phase-1 of current research, methodologies are developed for numerical simulation of 

crash energy absorption behaviour of EA structures based on non-linear explicit finite 

element analysis (FEA).  The simulation methods are established and finalised after 

comparison with experimental results available in literature for crash behaviour of certain 

standard EA structures.  

The FEA procedure thus established is extended to analyse and understand the crash 

behaviour of crush tubes having cross-sections with different standard shapes ranging from 

triangle to circular through polygons of increasing sides, in phase-2, before attempting to 

develop new EA structural configurations in the next phase. This research revealed that as the 

number of sides increase in the polygon, crush force behaviour tends to move towards 

circular cross-sections which exhibited best crash performance amongst all basic shapes but 

all cross-sections have high fluctuations in the crush forces. Appropriate crush-triggering 

mechanisms can control the initial peak forces in all cross-sections. For effective design of 
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EA structures, cross-sections with an optimum combination of straight edges and curves may 

be considered. 

In phase-3, various EA structural configurations are proposed through numerical simulations 

based on two major design strategies such as i) circular tube-in-tube, and ii) hybrid cross-

sections and their relative performances are evaluated based on different crashworthiness 

assessment parameters. It is reiterated that the crashworthiness is not only assessed by the 

total amount of energy absorbed, but also through a comprehensive and quantitative 

evaluation of crash performance parameters such as SE, crush force efficiency (CFE, ratio 

between mean and initial peak crush forces) and equivalent induced-deceleration or ‘g’ 

levels. This study presented a deeper understanding on the effect of mutual interactions 

between cross-sectional geometries and topologies on their plastic deformation modes, crush 

force and crash EA behaviours. This research demonstrated that the tube-inversion mode of 

deformation observed in tube-in-tube set of designs possesses the potential for a practical 

choice for EA applications with its superior crash performance. Even, few existing research 

have demonstrated that the circular tubes referred to as invertubes can absorb maximum crash 

energy through plastic inversion phenomena.  

Notwithstanding significant research on date on tube inversion concept and invertubes, gaps 

exist in literature with respect to the relationship between geometric parameters such as 

diameter, thickness and knuckle radius, geometric imperfections and their influence on the 

inversion process of the tube and the material involved. Available knowledge is inadequate in 

exploring the feasibility of medium strength grade steels for tube inversion. Therefore, the 

phase-4 of the present research is focused on these gaps and series of attempts are made to 

evolve a new invertube’s geometric profile and cross-section with stainless steel SS304 

material to achieve desirable inversion characteristics for an ideal energy absorption based on 

numerical simulations and experiments. The proposed invertube profile addresses anomalies 

in existing literature. The deformation characteristics and process in developing this new 

invertube profile are explained in detail.  

Although phase-4 of research demonstrated that the inversion phenomena controls high initial 

peak crush force and helps in achieving nearly 100% SE and CFE due to its near-ideal crush 

force behaviour, the combination of invertube’s geometric profile and material ductility 

significantly limit the specific energy absorption (SEA, energy absorbed per unit mass), a 

critical crash performance parameter that influences the selection of an EA structure. Detailed 
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studies revealed that this reduction in SEA of invertube is due to underutilization of material 

in the plastic inversion deformation process. Therefore, in phase-5 of present research, 

invertubes with multi-material (using hybrid composites and fiber metal laminates) structural 

configurations are proposed to achieve higher SEA.  

Further, in phase-6 of research, few more EA structural concepts are proposed with multi-

material combinations involving conventional steel/aluminium sheets sandwiching 

aluminium foams and these structural and hybrid material combinations exhibited  near-ideal 

crush force behaviours during the crush stroke and increased the total crash energy absorption 

through unique bending and inversion deformation mode.  

Even though, FEA simulations are used extensively in the design of EA structures, the 

damage criterion is often ignored for the sake of simplicity or unavailability of data, which 

leads to substantial differences between FEA predictions and experiments. Therefore, phase-7 

i.e. the final stage of present research demonstrated the importance and effect of damage 

modelling in numerical simulation of crash EA structures. This study is illustrated with crush 

tubes made of aluminium alloy H30 in WP condition and stainless steel SS304 grades. It is 

shown that the damage modelling improves the accuracy of predictions irrespective of the 

magnitude of loading, loading rates and plastic strains in crush tubes. Finally, it is 

recommended to limit the deformation induced plastic strains within the damage initiation 

limit as the onset of damage alters the deformation mechanisms and crush force behaviour 

compromising the amount of crash energy absorbed. 

Keywords: energy absorption, impact decelerations, crush force behaviour, plastic 

deformation, numerical methods and ABAQUS®.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the background of vehicular crash impacts, need for occupant safety in 

road vehicles, motivation for the present research and an overview of the organization of 

thesis. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Road accidents 

The invention of automobile at the dawn of the 20th century created a progressive impact than 

any other invention in the modern world. Being the most recognized means of transportation, 

automobiles have altered the way people lived all over the world and have become an integral 

part of human lives. They have affected many aspects of society such as family life, the 

economy, and even the environment. Over the past century, with advances in various fields of 

engineering, automobiles became affordable and reached millions of users across the globe. 

Developments in various aspects of the society have impelled the need for increase in number 

and speed of the vehicles. This increased speed and the number of vehicles are posing a big 

threat to human safety and lives in the form of accidents (collisions in various forms) due to 

various reasons. Road accidents are broadly classified as shown below in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: Classification of road accidents [1] 
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In a series of surveys conducted by the world health organization (WHO) [2, 3], the reports 

revealed that about 1.3 million people die in road accidents every year across the globe. The 

reports also highlighted that people with predominantly middle-income groups and in 

countries with emerging economies are the most vulnerable population. This is due to rapid 

motorization which is not backed by appropriate infrastructure, transportation policies and 

legislation for road safety [2, 4, 5]. The Figure 1.2 shows the distribution of human deaths by 

different types of road accidents based on the survey by National Centre for Statistics and 

Analysis (NCSA) [5, 6]. It is understood that accidental deaths by frontal impact mode of 

collision between vehicles is the major cause across all age groups of drivers from 18 years to 

above 70 years [7, 8]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Distribution of mortalities by type of accident [5] 

1.1.2 Vehicular safety and crash energy management 

As the human life is invaluable, the transportation industry has been taking adequate 

engineering measures to ensure that occupant safety is given the paramount priority and was 

made an integral and uncompromising aspect of vehicle engineering since about 1950s. The 

US department of transportation led this road safety mission by empowering National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) department to frame guidelines and 

regulations to all vehicle manufacturers. These regulations covered every critical component 

of the vehicle to cover all aspects of the vehicle safety in the form of standard guidelines 

which became popular as Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) [9]. Other 

industrially developed countries followed this trend and established their own regulations 

which the vehicle manufacturers adhered to conform and certify for compliance. These 

standards and regulations became mandatory for every new car assessment program (NCAP). 
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The occupant safety standards and regulations presently followed across globe which cover 

all vital systems of the vehicle are shown in Figure.1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3: Automotive safety regulations across the world [1] 

In the early years of motorized transportation, vehicle manufacturers believed in stronger 

front structure for protection against frontal collisions. This approach helped in minimizing 

the intrusions into the passenger cabin, but the stiffer front structures only ensured direct 

transfer of impact-induced decelerations (crash energy) to the occupants resulting in external 

injuries and internal failures of human body elements (head, chest, tissues and bones, etc) [8-

10] due to impact on the vehicle interiors and impact-induced decelerations. Over the years, 

automotive engineers understood the concept of impact mitigation by controlled energy 

absorption through plastic deformation method, where the front structures deform plastically 

in a controlled manner over a certain length under the action of impact forces. In 1952-53, 

Béla Barényi [11], an engineer working for Mercedes Benz is believed to have first designed 

and patented the concept for the collapsible (plastically deformable) type frontal energy 

absorbing member and assembled in the serial production vehicle for Mercedes model series 

W120 [11, 12]. This plastically deformable type of energy absorbing (EA) element enabled 

the vehicle to reduce impact-induced decelerations thereby helping the occupants cope better 

with the impact scenario by providing them with a few extra milli seconds for the impact 

wave reaching the occupants and reduce the intensity of injuries [13]. 

Later through continuous and combined research efforts in engineering and medicine, the 

science of impact energy absorption has become more organized and brought forth the 

limiting values of decelerations and forces which different organs and parts of a human body 

can withstand from the injury perspective. These recommendations which have been 
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quantified in the engineering terms evolved as fundamentals for the design of frontal energy 

absorbing structures. These guidelines have been legalized and evolved as the statutory 

standards for all vehicle manufacturers for compliance and certification [9]. Research in the 

field of occupant safety has gained immense priority since then and the vehicle manufacturers 

have come up with various active and passive safety systems such as seat belts, airbags, anti-

lock braking systems (ABS), stability control systems (SCS) and traction control systems 

(TCS) to name a few [1]. 

As the frontal impact mode of accidents were found to be more frequent and a major cause of 

fatalities in road accidents, research efforts towards attenuating the intensity of impact has 

gained a lot of importance [5]. Frontal impact has become the widely studied topic in the 

field of occupant safety. Multiple ways of mechanical methods to absorb the impact energy 

have been tried in the past which were based mostly on friction and plastic deformation. Few 

examples are axial splitting by tube expansion [14], energy absorption by plastic deformation 

through tearing a thin sheet [15] and a friction and hydraulic brakes based novel adaptive 

design [16]. But plastic deformation based methods are preferred over the other modes and 

are widely practiced till today.  

The very first innovative design of front deformable EA structure [11] sparked a new trend in 

the design of frontal structures. Extended research in vehicle collisions, crashworthiness and 

biomechanics of occupants, over the years, led to the evolution of several injury criterion 

such as head injury criterion (HIC) [17, 18], brain injury criterion (BrIC) [19, 20], neck injury 

criterion (NIC) [21] and chest compression levels, etc.  These criterion are expressed as 

functions of decelerations (accelerations) and have helped in assessment and evaluation of 

injury levels for different collision scenarios and to arrive at the limiting values of 

decelerations (converted into equivalent crush forces) and forces [22] a human body can 

tolerate without undergoing serious injuries. Over the past few years it has been a standard 

engineering practice with all the vehicle manufacturers to design the front EA structures such 

that their crush forces are within these allowable magnitudes to comply with statutory safety 

regulations.  

Today’s vehicle manufacturers are following an all-inclusive and comprehensive approach to 

the extent of building the complete human model representing all the vital parts in terms of 

stiffness, mass and failure characteristics with the maximum possible accuracy using 

numerical methods as shown in Figure 1.4. This practice was pioneered by the Japanese auto 

major Toyota Motor Corporation for an accurate estimation of responses of occupants in a 
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collision scenario [23]. It demonstrates the importance of safety and commitment shown by 

the transportation industry towards building safer vehicles. 

 

 

 Figure 1.4. Detailed FE models of human body for advanced safety studies [23]  

Further, the following can be clearly understood from detailed studies on existing practices 

on vehicle safety. 

 New road safety laws have been passed in 35 countries – but only 7% of the world’s 

population is covered by comprehensive legislation for the major risk factors [2].  

 Automotive crashworthiness is still not enforced as a statutory regulation in major 

developing countries such as India [24] and majority of vehicles do not comply with 

safety standards for frontal collisions even for medium range speed. 

 Compact vehicles are getting more popular in emerging markets but there is no enough 

space available for fitment of frontal EA structures which is a concern for passenger 

safety.  

1.2 Motivation 

Most EA structural configurations are characterized by high initial peak crush forces (often 

beyond the limiting values) which are transferred into the occupant compartment. As the 

frontal EA structure has a mission-critical role in the first defense against all forms of frontal 

collisions, there is a need for designing these structures to be in strict compliance with the 

standard regulations to protect the occupants from being exposed to higher magnitudes of 

crash forces (higher decelerations). Importance of human safety in frontal vehicular collisions 

and research gaps evidenced in existing literature in design of frontal EA structures have 
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provided the necessary thrust and motivation for selecting this subject of controlled energy 

absorption by frontal EA structures for the current research work. 

In all, passenger safety is the sole motivation factor behind this research on the study of 

development of EA structural configurations through energy absorption by plastic 

deformation with an aim to contribute an incremental knowledge in improving the occupant 

safety in the transportation vehicles.  

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

This thesis is organized into 10 chapters. A brief introduction to the contents of each chapter 

is as given below. 

Chapter-1 discusses the background of this research with respect to the need for crash energy 

absorption in the context of occupant safety in road vehicles, motivation for this research, and 

organization of the thesis. 

Chapter-2 covers a comprehensive review of the literature in the area of impact energy 

absorption with focus on the evolution of the concept of impact energy absorption with 

application to occupant safety in road vehicles, definition of several injury criterion for 

occupants and their relationships with impact decelerations and impact forces during 

collision. Mathematical definitions of various performance parameters for assessment of 

crashworthiness of EA structures are formalized as the basis for evaluation of new EA 

structural concepts. The requirements of an ideal EA structure are detailed. Different 

structural configurations with respect to their geometry, materials and modes of plastic 

deformations and their influence on the crush force behavior are studied in detail and 

summarized. Objectives of the present research work and the research methodology are 

discussed. 

Chapter-3 presents development of methodologies for non-linear explicit finite element 

analysis (FEA) for numerical simulation of crash energy absorption behaviour of certain 

standard EA structures under axial impact and their validation with experimental results 

available in literature.  

Chapter-4 discusses the crash energy absorption behaviour of crush tubes with various basic 

geometric shapes with a closer attention to their plastic deformation patterns and their 

influence on the crush force behavior using FEA methods. 
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Chapter-5 proposes various novel EA structural configurations through numerical 

simulations based on two major design strategies such as i) circular tube-in-tube, and ii) 

hybrid cross-sections and evaluation of their relative performances based on standard 

crashworthiness assessment parameters. 

Chapter-6 details the evolution of the design of a new invertube’s geometric profile and 

cross-section for inversion-based mode of plastic deformation to achieve desirable inversion 

characteristics for a near-ideal energy absorption based on numerical simulations, their 

fabrication and experimental validation. It also critically examines the vital parameters of 

inversion process and deformation characteristics.  

Chapter-7 proposes EA structures based on invertubes with multi-material (using hybrid 

composites and fiber metal laminates) structural configurations to achieve higher SEA using 

high specific strength materials such as composites and low density material magnesium.  

Chapter-8 presents a few more multi-material (metals and metallic foams) EA structural 

configurations based on a unique combination of bending and inversion deformation modes.  

Chapter-9 demonstrates the importance and effect of damage modelling in numerical 

simulation of crash EA structures. This study is illustrated with crush tubes made of 

aluminium alloy H30 in WP condition and stainless steel SS304 grades. 

Chapter-10 presents the overall summary of the research, investigations carried out, 

contributions specific to this research area and conclusions drawn from this work. It also 

suggests the recommendations for further future work in this area.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review, Research Objectives and Research 

Methodology  

This chapter initially presents a comprehensive review of literature in the area of vehicular 

collisions, concepts, and crash energy absorption and its assessments. Certain research gaps 

are identified in existing literature and are reported. The detailed literature review and the 

identified research gaps led to the formulation of research objectives for the present research, 

which are subsequently outlined. Finally, the methodology adopted to achieve the research 

objectives are provided with a detailed summary at the end. 

2.1 Introduction 

Crashworthiness and occupant safety have been given a top priority in automobiles since the 

introduction of Highway Safety Act in the second half of the 20th century by the US 

Government. This law triggered the formulation of guidelines for vehicle manufacturers in 

several aspects of the vehicle for passenger safety. These safety regulations later came into 

existence as Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) in USA and soon the other 

countries also started enforcing similar standards and guidelines, as appropriate to their 

regions. Vehicle safety systems are designed to protect the occupants during various collision 

scenarios involving frontal collision, side impact, roll-over crashes or any other incident. 

Each of these events can occur in several ways and each incident is unique in its nature by 

virtue of the damage to the vehicle and the intensity of injuries to its occupants [25, 26]. 

Crashworthiness with reference to the common frontal crash impact may be understood as the 

measure of vehicle’s frontal energy absorbing (EA) structure capability to absorb the impact 

energy by allowing the controlled plastic deformation while possessing enough strength to 

avoid intrusion of engine block into the passenger cell and to keep the impact induced 

deceleration levels within the human tolerance limits (crush forces should be within the 

allowable limits) [27].  
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2.2 Background 

In the earlier years of automobile history, engineers believed that stiffer frontal structures 

provide a better resistance against the impact due to frontal collisions from the intrusion 

perspective. These structures being stiff helped in preventing the intrusions into the occupant 

cell, but the occupants received severe injuries due to the effect of inertia of motion as the 

rigid structure ensured a direct transfer of impact-induced decelerations into the occupant cell 

and hence to the occupants. These injuries were both internal (within the body as the sensitive 

tissues of vital parts tear off resulting in internal damage and bleeding; head, brain, neck, 

bones and other important organs) and external (due to primary and secondary impacts on the 

vehicle interiors) in nature.  

2.3 Collision Physics 

2.3.1 Momentum, Impulse and Kinetic Energy (understanding the fundamentals) 

In the 1950s, the automotive industry with its increasing focus on human safety shifted the 

design paradigms of vehicle’s front structures. The concept of impact energy absorption was 

introduced in the vehicle’s architecture with a softer front structure and a relatively stiffer 

occupant cell. The front structures were tuned to have an optimum stiffness and deform in an 

axial mode over a defined distance in a controlled manner instead of exhibiting a stiff 

behaviour. This controlled axial stiffness helped in delaying the impact-induced decelerations 

into the passenger compartment. The inertia effects were controlled and hence the 

decelerations. The occupant cell was strengthened further to prevent the intrusion of heavy 

masses (engine and the front part) [25, 26]. This can be understood easily from the first 

principles of engineering mechanics as explained below [27, 28]. 

Let m = mass, v = velocity, F = force, a = acceleration, t = time, I = impulse, and P = 

Momentum. Momentum of a body having mass m and moving with a velocity v is given by 

𝑃 = 𝑚𝑣                    (2.1) 

Change of momentum in the body is 

𝑑𝑃 = 𝑚𝑑𝑣                    (2.2) 

Force F on the body is the rate of change of momentum given by 

 𝐹 = 𝑚 
𝑑𝑉

𝑡
                                                                  (2.3) 
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Impulse I is a vector quantity related to this force and it is the product of force and the 

duration of the time t it acts on a body. Generally this time period is very short in vehicle 

impacts and impulse on the body is   

𝐼 = 𝐹𝑡                     (2.4) 

From Eqs (2.3) and (2.4), impulse is also nothing but the change in momentum in the body 

𝐹𝑡 = 𝑚𝑣                    (2.5) 

This is known as the impulse-momentum change theorem.  

For example, if a car of mass 1000 kg travels with a velocity of 10 m/s and crashes into a 

rigid barrier and stops in 1 second. 

Initial momentum, Pi = 1000 x 10 = 10000 kg m/s 

Final momentum, Pf = 1000 x 0 = 0 (final velocity is zero as the car stops completely). 

Change of momentum, Pf – Pi = -10000 kg m/s (negative sign indicates that momentum is 

lost). 

Using Eq. (2.5) and taking t =1 s, Impact force transmitted to the car upon impact on rigid 

barrier in 1 second = -10000 N 

If the car crashes into the wall and stops in 2 seconds, then from Eq. (2.5),  

Impact force transmitted to the car = -5000 N. 

The kinetic energy of the moving car is given by 

KE =
1

2
𝑚𝑣2                     (2.6) 

From the above example, KE possessed by the car at the impact is 50000 J. 

To absorb this KE completely, the vehicle front structure has to deform plastically by a 

distance x. 

Work done by the impact is given by 

W = 𝐹𝑥                       (2.7) 

Equating the KE to the plastic work done by the front structure (i.e. equating Eqs. (2.6) and 

(2.7)) assuming the impact duration as 1 s, we get deformation length needed as x = 5 m. 

It may be understood that to minimize the impact forces, deformation should happen over a 

long distance. Generally, the acceptable impact crush forces are derived based on the mass of 

the vehicle and the allowable decelerations. Thought it is not possible to conserve the kinetic 

energy completely in inelastic collisions, the amount of energy absorbed by the vehicular 

structure can be maximized without crossing the allowable crush force limits. In the context 

of vehicular crash energy absorption, the following inferences can be made from this study. 
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i) Lesser the impact forces, lesser the decelerations induced into the vehicle body due to 

the impact  

ii) The duration of impact should be prolonged to the maximum possible extent to 

minimize the magnitude of decelerations.  

iii) To maximize the amount of kinetic energy being absorbed, deformation distance 

should tend to maximum and the impact forces should be within the allowable limits. 

2.3.2 Biomechanics and Injury Mechanisms 

In a car collision, all parts of the human body from head to toe are vulnerable to injuries and 

the location and the intensity of the injury depends on the type of collision and the kinematics 

it induces on occupants. The major sources of injury of an occupant during an accident are 

[5]: 

i) high decelerations; 

ii) crushing of the occupant compartment and intrusion of heavy masses; 

iii) primary and secondary impacts with the vehicle interiors; and 

iv) ejection from the vehicle if the occupant is not belted 

The occupant kinematics in a typical frontal crash scenario and the acceptable limits of injury 

criterion are shown in Figure 2.1. Based on the plausible kinematics of occupants in the 

vehicle for different collision scenarios and the limiting values of mechanical parameters 

(deformation, moment, velocity and acceleration) a human body can withstand, injury 

criterion for several parts of the human body have been formulated as the guidelines [26]. A 

few of such criterion are discussed here. 

 

Figure 2.1: Acceptable levels of injury criterion [1] 
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2.3.2.1 Combined injury criterion for the whole human body 

According to Gadd criterion, a single parameter (acceleration of head) represents the 

tolerance levels for the whole body and it is represented as Gadd Severity Index (GSI) [6, 

29]; 

𝐺𝑆𝐼 = ∫ 𝑎2.5𝑡

0
𝑑𝑡 < 1000                              (2.8) 

where a is the acceleration (or deceleration) level of the head which causes concussion and 

skull fracture. The total duration of the pulse is t in milliseconds over which the acceleration 

is applied. 

2.3.2.2 Head injury criterion (HIC) 

Subsequent to GSI, head injury criterion (HIC) [30, 31] was formulated for specific 

assessment of injuries related to head alone 

HIC =   max {[
1

(t2−t1)
∫ 𝑎(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

t2

t1
]

2.5
(t2 − t1)} < 1000                          (2.9) 

where t1 and t2 are the two time instances between which the acceleration a(t) is measured. 

The current standard suggests that the HIC values above 1000 will induce an irrecoverable 

damage on head or brain [8, 9]. 

2.3.2.3 Brain injury criterion (BrIC) 

Brain injury criterion is expressed as 

𝐵𝑟𝐼𝐶 = √(
𝜔𝑥

𝜔𝑥𝐶
)

2

+ (
𝜔𝑦

𝜔𝑦𝐶
)

2

+ (
𝜔𝑧

𝜔𝑧𝐶
)

2

                          (2.10) 

where ωx, ωy and ωz are angular velocities along the principal directions and ωxC, ωyC and ωzC 

are the critical angular velocities along their respective directions [19, 20]. 

2.3.2.4 Neck injury criterion (NIC) 

The neck injury criterion (NIC) is given as 

𝑁𝐼𝐶 =
F𝑧

F𝑖𝑛𝑡
+

M𝑌

M𝑖𝑛𝑡
                            (2.11) 

where FZ is the vertical force (tensile/compressive) on the neck and MY is the moment for 

forward/rearward rotation of the neck. The Fint and Mint are the critical intercept values of 

vertical force and moments [1, 21]. 

2.3.2.5 Chest injury criterion 
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According to NHTSA [31], the current regulation mandates a limit of 60g for chest 

acceleration and a chest deflection of 76 mm as the safe allowable limits. 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2.6 Thoracic trauma index (TTI) 

TTI measure deals with the risk of organs within the thoracic cage (ex: liver, kidneys, spleen, 

etc.). An extensive study on the physiological responses to certain collision scenarios led to 

the evolution of this injury index, TTI [32]. It is expressed as 

𝑇𝑇𝐼 = 0.5(𝐺𝑟 + 𝐺𝑙𝑠) < 100                                 (2.12) 

where Gr is greater of the peak acceleration of either lower or upper rib  expressed in ‘g’s and 

Gls is the peak acceleration of the lower spine expressed in ‘g’s. The TTI value should be 

below 100 to avoid life threatening injuries. 

2.4 Emergence of Crashworthiness 

To ensure proper protection to occupants from various collision scenarios as discussed 

before, the automotive industry in the second half of the 20th century came with a 

comprehensive safety program. This program termed as ‘Crashworthiness’ laid guidelines for 

vehicle’s architecture from the occupant safety perspective. A section of crashworthiness 

subject which is related to the frontal energy absorbing members is discussed in this research.  

2.4.1 What is Crashworthiness? 

The term ‘crashworthiness’ was first used in the aviation industry as a measure to assess a 

structure’s ability to protect its occupants in survivable crashes. In the automotive context, it 

may be related as the vehicle’s structural aptitude to deform plastically at the front and yet 

retain a survivable occupant space in the event of collisions which involve reasonable 

decelerations. The lesser the damage to the vehicle and/or its occupants and contents after the 

collision event, the higher the crashworthiness of the vehicle or the better its crashworthy 

performance [26]. 

2.4.2 Characteristics of an Effective EA structure 
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The literature suggests three important characteristics for an effective impact EA structure. 

They are (1) EA structure should be characterised by low initial crush force, (2) it should 

delay the transfer of impact-induced decelerations into the passenger compartment, (3) it 

should exhibit a uniform crush force during the entire crush stroke and (4) it should induce 

irreversible impact energy conversion to plastic deformation. The detailed explanation of 

these characteristics are given here. 

i) Low initial crush force 

If the vehicle’s front structure is stiff, it induces short-duration and high-intensity 

decelerations; and if the front structure is soft, the response is characterized by low to 

moderate intensity decelerations for relatively longer duration. Tolerance limits for 

deceleration in the longitudinal direction during a frontal impact have been formulated. They 

also provided an empirical formula for the head injury criterion given in Eq. (2.9) as a 

guideline for the design of safety systems [33-35].  Equation (2.9) for the HIC shows that the 

acceleration (i.e. deceleration) induced during the impact is directly related to the probability 

of head injuries; and the initial peak crush force being the source of high intensity 

deceleration is a very critical factor from the occupant safety perspective. Further, an EA 

structure should always be characterised by crush forces within the human tolerance limits. 

The maximum allowable deceleration [34] for a serious injury but not life-threatening injury 

is 20g. On the contrary, a softer front structure may lead to an early intrusion into the 

passenger cell thereby jeopardizing the fundamental safety aspects. To counter this, the ideal 

approach would be to build an optimally soft front structure to attenuate the intensity of 

deceleration and a strong structure around the passenger cell to defy the intrusions.  

ii) Delay the transfer of impact-induced decelerations into the passenger compartment  

This is possible when the EA structure has a long crush stroke. With the longer crush stroke, 

the impact process takes a few additional milli seconds to reach the passenger compartment, 

which is a very vital factor from the occupant safety perspective [34]. Longer crush stroke 

helps in maximizing stroke efficiency (SE) and the energy absorbed by plastic deformation. 

iii) Exhibit uniform crush force during the entire crush stroke 

The crush force behaviour should tend to be nearly uniform throughout the crush stroke to 

maximise the total energy absorbed (TEA) by the EA structure. The crush force should not 

drop drastically after triggering the plastic deformation in the structure and the plastic 

deformation should progress gradually with uniform crush force that increases the crush force 
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efficiency (CFE). 

The three important characteristics of an effective EA structure thus discussed can be 

summarily stated that the fundamental responsibility of an EA structure is to absorb the 

maximum possible energy with crush forces within the human tolerable limits and utilize the 

entire length of the EA structure in plastic deformation. For such an ideal performance, it 

requires a combination of (i) a carefully engineered structural configuration which allows its 

complete volume to deform plastically, (ii) an optimum grade of material that allows such 

plastic deformation while possessing the required resistive strength and (iii) a controlled 

trigger mechanism to keep the initial peak crush force within the limits. It is a challenge to 

achieve such a combination of geometric configuration and ductile material. It is also equally 

important to minimize the mass of EA structure as today’s automotive industry is serious in 

pursuit of light weight structures [2].  

iv) Irreversible energy conversion  

For effective absorption of impact kinetic energy, the process should be irreversible. The 

structure or the material involved in the process should convert the input kinetic energy into 

inelastic energy by plastic deformation instead of storing it in the elastic form [6].  

If the kinetic energy is converted into elastic strain energy, as the deformation reaches its 

maximum elastic limit, the elastic strain energy will be released and it results in further 

damage as the rebound causes an impulsive reversal of accelerations occupants as explained 

in the Figure 2.2. 

 

 

(a)  

 

(b) 

Figure 2.2: A car collides with an elastic spring: it is (a) decelerated by the compressed 

spring; b) subsequently accelerated by the recovery of the spring [5]. 

2.4.3 Crashworthiness Assessment Parameters 

The amount of energy absorbed (i.e. TEA) by an EA structure alone is not the direct measure 

of its crashworthiness, there are several other underlying parameters that are critical to the 

occupant safety. These parameters as given below are quantifiable, help in assessing 
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crashworthiness and provide a deeper understanding of the crashworthiness of an EA 

structure [1, 5, 24, 29-31]. In summarising the crashworthiness performance evaluation 

parameters, it is said that no single parameter can decide the efficacy of an EA structure. An 

ideal EA structure should absorb maximum energy with higher SE and CFE with a minimum 

mass. 

2.4.3.1 Initial peak crush force (Fpeak)  

Fpeak is the peak impact crush force that is required to trigger the plastic deformation in the 

structure. It should be within the threshold limits (equivalent acceleration levels ≤ 20g to 

avoid serious injuries from the passenger safety perspective). If it is too low, the structure 

will not be stiff enough to resist low speed impacts and compromises the total energy 

absorbed. The structure will also deform at low speed impacts. If it is high, it results in the 

early transfer of high intensity decelerations into the passenger cell. The structure should 

exhibit an optimum initial peak force whose accelerations are within the human tolerance 

limits and with a smooth time gradient to reach the first peak force. 

Fpeak = max  [F(𝑙)]          (2.13) [36] 

where F(l) is the instantaneous crush force at a crush distance of l. 

2.4.3.2 Stroke efficiency (SE) 

SE is the ratio of length of the EA structure crushed by plastic deformation to the total length 

of the EA structure. It is a fundamental performance indicator which influences other 

measures. Higher SE maximises the area under the crush force versus crush stroke curve and 

thus the TEA. An ideal EA structure should involve the complete available length in crushing 

(plastic deformation) thereby enabling the structure to utilize the entire length to absorb the 

impact energy over a long distance. Higher stroke efficiency also helps in delaying the 

transfer of impact-induced decelerations into the passenger cell by offering a few vital extra 

milliseconds to the occupant before reaching the state of higher decelerations which is a very 

critical aspect of occupant safety. Stroke efficiency is quantified as given below; 

SE =
𝑙

𝐿
x100                      (2.14) [36] 

where l is the length of the EA structure crushed by plastic deformation and L is the total 

length of the EA structure. 

2.4.3.3 Total energy absorbed (TEA) 
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TEA is the total energy absorbed by the structure by plastic deformation during the impact. It 

is the area under the crush force versus crush stroke curve. Theoretically, an EA structure 

with nearly 100% CFE and SE can maximize TEA. The objective here is to maximize TEA 

while keeping the magnitude of crush force within the human tolerance limits. The total 

energy absorbed during plastic deformation of the EA structure is expressed as 

TEA = ∫ F(x)dx
𝑙

0
          (2.15) [36] 

where l is the effective crush stroke and F(x) is the instantaneous axial crush force. 

2.4.3.4 Crush force efficiency (CFE) 

CFE is the ratio of mean crush force Fmean to the initial peak force Fpeak. The crush force 

curve generally drops after the initial peak and follows a series of fluctuations. For effective 

energy absorption, the crush force should tend to be uniform around the threshold value 

(equivalent acceleration levels ≤ 20g) without much fluctuation as the crush progresses. The 

TEA by the structure will be maximum if CFE approaches unity. The CFE is calculated as 

CFE =
𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝐹𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
x100                     (2.16) [36] 

where Fmean,  the mean crush force is expressed as  

𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
TEA

𝑙
                      (2.17) [36] 

For an ideal EA structure, the CFE should tend to unity. Lower CFE indicates drop in the 

crush force after the first peak which will result in the loss of TEA. It is not a direct measure 

of crashworthiness, but is a measure of stability of crush force that maximizes the total 

energy absorbed. 

2.4.3.5 Specific energy absorption (SEA) 

SEA is the ratio of total energy absorbed (TEA) by the structure through plastic deformation 

to the total mass m of the structure. The ideal requirement is to absorb a maximum amount of 

impact energy with a minimum possible mass of the EA structure. In today’s automotive 

industry, structures with superior performance-to-weight ratio are highly appreciated. The 

SEA is expressed as 

SEA =
TEA

m
                      (2.18) [36] 

2.4.3.6 Energy absorption efficiency 

It is the ratio of the TEA by the structure to the initial kinetic energy available with the 

impacting body. This parameter indicates the effectiveness of the energy absorption. 
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As a summary of all the crashworthiness assessment parameters, an ideal EA structure’s 

crashworthiness performance may be represented in a graphical form as shown in Figure 2.3 

 

Figure 2.3: Crush force Vs crush displacement of an ideal energy absorbing structure [36] 

2.5 Crash Energy Absorption 

2.5.1 Types of Energy Absorption 

Absorption of impact energy in simple words is the process of conversion of kinetic energy 

into different forms. In simple terms, the kinetic energy is converted into some forms of 

work. In case of a collision involving two vehicles or a vehicle and a barrier, the kinetic 

energy is converted into i) deformation work, ii) heat, iii) friction, iv) elastic work due to 

rebound kinematics based on the collision, and v) other miscellaneous effects. The options 

for kinetic energy absorption that have been tried in the past are based on i) elastic 

deformation, ii) plastic deformation, iii) friction  and iv) hydraulic or viscous damping effects 

[5] and this classification is as shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Classification of impact energy absorption modes [5] 

 

2.5.1.1 Elastic deformation 

 This type of energy absorption process is not discussed as it involves the sudden release of 

strain energy after the impact and the rebound induces reversing accelerations which is an 

undesired trait of an energy absorbing structure as explained in Figure 2.2.  

2.5.1.2 Plastic deformation 

Intensive attention is given to the study of plastic deformation based energy absorbing 

structures as plastic deformation is the most efficient means of irreversible energy absorption 

with ductile materials and is a widely accepted practice. Structural configurations with 

different cross-sections, their plastic deformation patterns and crush force behaviours under 

pure axial crushing scenarios and material trends are discussed in detail in this chapter. 

2.5.2 Existing Structural Configurations for Energy Absorption 

The existing structural configurations for crash energy absorption uses circular tubes, 

inversion of tubes, axial splitting of tubes, tube expansions, foam filled tubes, tubes with 

multi-cornered cross sections (i.e square, or polygonal tubes), tubes with multi-cell 

configurations, frusta and conical tubes, composite tubes, etc. The EA structural 

configurations with above geometries are discussed in this section. 

2.5.2.1 Circular tubes 

i) Axial crushing  

Energy absorption using thin-walled circular tubes is a widely researched subject due to 

simplicity in fabrication of circular tubes and the amenability of circular geometry for plastic 

deformation. Circular tubes exhibit a variety of deformation patterns in axisymmetric and 

asymmetric forms under axial crushing and they are classified as: i) sequential concertina 

(series of concentric ring folds), ii) sequential diamond, iii) Eulerian buckling, iv) alternate 

concertina and diamond, v) simultaneous concertina, vi) simultaneous diamond, and  v) 

tilting of tube axis [37]. These deformation modes are governed by geometric parameters of 

the tube (diameter-D, thickness-t, and length-L) and material parameter σ0/E ratio (ratio of 

yield strength to modulus of elasticity) [38]. Observations from numerous experiments [39] 
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suggest that thick cylinders with D/t ratio in the range of 50-60 deform in axisymmetric 

concertina mode while cylindrical tubes with higher D/t ratios deform in asymmetric 

diamond mode. As the D/t ratio goes high, the number of asymmetric lobes also increases. 

On the crush force behaviour front, the tubes with axisymmetric concertina deformation 

modes exhibit a high initial peak force followed by a series of peaks and valleys around a 

mean value with the magnitude of force going up for each successive peak. The difference 

between each peak and valley on the force-displacement curve increases with each round of 

rise and fall in the crush force. However, due to a gradual and regular deformation pattern, 

stroke efficiencies around 80% are common in this kind of structures. In the case of circular 

tubes with asymmetric diamond mode of deformation, the crush force behaviour is not 

predictable as in the case of concertina kind of deformation and as a result moderate stroke 

efficiencies are observed as the uncrushed material gets densified quickly leading to a 

compromise in the total energy absorbed compared to circular tubes with concertina folding 

modes. A typical concertina and diamond type of deformation modes and their corresponding 

crush force behaviours are shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

  

  

a) Concertina deformation b) Diamond deformation 

Figure 2.5: Comparison of typical concertina and diamond deformation modes of circular 

tubes and corresponding crush force behaviours [36] 
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There are also some empirical formulae for prediction of average crushing force of 

cylindrical tubes for concertina mode with D/t < 30 [40, 41], diamond mode of deformation 

with large D/t values [42] in terms of tube geometry parameters and material’s flow stress.  

In addition to axial crushing, circular tubes are also deformed in some other modes such as i) 

inversion, ii) splitting, iii) tube expansion, iv) lateral indentation, and v) lateral flattening. Of 

these methods, only inversion deformation is observed to be efficient for energy absorption 

applications [43]. 

ii) Inversion of tubes 

Inversion is a peculiar mode of continuous plastic deformation where the inner surface of the 

tube comes outside and vice versa [6]. Inversion can be achieved with or without using a 

guiding die. Inversion can be achieved on straight circular tubes or conical frusta [44 - 46]. 

Constant crushing force is the salient feature of inversion mode of deformation. Typical 

modes of inversion are shown in Figure 2.6. Available knowledge is very limited on the 

underlying principles, geometry and material requirements of inversion of tubes in literature. 

However, inversion of tubes may be considered as an excellent choice for energy absorption 

with nearly ideal crush force behaviour [46]. 

 

   

a) Inside-out [6] b) Outside-in [6] c) Inside-out inversion of a 

frusta [45] 

 Figure 2.6: Different types of tube inversion 

iii) Axial splitting 

Splitting and curling of circular tube is another novel method employed in the energy 

absorption process [47, 48] where a longitudinally pre-grooved tube is pushed against a 

conical die to initiate the tearing and splitting exploiting the ductile behaviour of the material. 

Longer crush strokes and uniform crush forces help in achieving the near-ideal crush force 
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behaviour. A tube splitting set up and crush force behaviour of a typical tube splitting and 

curling is shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

 

 

a) Tube splitting setup b) Axially split specimen c) Crush force behaviour 

Figure 2.7: A typical tube splitting process and the corresponding crush force behaviour [47] 

Though the splitting method demonstrates the ideal crush force behaviour, its sensitivity to 

axial alignments and structural integrity issues in the assembly state forbid the prospects of 

axial splitting method for energy absorption applications. 

iv) Tube expansion 

Yang et al’s [49] demonstrated energy absorption through tube expansion which is a novel 

method of energy absorption based on the combination of friction and plastic deformation 

with friction playing the dominant role. The work done here is based on plastic deformation 

by tube expansion process with friction contributing majorly to the crush force. Friction is 

observed to play a major role as observed in Figure 2.8. The crush force behaviour is 

observed to be nearly ideal with a constant force playing throughout the stroke, but this kind 

of structure pose challenges in terms of structural integrity in the normal working conditions. 

   

a) Schematic layout of 

expandable tube system 

b) Tube expansion 

process 

c) crush force behaviour 

Figure 2.8: Energy absorption by tube expansion process [49] 

 

2.5.2.2 Multi-cornered cross-sections 
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Tubes with cross-sections consisting of different number of corners have been investigated in 

the past for energy absorbing applications. In this family, only square tubes were widely 

studied with emphasis on deformation modes and crush force behaviours. 

 

i) Square tubes 

Tubes with square cross-sections are also the widely adapted choice for energy absorption 

applications in cars, railways and ships. Their deformation modes are different to that of 

circular tubes because of their shape. However not much difference of crush force behaviour 

is reported in the literature as both the cross sections undergo progressive axial crushing. 

Under axial crushing, square tubes undergo a combination of inward and outward plastic 

bending on each successive surface of the tube with an appropriate stretching. Similar to 

circular tubes, geometric parameters play an influencing role in the plastic deformation 

pattern and the crush force behaviour. Crush force against crush displacement of typical 

square tubes is shown in Figure 2.9. Thin square tubes with high c/t ratio (where c is the side 

of the square and t is the thickness of the tube) higher than 50-60 are said to undergo non-

compact collapse mode. The folding is not continuous and may tend to undergo Euler-type 

buckling, which is fundamentally an undesirable trait for an energy absorbing structure [50]. 

On the other hand, square tubes with smaller c/t ratios (thick tubes) tend to deform with 

gradual and regular alternate inward and outward folds on successive faces of the tube. 

 

   

a) Compact deformation b) Non-compact 

deformation 

c) Crush force behaviour of 

square tube 

Figure 2.9: Plastic deformation pattern and crush force behaviour of typical square tubes [5] 

 

Generally the crush force behaviour of square tubes is characterized by high initial peak 

forces followed by fluctuations around a mean value in a narrow band. Stroke efficiencies are 

observed to be moderate in comparison to circular tubes [51 - 53]. 

ii) Multi-cornered sections 
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Some structural configurations with up to twelve numbers of corners are also used for energy 

absorbing applications. It is observed that as the number of sides in the polygon increases, the 

crush force and plastic deformation pattern also appear to be similar to those of circular tubes 

where crush force fluctuates in a wide band around a mean value. If the cross-section is made 

to be unconventional such as the shape of the mathematical operator ‘plus’ (+), the crush 

force behaviour is observed to be completely in contrast to a regular polygon with an initial 

high peak force followed by fluctuations in a narrow band as observed in the case of square 

tubes. However, the stroke efficiency continues to be an issue with a premature densification 

[54, 55]. 

2.5.2.3 Multi-celled configurations  

Multi-celled configurations are also investigated with an objective of achieving the uniform 

crush force in literature. Majority of such structural configurations are made of square cross-

sections [56 - 58] with square grid inside the main square as shown in Figure 2.10. 

 

 

a) Multi-cell configurations b) Crush force behaviour 

Figure 2.10: Cross-sections and crush force behaviour of typical multi-cell configurations [59] 

 

Multi-celled configurations generally exhibit a near-ideal crush force behaviour after the 

initial peak with fluctuations in a very narrow band. However, a major drawback with such 

configurations is observed to be the stroke efficiency with an earlier or premature 

densification of material of the crushed part with a compromise in the fundamental 

requirement of energy absorption [56 - 58]. There are some empirical formulae available for 

crush force predictions which are expressed in terms of side of the square, thickness of tube, 

number of cells and the material’s flow stress [60, 61]. 

2.5.2.4 Frusta and conical geometries 

Circular and polygonal tubes with varying cross-sections (tapered) are widely studied for 

assessing the suitability for energy absorption applications [62-64]. In comparison to their 

straight counterparts, tapered sections demonstrated some improvements in stroke efficiency 
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as the varying geometry accommodates more material during the deformation process 

delaying the event of densification and also in minimizing the fluctuations in the crush force 

levels after the initial peak force. 

 

2.5.2.5 Foam-filled metal tubes 

Some attempts have been made in the past to improve the total energy absorbed by filling the 

metal tubes with metal or polymer foams [65]. Compressive strength of foams can be 

controlled by tuning the relative density and crush force behaviours can be customized to an 

extent. Several research studies suggest that filling the metallic tubes with foams increases 

the total energy absorbed. It has been observed that pure axial compression, uniform crush 

force and higher crush forces (higher TEA) are the major advantages for using foams as a 

crush force enhancing medium for metallic tubes. A typical arrangement of foam-filled tubes 

and the effect of interaction on the crush force is shown in Figure 2.11.  

 

  
 

a) Metal tube filled with 

aluminium foam 

b) Metal tube filled 

with polystyrene 

foam 

c) Influence of foam on the 

crush force behaviour 

Figure 2.11: Typical metal tubes filled with foams for energy absorption applications  [65] 

 

However, early densification of metallic foams and interaction effects of foam with the main 

tube during the axial compression results in  moderate stroke efficiency leading to low TEA 

and SEA which work against the foams in energy absorbing applications [66-68].  

2.5.2.6 Novel structural configurations  

Some attempts have been made to stiffen the regular tubes axially with ribs and beads and 

corrugations to increase the crush force levels and hence TEA [69-71]. Zhang et al’s [72] 

kagome type sandwich cellular configuration; Yang et al’s [73] circular tube with ellipsoidal 

dimples for controlling the initial peak force and stabilizing the crush force behaviour after 

the initial peak; Zahran et al’s [74] novel 3D cellular configuration for improving the crush 
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force efficiency; Esa et al’s [75] piecemeal energy absorption (PEA) strategy for adaptive 

control of energy absorbing elements based on the impact velocity; Xu et al’s [76] 

investigation on the suitability of tailor-welded blanks and precise combination of different 

grades of materials are some of the case studies of novel approaches in the research of impact 

energy absorption. Outlines of such designs are shown in Figure 2.12.  

 

    

a) Kagome 

honeycomb [72] 

b) Ellipsoidal 

dimples [73] 

c) 3D cellular [74] d) Adaptive circular 

tubes [75] 

Figure 2.12: Various novel designs of energy absorbing structures 

 

2.5.2.7 Composite tubes 

In the recent past, composite materials are being explored as a mainstream choice for energy 

absorbing applications. If the material properties in terms of damage initiation and evolution 

are tuned properly in all the three principal directions, composite materials with their 

characteristic tendency to deform and fail progressively can be ideal candidates for energy 

absorption applications. So far, carbon-fibre and glass-fibre family of composites have been 

widely explored for automotive applications [77]. Effect of fibre orientation [78], fibre 

thickness [79] and triggering mechanisms [77] are being studied extensively for achieving the 

near-ideal crush force behaviour. Composites in the form of truncated cones are also being 

explored for better control over the initial peak crush force [80]. In certain cases, composites 

are also being filled with polymer foams for better stability and improving the total energy 

absorbed [81]. Composites in the form of fibre metal laminates as both metal-intensive and 

composite-intensive [79, 82] forms are being studied to combine the benefits of metals and 

composites. Microscopic and macroscopic deformation and failure effects, inter-laminar 

fractures and delamination effects are widely exploited for controlled crush force behaviour 

[77-82]. In general, uniform crush forces and high stroke efficiencies are the salient features 
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of composites in energy absorption applications. However structural integrity issues and cost 

work against the composites for wide range energy absorption applications. Typical 

progressive failure and the corresponding crush force behaviour of composites is shown in 

Figure 2.13.  

 

 

a) Progressive deformation in composite materials 

 

b) Crush force behaviour 

Figure 2.13: Progressive deformation mode and crush force behaviour of a typical 

composite material [55] 

 

 

2.5.3 Special Modes of Energy Absorption (using Hydraulics and Friction) 

Special modes of energy absorption are the innovative concepts that work on the combination 

of friction, hydraulic effects and plastic deformation [83]. This concept as shown in Figure 

2.14 consists of telescopic hydraulic tube system which is supported by two longitudinal 

members on either side. These members run under the longitudinal frame of the vehicle. A 

master cylinder controls the hydraulic fluid to the telescopic system which regulates the 

supply of fluid volume based on the impact velocity. At the instance of impact, the 

longitudinal members offer some resistance by undergoing plastic deformation. Major 
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contribution comes from the hydraulic system, where the impact resistance comes in the form 

of friction in the telescopic system and hydraulic effects.  

 

Figure 2.14: Innovative adaptive hydraulic energy absorbing system [83] 

 

One major advantage of this system is its adaptability to all scenarios of frontal collision. As 

the whole system is integrated together, oblique impacts also get the same resistance as the 

pure axial scenario and this is a major advantage over the conventional deformation-based 

structures. But a limitation is the challenge in achieving compactness in the frontal 

compartment of the vehicle. 

2.6 Materials  

Different materials are used for energy absorbing structures either individually or in 

combination. Most common materials are as given below.  

2.6.1 Metals 

Alloys of steels and aluminium have been the primary choice for energy absorption 

applications. Materials with high degree of ductility are generally ideal for these applications 

as large deformation plasticity is involved. High strength materials with moderate degree of 

ductility may help achieve crush forces in the initial phase, but eventually fall behind as the 

crushing progresses due to cracking. An optimum combination of strength and a high degree 

of ductility is a prerequisite for the materials used for crash energy absorption. 
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2.6.2 Foams 

Foams with their porosity, grain structure and low Poission’s ratio are ideal for crushing 

mode of deformation and exhibit near-ideal crush force behaviour. Relative density can be 

controlled by latest manufacturing methods for optimizing the weight. Aluminium and 

polymer foams are widely used in energy absorption applications. Densification of foams 

which leads to loss in stroke efficiency is a major drawback in foam materials. 

2.6.3 Composites 

The widely used composite materials are carbon or glass fibre reinforced polymer 

composites. An optimum combination of fibre material, matrix material, fibre/matrix 

interface strength, fibre stacking sequence, fibre orientation and fibre form (unidirectional, 

woven fabric or braided fabric), cross-sectional shape (square, rectangular or circular) and 

lengthwise shape (tapered or constant) and triggering system can be tuned for the required 

crush force behavior. Composite materials with precise control over all these parameters and 

direction-specific strengths are an ideal choice for crash energy absorption applications. 

2.7 Research Gaps  

After an extensive survey of literature, it is understood that control over the initial peak force, 

higher stroke efficiency, and crush force efficiency together with  simplicity in structural 

integrity are the primary and essential requirements of an energy absorbing structure. Certain 

gaps exist in the literature which led the path for the present research and these gaps can be 

summarized as given below. 

1. Initial peak crush force: There are very limited structural configurations that possess 

good control over the initial peak crush force (impact induced decelerations) which is a 

fundamental requirement from the occupant safety perspective as the decelerations are 

directly related to several injury criterion of occupants. Most of the structural 

configurations are observed to exhibit crush forces with equivalent deceleration levels 

beyond 30g which are considered unsafe from the occupant safety perspective. 

2. Crush force efficiency: The crush force behaviour after the first yield is observed to be 

unstable for most configurations and the crush forces fluctuate over a wide range. Most of 
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the existing configurations are observed to possess CFE of around 50% and even 40% in 

case of structures with multi-celled cross-sections. Though stability is observed in some 

cases such as multi-cell and multi-cornered configurations, it is not retained for a long 

portion of the crush stroke. Stable crush force is an enabler for maximizing the TEA 

within the allowable range of crush forces.  

3. Stroke efficiency: Moderate stroke efficiency is another drawback in most existing 

configurations and SE is driven by cross-section shape, ratio of geometric parameters 

(cross-section size to thickness ratio) and its plastic folding pattern. Crush tubes with 

circular shapes are observed to exhibit higher SE from 80% to 85% in concertina type of 

deformation and around 75% or less in circular tubes with D/t ratios beyond 70.  Tubes 

with polygonal, multi-cornered and multi-cellular cross sections are observed to exhibit 

SE of around 70%. Not many structural configurations were observed which utilized the 

entire available stroke in the plastic deformation.  

4. Specific energy absorption: Specific energy absorption was affected in many structural 

configurations due to limitations in the stroke efficiency which deterred the utilization of 

entire stroke and material of the structure. Very few structural configurations were 

observed to have demonstrated specific energy absorption factor greater than 15 kJ/kg. 

5. Challenges in practical applications: Challenges in the structural integrity and assembly 

aspects have been observed in certain configurations which exhibited near-ideal crush 

force behaviour such as tube expansion, axial splitting and tearing and some cases of 

composite materials. 

6. Limited research information on tube inversion: Tube inversion method, which seems 

to possess nearly-ideal crashworthy behaviour has very limited research outcome on the 

intricacies of the underlying aspects of inversion. Knowledge on geometric parameters of 

tubes, inversion-favourable materials and the cross-section profile of tube that are 

conducive to inversion process are not available in literature.  

These gaps provided the motivation and impetus for the current research work to study the 

intrinsic aspects of plasticity mechanics and deformation patterns as they form the basis for 

the energy absorption phenomenon. It is observed that there is an excellent scope for arriving 

at structural configurations that fulfil the requirements of ideal crashworthiness of energy 

absorbing structures. 
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2.8 Research objectives 

The primary objective of this research to develop energy absorbing structural configurations 

that exhibit a near-ideal crush force behavior such as i) uniform crush forces throughout the 

crush stroke, ii) magnitude of crush forces within the human tolerance limits, iii) moderate 

initial peak crushing forces, and iv) utilization of entire axial length in plastic deformation. 

These primary objectives aid in maximizing the total energy absorbed by the energy 

absorbing structure. The secondary objective is to ensure that the new structural 

configurations exhibit higher values of specific energy absorption (SEA) factor i.e. utilizing 

the minimum possible mass while maximizing the energy being absorbed by the structure.  

The detailed objectives of the current research are listed as follows. 

1. A comprehensive review of research from existing literature covering vehicular 

collisions, mechanics of collision, occupant safety, concept of impact energy 

absorption through different modes, criterion for assessment of crashworthiness of EA 

structures, existing structural configurations of energy absorption, and different kinds 

of materials used in EA structures. 

2. Formulation of methodologies for numerical simulation of crash energy absorption 

behaviour of EA structures based on non-linear explicit finite element analysis (FEA) 

and validation with experimental results available in literature.  

3. Investigation of the crush force behaviour of crush tubes having basic geometric 

cross-sections through established FEA simulations before attempting to develop 

novel EA structural configurations in the next phase.  

4. Development of various EA structural configurations through numerical simulations 

based on i) circular tube-in-tube, and ii) hybrid cross-sections and evaluation of their 

relative performances based on different crashworthiness assessment parameters with 

crush force and stroke efficiencies around 85%.  

5. Evolution of a new invertube’s geometric profile and cross-section with stainless steel 

SS304 material to achieve desirable inversion characteristics for a near-ideal energy 

absorption based on numerical simulations and experiments.  
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6. Enhancement in specific energy absorption of invertubes with multi-material 

structural configurations in the form of hybrid composites and fiber metal laminates to 

achieve specific energy absorption factor greater than 25 kJ/kg.  

7. Development of EA structural concepts through a unique combination of bending and 

inversion deformation modes with multi-material combinations involving metals and 

metallic foams to increase the total crash energy absorption.   

8. Demonstration of the importance and effect of damage modelling in numerical 

simulation of crash EA structures 

2.9 Research Methodology 

In the current research work, the principal objective is to arrive at structural configurations 

that exhibit plastic deformation pattern with controlled initial peak crush forces, uniform 

crush forces throughout the crush stroke and higher crush force and stroke efficiencies for 

maximizing the amount of energy absorbed. The methodology adopted in present research in 

developing EA structural configurations to meet near-ideal crashworthiness requirements is 

broadly outlined in the form of a flow chart as shown in Figure 2.15. 

1. The existing literature in the area of energy absorption has been studied in detail with 

attention to plastic deformation patterns, their influence on the crush force behaviour and 

the overall energy absorption process and the material trends. 

2. Finite element analysis (FEA) procedures are extensively used for developing various 

concepts for energy absorbing structures. To validate the accuracy of the FEA 

methodology and procedures, a few experiments reported in existing literature have been 

reproduced in the commercial FEA code ABAQUS and FEA simulation results are 

correlated with the experimental results. These FEA methodologies have been utilized to 

understand the intricate aspects of the relationship between the plastic deformation modes 

and the crush force behaviour. 

3. Several structural concepts have been formulated and they have been assessed on the 

standard crashworthiness parameters using FEA methods. The concept (tube inversion) 

with the plastic deformation which is ideal for energy absorption has been chosen for 

further steady. 
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4. Detailed FEA simulation works have been carried out to design a tube cross-section 

profile that is amenable to tube inversion and the final profile has been validated 

experimentally in the quasi-static environment. 

5. To improve the specific energy absorption factor, a few multi-material concepts involving 

composites and metal foams have been proposed and they have been assessed on the 

standard crashworthiness parameters using FEA procedures. 

 

  

Figure 2.15: General methodology adopted in present research  

2.10 Summary 

A comprehensive review of the research literature has been done on the fundamental aspects 

of impact energy absorption process from the perspective of occupant safety in road vehicles. 

This review presented an insight into various methods of energy absorption, their intricate 

aspects and the requirements of an ideal energy absorbing structure. Plastic deformation is 

observed to be more efficient and widely accepted mode of crash energy absorption. It has 
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been observed that plastic deformation mode influences the crush force behaviour of the 

energy absorbing structure. Plastic deformation mode is governed by the geometry (cross-

section) of the structure in general and relation between each geometric parameter in 

particular (eg. D/t ratio and c/t ratio in case of circular tubes and square tubes respectively).  

High initial peak crushing force is a common trait in most of the existing structural 

configurations which is undesirable from the occupant safety perspective. Crush force and 

stroke efficiencies are conflicting with each other in most cases while they are expected to be 

in harmony for an efficient energy absorption process. Tapered geometries exhibited slightly 

higher stroke efficiencies. Multi-cornered and multi-celled configurations exhibited good 

trends of uniform crush forces albeit for shorter plastic crush strokes. 

Some special deformation mechanisms such as tube expansion and axial splitting exhibited 

near-ideal crush force behaviour but have challenges in terms of alignments and structural 

integrities. Some structural configurations with composite materials which exhibited 

progressive deformation and damage with proper triggering mechanisms have displayed 

almost an ideal crush force behaviour. Some hybrid configurations which combined porous 

materials (metal foams and polymer foams) with metals and composites were found to be 

enablers for enhancing the total energy absorbed, but had some limitations in stroke 

efficiencies. A material with a good combination of high degree of ductility and strength is 

preferred as large plastic strains are involved in the deformation process.  

Gaps in the existing research which provided impetus for this research, objectives of the 

current research and the research methodology being followed to meet the said objectives 

have been discussed.  
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Chapter 3 

Formulation of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Methodology and 

Its Experimental Validation 

This chapter presents development of finite element analysis (FEA) simulation procedure 

using ABAQUS FEA code [84] to simulate the vehicular crash impact on frontal energy 

absorbing (EA) structures. The adopted FEA methodology is validated by simulating three 

energy absorbing structures experimented in previous literature. The discussions in the 

development of FEA procedure and validation with experiments are elaborated in this chapter 

and summarized at the end. 

3.1 Introduction  

It is understood that the total energy absorption is no more a single and direct measure of 

performance of an energy absorbing structure. Crush force behaviour plays a vital role in 

energy absorption as it is linked to several injury criterion for occupants. With several factors 

such as geometric parameters (shape, cross-sectional area, thickness and ratio of cross-section 

size to thickness, and so on) and material holding a significant and decisive influence on the 

crush force and plastic deformation behaviours, the complexity of mechanics of energy 

absorption by plastic deformation mode gets compounded. Conventional structural mechanics 

is inadequate to provide straight forward solutions to such extremely complex and sensitive 

problems involving nonlinearity of large plastic strains. Numerical simulations based on FEA 

are commonly adopted  due to their growing acceptance and the abundance of computing 

power and are widely used in the engineering design and research areas to understand the 

intricacies of several aspects of structural mechanics and to save time and cost on prototyping 

and testing. FEA simulations help to study the effect of different material, geometry, 

structural configuration and deformation mechanism on crash energy absorption behaviour of 

crush tubes. It facilitates proper assessment of crashworthiness of energy absorbing structures 

based on different performance parameters highlighted in previous chapter. These advanced 

FEA simulations and their predictions offer reliable solutions which otherwise are not easily 

and economically possible based on conventional methods.   
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3.2 FEA Simulation of EA Structures  

In the present research, FEA methods are proposed to be used to develop new structural 

concepts for EA applications that exhibit a near-ideal crush force behaviour. The procedure 

thus formulated in present research is validated by numerically simulating three different EA 

structures which were subjected to crash impact experiments and reported in previous 

literature. Three standard EA structures with different geometrical cross sections, made of 

aluminium and steel alloys from three different literatures for which experimental results are 

available, are modelled and numerically simulated using the commercial FEA code 

ABAQUS [84]. The results of present simulations are compared with their experimental 

results available in literature to ascertain the accuracy of FEA procedure and its methodology. 

This simulation and experimental validation helps to establish the FEA simulation procedure 

and build confidence in its correctness before adopting this simulation methodology for 

developing new structural configurations proposed in latter part of this research work.  

3.2.1 FEA Simulation of EA Specimen-1 and Validation with Experiment  

3.2.1.1 Specimen Geometry and Material Property 

This experimental study was conducted on a specimen of square cross section with dimension 

200 x 75 x 75 mm and thickness 1.3 mm as shown in Figure 3.1. Crush initiation triggers are 

introduced at the front end of the structure at a distance of approximately half the width of the 

crush fold with a depth of 0.3 mm as per the experimental specimen [85]. This EA structure 

is made of AA6061-O grade with Young’s modulus = 69 GPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.3, yield 

strength = 71 MPa and density = 2580 kg/m3. The material’s elasto-plastic stress-strain curve 

obtained from the uniaxial test conducted [85] as per the standard is shown in Figure 3.2 and 

is considered for this study.  

  

a) EA specimen-1 [85] b) FE model of EA specimen  
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Figure 3.1: EA specimen-1 considered for experiment [85] and present FE 

model (all dimensions in mm) 

 

Figure 3.2: True stress – plastic strain curve of Aluminum AA6061-O [85] 

 

3.2.1.2 Experimental Setup 

In the experimental setup [85], the bottom face of the specimen was fixed to a rigid block. 

Another rigid block which is attached to the machine’s loading head was used to impact the 

specimen at the top end with a constant axial velocity of 1 mm/s as shown in the Figure 3.3 

(a). 

  

 
 

a) Experimental setup [85] b) FEA setup 

Figure 3.3 Experimental and FEA setups for EA specimen -1 

3.2.1.3 Numerical Simulation 

This axial impact simulation is performed as per the FE model set up shown in Figure 3.3 (b). 

The EA structure is discretized using first order shell elements (S4R) in ABAQUS/Explicit 

6.14-3 [84]. The top and bottom plates are modelled as rigid elements (R3D4). Top face of 

the specimen is rigidly fixed to the top plate and bottom face to the base rigid plate using 

*TIE option in ABAQUS [84] in accordance with the experimental setup. The rear rigid base 

plate is completely constrained in all degrees of freedom to represent the ground in the 
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physical test. The rigid impactor impacts the EA structure in the axial direction with a steady 

velocity of 1 mm/s. All other degrees of freedom of the impactor are constrained. Explicit 

dynamic solution methodology [84] with general contact algorithm is activated to capture the 

folding modes in detail. Reaction forces in the axial direction at the reference node of the 

base rigid plate are recorded as axial crush forces. After a convergence study, the element 

size is finalised at 1.4 mm, optimum enough to capture plastic deformation and self-contact 

effects.  

3.2.1.4 Comparison of experimental and present FEA results  

A comparison of plastic deformation and crush force behaviours from the experiment [85] 

and present FEA is shown in Figure 3.4 at the end of active 120 mm crush. Comparison of 

axial crush force and energy absorption behaviours between the experiment [85] and the 

present FEA is shown in Figure 3.5. As the structure is stiff due to a stiff square cross-

section, Fpeak of 23.5 kN is required to initiate the plastic folding in the structure and the crush 

force falls drastically down to around 6 kN as the fold gets completed. Then, the crush force 

fluctuates around a mean force of approximately 8 kN until a crush stroke of 120 mm. This 

comparison is done till the crush stroke of 120 mm as the test results are available [85] until 

120 mm only. Due to stiffer corners, the structure densifies and it resists further plastic 

deformation. Prediction of initial peak crush force of 23.56 kN from FEA is observed to be in 

good agreement with that of the test [85] with 22.48 kN (obtained after digitizing the crush 

force versus crush displacement of the test). The crush force from FEA after the initial peak 

also followed the similar trend as that of the test until a crush stroke of 100 mm. The crush 

force in FEA increased from a crush stroke of 100 mm onwards as densification of the 

crushed material contributed to increase in stiffness.  

 

  

a) Experiment [85] (b) Present FEA  

Figure 3.4: Comparison of deformation modes at a crush stroke of 120 mm: EA Specimen-1 
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(a) Crush force versus axial displacement (b) Energy absorption versus axial displacement 

Figure 3.5: Crush force and energy absorption behaviours of EA specimen-1: Comparison 

between present simulation and experiment [85] 

 

It is observed from Figure 3.4 (a) that cracks appeared at the square corners during the 

folding process. This might have contributed to drop in crush resistance of the structure and 

hence the decreasing trend in the crush force at around 100 mm of crush stroke, though the 

exact instance of cracking can’t be inferred from the available test results. If a damage criteria 

of the material (threshold plastic strain which triggers cracking through element kill 

algorithm) is specified in the numerical program, correlation of FEA results with those from 

the physical test may be closer at this instant. The energy absorbed by EA structures is 

determined by calculating the area under crush force versus crush displacement i.e. (F – d) 

curves from both present FEA and experiment [13] for a crush stroke of 120 mm which 

resulted in 900 and 816 joules respectively with a difference of 12.5% in prediction w.r.t. 

[85]. This comparison is shown in Figure 3.5 (b).  

Additionally, the Fmean from FEA is compared with theoretical formula as shown in Figure 

3.5 (a). There are no straight-forward solutions for prediction of Fmean from theory but 

researchers have proposed some empirical formulae for standard geometrical cross-sections. 

Chen et al [86] with their simplified theory proposed an empirical formulae for Fmean of 

various cross-sections. Accordingly, Fmean of a square cross section based EA structure is 

expressed as 

𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 6.68 𝜎𝑝 𝑐1/2𝑡3/2                  (3.1) 

where σp is the flow stress of the material, c is length of side of square cross-section and t is 

the thickness of cross-section. In the present study, c = 75 mm and t = 1.3 mm. Assumption 
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of a value for flow stress σp is not a straight forward procedure as the value changes with 

accumulation of strain in the material. Few researchers [87, 88] suggested this as an average 

of yield strength and ultimate strength of the material. Abramowicz et al [89] proposed it as 

0.92 times the ultimate strength. In this study, flow stress is considered as the average of 

yield (71 MPa) and ultimate strength (130 MPa) which is 100.5 MPa. Substituting these 

values in Eq. (3.1), we get theoretical Fmean as 8.6 kN. 

Fmean from FEA is about 7.5 kN (TEA = 900 joules for a crush stroke of 120 mm), while the 

Fmean from experimental data [13] is about 6.8 kN (TEA = 816 joules for 120 mm) for the 

same effective crush stroke. The Fmean from present FEA closely match with that from the 

experiment [85] while being offset from the theoretical value by about 12.8%. It may still be 

considered as a fair correlation. Comparison of this standard EA structure-1 between the 

present FEA, experiment [85] and theory based on the crashworthiness performance 

parameters is discussed in Table 3.1.  

 

Table 3.1: Crashworthiness performance of EA specimen-1- present simulation versus experiment 

[85] 

 

3.2.2 FEA Simulation of EA Specimen-2 and Validation with Experiment  

3.2.2.1 Specimen Geometry and Material Property 

In this study, EA specimen-2 with a multi-celled (four cells) column is considered for second 

level experimental validation of present FEA simulation. This column was also made of 

aluminium alloy AA6061-O which was used in the previous experimental validation study of 

EA specimen-1 [85]. The engineering stress-strain curve of AA6061-O from two different 
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tests [85, 90] is same as the one shown in Figure 3.2. The experimental specimen and the 

geometry and cross-section of this standard EA structure-2 are shown in Figure 3.6. The 

structure is 120 mm long with 36 mm width for major square cross section. The thickness of 

each outer wall and internal webs is 1.2 mm. The bottom of the column is welded to a 6 mm 

thick aluminium plate.  

 

  

a) Experimental EA specimen-2 

[90] 

b) FE model of EA specimen-2  

Figure 3.6: EA specimen-2 and its present FE model (all dimensions in mm) 

 

3.2.2.2 Experimental Setup 

The experimental [90] and FE model setups for EA specimen-2 are shown in Figure 3.7. This 

axial compression on the specimen is simulated in FEA in a quasi-static environment as per 

the setup shown in Figure 3.7 (a). As the experimental setup is similar to that of the previous 

one, the same FEA method is followed here.  

 

 

 

a) Experimental setup [90] b) FEA setup 

Figure 3.7: Experimental setup [90] and present FEA setup for EA specimen-2 
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3.2.2.3 Numerical Simulation 

The structure was discretized using first order shell elements (S4R) [84] with an element size 

of 1.2 mm (finalized after a mesh convergence study) sufficient enough to capture plastic 

deformation and self-contact effects. The weld connection of specimen to the thick base plate 

is modelled with 8-node solid hexahedral elements (C3D8R) as shown in Figure 3.6 (b). The 

base plate and the impactor are modeled as rigid bodies using rigid shell (R3D4) and the 

specimen is rigidly fixed to the base rigid plate and the top plate using *TIE option in 

ABAQUS [84]. The base rigid plate is completely constrained in all degrees of freedom. The 

impactor is prescribed with a constant axial velocity boundary condition of 0.5 mm/s as 

shown in the Figure 3.7 (b). All other translations and rotations of impactor are completely 

constrained. General contact algorithm was activated to capture the self-contact phenomenon 

during crush folding. Axial compression is simulated in a quasit-static environment using 

ABAQUS/ Explicit [84].  

3.2.2.4 Comparison of experimental and present FEA results 

A comparison of plastic deformation modes from the experiment [90] and present FEA is 

shown in Figure 3.8. Axial crush force pattern of this EA structure-2 from present FEA is 

compared with experimental results [90] in Figure 3.9 (a).  

 

   

 

  

 

No. of uniform folds = 5 

(a) Experiment [90] (b) Present FEA 
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of deformation modes at a crush stroke of 90 mm for EA 

specimen-2 

 

  

(a) Crush force versus axial displacement (b) Energy absorption versus axial 

displacement 

Figure 3.9: Crush force and energy absorption behaviours of EA specimen-2: Comparison 

between present simulation and experiment [90] 

 

Present FEA predicted an Fpeak for this multi-cell structure as 30.8 kN at a crush stroke of 5 

mm, while the Fpeak from the test is 29.9 kN. The crush force then drops to 20 kN at around 

10 mm of crush stroke and fluctuates between 16 kN and 22 kN until a stroke of 82 mm. At 

82 mm of stroke, the structure densifies due to a stiff core and resists further plastic crushing. 

From the crush force versus axial crush displacement i.e. (F – δ) graph [90], densification is 

observed at a stroke of 78.6 mm and the crush force curve maintains nearly a steady plateau 

around an average force of 17.5 kN. From the (F – δ) graph shown in Figure 3.9 (a), it can be 

understood that there is a good correlation between experiment [90] and present FEA result. 

The TEA by the specimen calculated from present FEA and experiment [90] at the end of 

their corresponding crush strokes is around 1628 joules (for 82 mm) and 1448 joules (for 78.6 

mm) respectively with a difference  of 12.4 % w.r.t. the latter [90]. The difference in TEA is 

due to loss of crush stroke in case of experiment; and Fmean from FEA is slightly higher than 

that of the experiment. Accurate representation of material details would have improved 

experiment and FEA correlation. Comparison of TEA between experiment [90] and FEA is 

shown in Figure 3.9 (b).  

Chen et al [86] suggested a simplified theoretical formula for prediction of Fmean for multi-

cell cross sectional columns and as per this theory, the Fmean for 4-celled column is expressed 

as 
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Fmean = 14.18 σp c1/2t3/2                              (3.2) 

Substituting the values of σp = 100.5 MPa as discussed previously, c = 36 mm and t = 1.2 mm, 

the Fmean is predicted as 11.28 kN. Based on the super folding element theory, Zhang et al 

[91] proposed different formula for multi-cell columns by dividing the cross-section into 

corners, criss-cross junctions and T-junctions. According to this theory, the Fmean of 4-cell 

cross-sections is expressed as 

Fmean =  1.3 σp t √(Nc + 4No + 2 Nt)πLCtt.               (3.3) 

where Nc = number of corners = 4; No = number of criss-cross junctions = 1; N
t = number of 

T-junctions = 4; Ct = perimeter of total cross-section = 216 mm (6 x 36 mm i.e. 6 equal sides 

of 36 mm each) as shown in Figure 3.6. By substituting the appropriate values, the Fmean is 

18.0 kN, which is close to both present FEA and experiment [90]. Detailed comparison of 

crashworthiness assessment parameters between experiment [90], FEA and theory is given in 

Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2: Crashworthiness performance - present FEA versus experiment [90] of EA specimen-2    

Parameter Mass 

(kg) 

Peak 

force 

(kN) 

Mean 

force 

(kN) 

TEA 

(kJ) 

Crush 

stroke 

(mm) 

CFE 

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Present simulation 0.11 30.8 19.8 1.6 82.0 64.3 68.3 14.8 

Experiment [90] 0.11 29.9 18.4 1.5 78.6 61.5 65.5 13.2 

Theory [91] 0.11 - 18.0 1.5 82.0 -  16.5 

% Difference in 

present simulation 

w.r.t. [90] 

0 3.01 7.61 12.4 4.32 4.55 4.27 12.1 

 

3.2.3 FEA Simulation of EA Specimen-3 and Validation with Experiment  

3.2.3.1 Specimen Geometry and Material Property 

In the third round of FEA validation exercise, EA specimen-3 with a multi-cornered structure 

studied experimentally by Reddy et al [92] is considered. The cross-section of this 

configuration is made of 12 corners and 12 sides. The structure is made of two sheet metal 

profiles each with 1.6 mm thick and 350 mm long and welded together with an overlap of 
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around 8 mm between the two opposite sheets as shown in the Figure 3.10. The material 

considered for this study is mild steel HA3 having 235 MPa as the yield stress, UTS of 340 

MPa and density of 7.8x10-6 kg/mm3. The material’s non-linear stress-strain curve [92] 

obtained from the uniaxial test conducted as per AS1391-2007 standard and shown in Figure 

3.11 is considered for this FEA.  

  
 

a) Experimental 

specimen-3 [92] 

b) FE model c) Cross-section 

Figure 3.10: Experimental EA specimen-3 and present FE model (all dimensions in mm) 

 

Figure 3.11: Stress-strain response of mild steel HA3 [92] 

3.2.3.2 FE model setup and analysis 

The geometric model is discretized using the first order shell (S4R) elements with an 

optimum average element size of 2.0 mm, fine enough to capture all details for plastic folding 

of the column during axial crush. General purpose commercial FEA solver ABAQUS 6.14-3 

[84] with explicit solution methodology is chosen for this simulation. The general contact 

algorithm feature in ABAQUS [84] has been activated to capture the entire contact 

phenomenon related to plastic folding of the EA structure during the axial crush.  
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a) Experimental set up [92] b) Present FE model 

Figure 3.12: Experimental setup [92] and FEA setup for EA specimen - 3 

 

In the FE model, the bottom end of the EA structure is fixed to a rigid base plate which is 

constrained completely in all degrees of freedom. Top end of EA structure is fixed to another 

rigid plate. In the loading setup, EA structure is crushed axially by applying an enforced 

constant velocity to the top rigid plate in quasi-static mode in the axial direction towards the 

bottom end of the structure. The actual experimental set up [92] and the present FE model are 

shown in Figure 3.12. All other degrees of freedom of the top rigid plate are arrested to 

ensure pure axial motion. This experiment [92] was performed in a quasi-static environment 

and the speed of impactor was not mentioned in the literature. A series of iterations have been 

performed with various impact speeds to achieve a good agreement in crush force-vs-crush 

displacement curve of the present FEA with that of the experiment [92]. An impact speed of 

8 mm/s yielded a good correlation.  

3.2.3.3 Comparison of results between present FEA simulation and experiment 

The crush folding patterns from the experiments and the present simulation are shown in 

Figures 3.13 (a) and 3.13 (b) respectively, where the stable crushing patterns in both the 

studies are very similar. The axial crush force and energy absorption behaviours of 

experiment [92] and the present FEA are shown in Figure 3.14 (a) and 3.14 (b) respectively. 

Due to high initial stiffness of the structure, an initial peak crush force of around 200 kN is 

observed to initiate the plastic deformation followed by a steep fall in the crush force. The 

crush force oscillates about an average force of 98 kN with the progress of plastic 

deformation in a series of regular outward folds. This stable crush continued until a crush 

stroke of about 251 mm and the structure resisted further plastic deformation. This is evident 
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from the crush force – displacement curve (Figure 3.14 (a)) where the curve takes a sudden 

ascent after 251 mm signifying that the structure has become rigid and plastic folding is no 

longer possible. The TEA by this standard EA structural configuration is measured as 23.5 kJ 

in experiment as compared to 24.6 kJ predicted in the present FEA with a difference of 4%.  

  

(a) Present simulation at 260 mm crush (b) Experiment [92] 

Figure 3.13: Comparison of deformation modes at a crush stroke of 250 mm for EA specimen-3.  

  

(a) Crush force versus axial displacement (b) Energy absorption versus axial displacement 

Figure 3.14: Crush force and energy absorption behaviours of EA specimen-3: Comparison 

between present simulation and experiment [92] 

 

The crashworthiness performance parameters such as Fpeak, Fmean, TEA, crush distance, CFE, 

SE and SEA of the considered EA specimen-3 predicted from the present simulation are 

compared with that of experimental results [92] in Table 3.3. The percentage difference in 

these parameters between prediction and experiment with respect to that of experiment is 

very less and shows very close agreement between the two studies as given in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3: Crashworthiness performance of EA specimen-3- present simulation and experiment 

[92] 

Parameter Peak force 

(kN) 

Mean 

force (kN) 

TEA 

(kJ) 

Crush  

distance (mm) 

CFE 

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Present simulation 202 98 24.6 251 49 72 12.9 

Experiment [92] 196 93 23.6 248 48 71 12.4 

% difference with 

respect to experiment 

[92] 

3.06 5.38 4.24 1.21 2.08 1.41 4.03 
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The results from present FEA simulation are in very good agreement with those of 

experiment [92] in terms of observed plastic deformation modes, crush force and energy 

absorption versus displacement characteristics, and other crashworthiness performance 

indicators. It can be concluded that the adopted FEA procedure in present simulation has 

demonstrated an acceptable order of accuracy in predicting axial compressive deformation 

behaviour of standard EA specimens/structure. It shall be noted here that the strain rate effect 

on metals under impact speeds observed in vehicular collisions is negligibly less [93] and 

adopting the material response evaluated under quasi-static condition still produces agreeable 

results. Further, the difference in the impact velocity between the present FEA validation 

studies (which is inferred as 8 m/s) discussed above and the latter FEA (at 15 m/s) of the 

proposed EA structural configurations, in terms of strain rate of loading is insignificant. 

Therefore, the present FEA approach thus validated is adopted in analysing the newly 

proposed EA structural configurations for enhanced crashworthiness in latter chapters.  

3.3 Observations from the Present FEA Validation Studies 

Three FEA methodology validations with experimental results i.e. on three standard EA 

structures with simple square, 4-celled square cross-section and twelve-cornered were 

performed to establish the present simulation procedure and develop confidence in the FEA 

methodology. From FEA results of all the three EA specimen, it may be observed that the 

results of the present FEA method correlated with the experimental results reasonably well 

(Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.8, 3.9, 3.13 and 3.14; and Tables 3.1 - 3.3) and also with the theoretical 

predictions. Some deviation from theoretical predictions is observed, but those formulae have 

been derived with assumptions and approximations which was evident with the case of 4-cell 

cross-section specimen discussed above. Though these FEA validation studies are quasi-static 

in nature, good correlation with the experimental results brings confidence in the application 

of this established FEA methodology for the development of new EA structural 

configurations. It shall be noted here that the strain rate effect on metals under impact speeds 

observed in vehicular collisions is insignificant [93] and adopting the material response 

evaluated under quasi-static condition still produces agreeable results. The present FEA 

methodology can be applied for the numerical assessment of crashworthiness of the new EA 

deformable structural configurations proposed subsequently. 
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3.4 Summary 

It may be observed from the validation studies that the present FEA methodology correlates 

well with all the three experiments with a maximum difference of 10% and 12% for the mean 

force and the total energy absorbed demonstrating the reliability of FEA procedures. The 

FEA methodology thus developed brings confidence to developing new structural 

configurations that can exhibit a near-ideal crush force behaviour. 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical investigations on energy absorption behavior of crush 

tubes with basic geometric shapes 

This research aims to arrive at structural configurations of energy absorbing structures that 

exhibit a near-ideal crush force behavior. In this chapter, energy absorption behavior of 

different standard and basic geometries are studied exhaustively through FEA simulations. 

This study is very essential in understanding the behaviour of basic geometries before 

attempting to propose new EA structural geometries or configurations which exhibit near-

ideal crush force behaviours. The FEA simulation procedure established and validated by 

comparison with experiments in previous chapter is adopted in the numerical simulations of 

basic geometries in this chapter. This chapter gives a brief observations from the existing 

energy absorbing structures, introduces the basic geometric shapes to be analyzed, explains 

FEA setup and methodology to be followed and discusses the crash performance i.e.  plastic 

deformation trends and crush force behaviors of all the geometric shapes. All observations 

from this present study are summarized at the end which are vital for development of new EA 

structural configurations to be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.1 Introduction 

The plastic deformation pattern of the EA structure significantly influences the crush force 

behavior. Precise control over the crush force behavior both at the initiation of crushing and 

during the stabilization after the initial phases is observed to be a vital factor and a key 

enabler for maximizing the amount of energy absorbed while keeping the crush forces within 

the allowable limits as governed by several injury criterion mentioned in Chapter-2 [29-31]. 

It may be noted from the previous research studies that the same geometric cross-section of 

the structure with different ratios of geometric parameters (for example, D/t ratio in case of a 

circular tube) exhibit completely contrasting crush force and deformation behaviors making 

the subject even more complex to understand. Achieving a uniform crush force all along the 

crush stroke is a challenging exercise from many perspectives as it requires a material with a 

high degree of ductility besides an optimum combination of geometric shape and parametric 

ratio. Though the trends of deformation patterns are known for axial crushing of some 

standard geometric shapes, a detailed numerical simulation is carried out on various standard 
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cross-sections of tube starting from triangular cross-section to circular cross-section with an 

objective of understanding intricacies of the influence of each geometric shape on the crush 

force behavior. 

4.2 Crush Tubes with Basic Geometric Shapes 

Axial crushing of tubes with cross sections of the following basic geometric shapes is studied 

using the FEA methodology that has been established and validated in the Chapter 3 using 

the commercial FEA code ABAQUS [84]. The geometries considered are Triangle, ii) 

Square, iii) Rectangle, iv) Pentagon, v) Hexagon, vi) Octagon and vii) Circle. 

The geometry of these cross-sections with dimensions are shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

   

a) Triangle b) Square c) Rectangle 

   
 

d) Pentagon e) Hexagon f) Octagon g) Circle 

Figure 4.1. Crush tubes with different basic geometric shapes (all dimensions in mm) 

 

Uniformity is maintained across all the specimens in terms of length and cross-sectional areas 

so that the volume and mass are consistent. The common dimensional parameters are given 

as follows: length = 240 mm, thickness = 2.0 mm, perimeter = 745 mm and cross-sectional 

area = 380 mm2. Aluminum alloy AA 7005 in T6 condition from a similar work on energy 

absorption [94] is considered as the common material for all the specimens and the mass of 

each specimen is maintained as 0.5 kg. Basic material properties of the chosen aluminum 

alloy are as follows: Young’s modulus = 70 GPa; Poisson’s ratio = 0.33; yield strength = 330 
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MPa; tensile strength = 440 MPa; and 8% elongation at break. These material properties are 

obtained from the standard tensile test conducted according to ASTM E8 specification in [94] 

and its stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Stress-strain curve of aluminum alloy AA 7005 [94] 

 

4.3 FEA Simulation  

The FEA methodology which has been established and validated in Chapter 3 is adapted 

here. The difference is only the impact velocity with which the impacting body strikes the 

tube specimen. In the present research, an impact velocity of 15 m/s is considered to be in 

line with the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) speed of 56 kmph (35 mph) 

for frontal collision [5]. The FEA simulation setup is shown in Figure 4.3. All specimens are 

analyzed for plastic deformation patterns and crush force behavior required for assessment of 

their crashworthiness. 
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Figure 4.3. FEA simulation set up 

 

4.4 Plastic Deformation and Crush Force Behaviour of Basic Geometries 

The plastic deformation pattern and crush force behaviour of crush tubes with different basic 

geometric shapes (shown in Figure 4.1) resulted from present FEA simulations are discussed 

in detail here.  

4.4.1 Crush tube with triangular cross-section  

The plastic deformation starts with a steep initial peak crush force of 215 kN to initiate the 

plastic deformation in the structure and it is observed at a crush stroke of around 4 mm. The 

crush force then falls rapidly to 40 kN at around a stroke of 26 mm. During this period the 

triangular section undergoes an inward fold on all the three longitudinal faces of the tube. 

Further crushing brings an outward folding on all the three faces, but this fold covers a longer 

envelope as it requires a longer longitudinal space to reverse the plastic folding pattern from 

inner to outer face and this process happens over a crush stroke of around 60 mm. During this 

period the crush force fluctuates between 40 kN and 90 kN (range of 50 kN) with an equally 

spaced peak in the middle. Further crushing brings up another inward fold which spans over a 

stroke of 45 mm with crush force fluctuating between 50 kN and 80 kN (range of 30 kN). 

The next outward fold brings the fluctuations further down within a range of 15 kN and as the 

crush force starts stabilizing around 65 kN, the tube gets densified at a stroke of 193 mm and 

resists further plastic crushing indicated by a steep rise in the crush force. Progress of plastic 

deformation and crush force behavior of triangular specimen are shown in Figures 4.4 (a) and 
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4.4(b) respectively. Total energy absorbed by this specimen until 193 mm of crush stroke is 

13.5 kJ. 

 

a) Progress of deformation at different crush strokes 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.4. Axial crushing of triangular specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush force 

behavior 

 

4.4.2 Crush tube with square cross-section  

In the case of square profile, the plastic deformation starts with an initial peak crush force of 

218 kN with outward folding on all faces of the tube and drops to 40 kN at a stroke of around 

24 mm at the end of the first fold. The second fold is observed to be inwards on all four faces 

of the tube. This transition between inward and outward folds demands higher crush forces of 

up to 130 kN and the second fold spans over a stroke of 80 mm. The third fold is a 

combination of outward and inward movement on alternate faces of the tube. This 
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combination of folding spans over a long distance and the crush force drops to around 40 kN, 

but some stability is observed in the crush force at around 45 kN for the remainder of the 

plastic crush stroke up to 195 mm. Resistance to plastic crushing is observed at this point due 

to densification of the uncrushed material. Progress of deformation and crush force behavior 

are shown in Figures 4.5 (a) and 4.5 (b) respectively. Total energy absorbed up to 195 mm is 

13.2 kJ. 

 

 

a) Progress of deformation at different crush strokes 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.5. Axial crushing of square specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush force 

behavior 
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4.4.3 Crush tube with rectangular cross-section  

In the case of rectangular specimen, the first folding is observed to be outwards with an initial 

peak force of 215 kN followed by a steep fall to about 30 kN at a stroke of 36 mm at the end 

of the first fold. The second fold though resembles the folding trend of a square profile but is 

slightly different. Due to unequal lengths of the adjacent sides in the cross-section, the longer 

side tends to flex a little bit easily in the outward direction as it is the most stable 

configuration. To balance this deformation, the shorter side tends to move inwards with the 

folding length larger than its original length by interfering with the outward folding envelope 

of the longer side. This conflicts results in a longer span of the fold making the structure 

weak in axial crushing resistance and the crush force drops to below 20 kN during the 

formation of this longer fold. This pattern of low crush forces is completely in contrast to the 

earlier profiles. Excessive outward movement of the longer side offers a little more space for 

internal crushing taking the active crush stroke to 200 mm. The crush force behavior appears 

to be stable for longer stroke but the forces are low resulting in the drop of energy absorption 

to 10.3 kJ for a stroke of 200 mm. Plastic deformation and crush behavior are shown in 

Figures 4.6 (a) and 4.6 (b) respectively. 

 

a) Progress of deformation 
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b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.6. Axial crushing of rectangular specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush 

force behavior 

4.4.4 Crush tube with pentagonal cross-section  

In this profile, the first fold is observed to be outside with an initial peak force of 220 kN 

followed by a drop to 38 kN at a stroke of 25 mm. The second fold follows the trend of 

square profile with an alternate inward and outward movements on each successive face of 

the pentagon. As the cross-section has equal sides, the conflict between each successive face 

for the additional width of the fold is reasonably balanced resulting in a nearly stable crush 

force for a longer part of crush stroke for about 140 mm after the initial peak force. This 

interactive folding between each successive face tries to keep the crush forces at a nearly 

constant level for a longer duration (i.e. longer stroke). This is a contrasting feature in 

comparison to the earlier geometric shapes. However, uneven folding patterns caused a lot of 

internal contacts during the second fold limiting the active crush stroke to a moderate 191 

mm. Plastic deformation and crush behavior are shown in Figures 4.7 (a) and 4.7 (b) 

respectively. Total energy absorbed by this specimen over a stroke of 191 mm is about 12.9 

kJ. 
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a) Progress of deformation 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.7. Axial crushing of pentagonal specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush force 

behavior 

4.4.5 Crush tube with hexagonal cross-section  

This profile required an initial peak force of 214 kN to initiate the first fold followed by a 

drop to 37 kN at about 31 mm of crush stroke. First fold progresses inwards on all the six 

faces of the tube. During the second round of plastic deformation, simultaneous outward 

folds are initiated immediately next to the first fold region and almost symmetrically at the 

other end of the tube. This is characterized by a rise in crush force to around 90 kN. The 

crush force doesn’t maintain its plateau, but the fall and rise are gradual until a stroke of 175 

mm. During this period the uncrushed middle portion of the tube tends to follow an alternate 

inward-outward folding on successive faces of the tube with a conflict between the adjacent 

faces for attaining an equilibrium position between inward and outward folds. This excessive 
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movement on either side of the cross-section occupies a lot of crushable space limiting the 

active crush stroke to a mere 184 mm. Plastic deformation and crush force behavior are 

shown in Figures 4.8 (a) and 4.8 (b) respectively. Total energy absorbed by this specimen 

over a stroke of 184 mm is about 13.2 kJ as the crush force operates at slightly higher levels 

in comparison to the earlier versions. 

 

a) Progress of deformation 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.8. Axial crushing of hexagonal specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush 

force behavior 

4.4.6 Crush tube with octagonal cross-section  

This specimen required an initial peak force of 211 kN to initiate the formation of the first 

fold which moves inwards and the fold is completed at a crush stroke of 27 mm. Second fold 

is also observed to be inward but at the other end of the tube. This deformation pattern 

continues as a series of outward folds similar to concertina rings in the crushing of a circular 
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tube [36-39]. The crush force fluctuates in a wide range between 40 kN and 110 kN. Active 

plastic crushing continues until a stroke of 201 mm as no conflicts are observed between 

successive faces of the tube. Progress of plastic deformation and crush force behavior are 

shown in Figures 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b) respectively. As the crush forces operate at higher levels 

and because of slightly longer crush stroke, the total energy absorbed by this specimen up to 

a stroke of 201 mm is 15.1 kJ. 

 

 

a) Progress of deformation 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.9. Axial crushing of octagonal specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush force 

behavior 

4.4.7 Crush tube with circular cross-section  

Circular specimen required an initial force of 187 kN for the first plastic fold, which is less in 

comparison to the previous specimens, which may be due to continuity in cross-section and 

the absence of corners normally contributed to the crushing resistance. Plastic deformation 

progresses in a series of concentric rings with folds in the outward direction. Each fold is 
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characterized by a steep rise and fall in the crush force with a peak crush force in the middle 

of each ring fold with a wide range fluctuation in crush force for each ring fold. The peak 

force of each ring fold keeps increasing for the successive folds as crushing progresses. 

Active crushing is observed until a stroke of 202 mm. The total energy absorbed by this 

specimen up to 202 mm of stroke is about 14.8 kJ. Progress of deformation and crush force 

behavior are shown in Figures 4.10 (a) and 4.10 (b) respectively.  

 

 

a) Progress of deformation 

 

b) Crush force behavior 

Figure 4.10. Axial crushing of circular specimen: a) progress of deformation b) crush force 

behavior 

4.5 Comparison of Crush Behaviour of All Geometric Cross-Sections  

The crush behaviour of crush tubes with all geometric cross-sections studied so far are 

compared here to assess their relative crush performance. Crush force versus crush 

displacement of crush tubes with all geometric shapes is shown in Figure 4.11 and energy 

absorption curves of all the specimens is shown in the Figure 4.12. Detailed crashworthiness 

summary of all the specimens is shown in the Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.11. Crush force versus crush displacement of crush tubes with all geometries 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Total energy absorbed by all the specimens 

 

Table 4.1. Crashworthiness summary of all the specimens 

Cross-section Peak force 

(kN) 

Mean 

force (kN) 

TEA 

(kJ) 

Crush  

distance 

(mm) 

CFE 

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Triangle 215 69.9 13.5 193 32.5 80.4 27.0 

Square 218 67.7 13.2 195 31.0 81.3 26.4 

Rectangle 215 51.5 10.3 200 23.9 83.3 20.6 

Pentagon 220 67.5 12.9 191 30.7 79.6 25.8 

Hexagon 214 71.7 13.2 184 33.5 76.7 26.4 

Octagon 211 75.1 15.1 201 35.6 83.8 30.2 

Circle 187 73.3 14.8 202 39.2 84.2 29.6 
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4.6 Summary 

The perimeters and cross-sectional areas of all the specimens are equal but no two specimens 

exhibited the same crush force behavior or the plastic deformation pattern and there is a 

variation of 50% in the total energy absorbed across all the specimens. This diversity adds 

complexity to the subject of plastic deformation based energy absorption. This understanding 

and knowledge helps in development of energy absorbing structures discussed in subsequent 

chapters. The following observations and conclusions can be drawn from this study on crush 

tubes with different geometric shapes.  

1. Generally, cross-sections with equal areas exhibit almost the same initial peak crush 

force. 

2. Cross-sections made of polygonal shapes are favourable for stability in the crush force 

behavior than the curved ones. Tapering may improve the stroke efficiency of 

polygonal sections. 

3. Polygonal cross-sections should be regular (equal sides) for achieving higher stroke 

efficiencies. 

4. Circular or curved cross-sections are favorable for higher stroke efficiencies, but have 

high fluctuations in the crush forces. 

5. Appropriate crush-triggering mechanisms should be employed for all cross-sections to 

control the initial peak forces. 

6. As the number of sides increase in the polygon, crush force behavior tends to move 

towards circular cross sections. 

7. For effective design of energy absorbing structures, cross-sections with an optimum 

combination of straight edges and curves may be considered.  
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Chapter 5 

Development of New Structural Configurations for Frontal Crash 

Energy Absorption 

The importance of controlled energy absorption in frontal collisions of road vehicles is 

elucidated in previous chapters. Although considerable research is carried out till date in 

developing a variety of energy absorbing (EA) structures, major limitations in most structures 

is that they exhibit high initial peak force (Fpeak) and low stroke efficiency (SE). In this 

chapter, a few structural configurations for enhanced crashworthiness have been developed in 

two parts with two different approaches using the FEA methodology which has been 

developed and validated in Chapter 3. This chapter gives a brief note on the strategy being 

followed for development of new structural configurations, explains the development of EA 

structural configurations based on two different approaches with discussion on relative merits 

and limitations and finally the observations from the numerical study on structural 

arrangements are summarized with pointers to the subsequent part of research work. 

5.1 Introduction 

The systematic numerical studies on crush tubes with cross-sections made of different basic 

geometric shapes for assessment of crashworthiness has provided vital clues on the 

relationship between geometric shape, plastic deformation mode and the crush force 

behaviour. Based on these hints, a few EA structural configurations have been developed 

with an objective of enhancing the crashworthiness (with respect to the standard 

crashworthiness assessment parameters) using the numerical procedures. These 

configurations have been developed based on two different structural approaches (type-A and 

type-B) or arrangements. The first approach is based on conventional circular tubes in a tube-

in-tube (type-A) kind of setup in four different ways. The second approach is based on a non-

conventional arrangement with cross-sections made of combination of curved and straight 

line segments (type-B) with precise distribution of stiffness at specified locations along the 

axial length. Relative merits and demerits of each approach are discussed in detail. 
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5.1.1 Material 

Aluminium alloy is considered as the material for all the proposed EA structural 

configurations in the present work as the current trend in the automotive industry is to build 

light weight vehicles. Aluminium alloy has many merits as EA structure due to its i) superior 

strength to weight ratio, ii) steady plastic deformation with less rebound which is a vital 

factor for EA structures, and iii) growing acceptance in the automobile industry with 

increased application in load-intensive structures in the vehicle [95]. Simhachalam et al [94] 

conducted studies on circular tubes for impact EA applications with aluminium alloy (AA) 

grades in AA6xxx series and AA7xxx series.  A very few studies in literature had the use of 

AA7005 in T6 (solution heat treated and aged) for impact energy applications. Selection of 

this material grade and condition in the present study for new EA structural configurations is 

due to its high yield strength and good post yield behaviour that helps in achieving higher 

SEA. The mechanical properties of this material are: Young’s modulus = 70 GPa; Poisson’s 

ratio = 0.33; yield strength = 330 MPa; tensile strength = 440 MPa; and 8% elongation at 

break. Simhachalam et al [94] conducted standard tensile test according to ASTM E8 

specification on this material samples and obtained the stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 

4.2.  

5.1.2 FE modelling and solution methodology  

The objective of this study is to evaluate the crashworthiness of conceptual EA structural 

configurations using FEA methods. A schematic layout of vehicle front structure and chassis 

is shown in Figure 5.1 and the FE model of the crash simulation setup on EA structure with 

boundary conditions is shown in Figure 5.2. The bottom end of the specimen is attached to 

the rigid fixed base using the TIE option in ABAQUS/Explicit software v 6.14-3 [84]. The 

top end of the specimen is fixed to a thick intermediate plate which is assumed to be steel 

with linear elastic material property (Young’s modulus: 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio: 0.29). 

The intermediate plate is introduced to represent the front attachment to the EA member. The 

rear rigid plate represents the chassis frame which acts as a ground for the EA structure. To 

simulate the impact scenario, an impactor of mass 500 kg impacts the specimen through the 

front intermediate plate with an initial velocity of 15 m/s which is equivalent to a standard 

frontal crash impact speed of 54 kmph [9].  
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Explicit numerical integration solution methodology is chosen for numerically simulating the 

impact dynamics of the crash event. The duration of this axial impact event is taken as 20 

milli seconds based on a series of solution trials. The general contact algorithm is invoked to 

capture the entire self-contact phenomenon in the EA structural specimen during the axial 

crush. The reaction forces at the rear rigid plate are monitored during the axial crush and are 

recorded as crush forces. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic layout of chassis frame, EA structure and front bumper 

 

 

Figure 5.2. FE model setup with boundary conditions 

 

5.2 Development of New Structural Configurations Based on Tube-In-Tube (Type-A) 

Approach 

The proposed new EA structural configurations are as shown in Figure 5.3. The length of all 

these configurations is maintained at 240 mm based on the average length of most of EA 

members in most mid-range passenger cars. The mass of each EA structural configuration is 
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kept at around 0.5 kg for uniformity among all the configurations.  

 

  

(a) Configuration-A1 

(Sectional view of a tube-in-tube) 

(b) Configuration-A2 

(Sectional view of a tube-in-tube with shorter 

inner tube) 

  

(c) Configuration-A3 

(Tube-in-tube with 3 longitudinal ribs at 

1200) 

(d) Configuration-A4 

(Sectional view of conical tubes in series) 

Figure 5.3. Proposed configurations for EA structure based on type-A approach 

 

5.2.1 Configuration-A1 

The conceptual development is based on simple straight cylindrical tubes in different 

arrangements with a uniform circular cross section as shown in Figure 5.3(a). In an attempt to 

bring down the Fpeak associated with circular tubes, the cylindrical tube is split into two 

coaxial tubes. The thickness of the outer tube is kept at 2.0 mm and the thickness of core tube 

is kept at 0.8 mm, the mean diameters of outer and inner tubes are 90 mm and 60 mm 

respectively while maintaining the mass at 0.5 kg. A series of FEA iterations were performed 
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to arrive at the optimum combination of thicknesses and radii of tubes. Other EA structural 

configurations (Figure 5.3) proposed in this study are extended from this basic configuration-

A1. This configuration-A1 is then subjected to an axial impact by a rigid block of mass 500 

kg according to the FEA setup shown in Figure 5.2 as discussed in the previous chapter. 

5.2.1.1 Analysis of crash performance 

Axial crush force against axial crush displacement of configuration-A1 is shown in Figure 

5.4(a). This configuration exhibited an initial peak force of 231 kN (equivalent to an 

acceleration of 47 g). The crush force drops down to about 60 kN at a displacement of 24 mm 

signifying the completion of first loop of plastic fold on both the tubes. Various stages of 

plastic deformation are shown in Figure 5.5(a). The crush fold pattern is not as regular as 

standard tube. Folding starts at the rear end of the inner tube and only four regular ring 

shaped folds are observed. The folding pattern loses circularity from the second fold onwards 

due to instability. Folding pattern at the top end of the inner and outer tubes loses stability 

from the second fold onwards and the fold pattern transforms from circular to polygonal 

form. As the crushing progresses, stiffer folds of both the tubes interact with each other 

advancing the end of plastic deformation. As a result, the structure becomes stiffer resulting 

in relatively low SE. The average fluctuation in crush force after the initial peak is observed 

to be around 60 kN, reducing the mean force which results in a drop in the CFE. Though this 

configuration is inferior compared to a simple circular tube one in many aspects, it gives 

clues on the relationship between the geometric configuration, stability during the course of 

axial crush, plastic deformation patterns and the overall crashworthiness. 

 

  

(a) Configuration-A1 (b) Configuration-A2 
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(c) Configuration-A3 (d) Configuration-A4 

Figure 5.4. Crush force and mean force with respect to crush displacement for four EA 

structural configurations based on type-A approach 

 

 

(a) Configuration-A1 

 

(b) Configuration-A2 
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(c) Configuration-A3 

 

(d) Configuration-A4 

Figure 5.5. Sectional view of crushing stages of four EA structural configurations 

 

5.2.2 Configuration-A2 

Configuration-A1 is modified to address the major drawbacks of high Fpeak and steep 

fluctuations. Coaxial tubes could not bring down the Fpeak as expected. The cross sectional 

view of Configuration-A2 is shown in Figure 5.3(b) and is obtained by shortening the length 

of the inner tube by 30 mm at the front end. This is mainly to reduce the Fpeak so that the 

outer tube alone takes the initial impact for the first 30 mm of crush stroke. Mean diameters 

of outer and inner tubes are 90 mm and 60 mm respectively. Thicknesses of outer and inner 

tubes are 2.0 mm and 0.85 mm respectively. The mass is maintained at 0.5 kg and the mass of 

the trimmed portion of the tube is added to the inner tube to improve its stability during the 
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course of the axial crush. Reducing the thickness of the tubes may also be considered as an 

option to reduce the initial Fpeak, but few iterations in FEA shown that it induces instability in 

the model as the crush progresses resulting in low SE and TEA.  

5.2.2.1 Analysis of crash performance  

Numerical simulation of configuration-A2 predicted a drop in the initial Fpeak to 206 kN 

(equivalent to 42g) as the outer tube alone takes first impact for the first 30 mm of crush 

stroke. Crush force - crush displacement graph is shown in Figure 5.4(b). The crush force 

drops down to 50 kN at around 25 mm of crush stroke. The drop is steep as compared to the 

previous configurations due to reduced strength in the structure in the initial part of the crush 

stroke. The crush force then picks up quickly due to addition of strength through inner tube. 

The average fluctuations in the crush force also reduced to 55 kN. Out-of-phase folding 

patterns of coaxial tubes also might have contributed to the stabilization of crush force 

behaviour. Plastic crush continues for a stroke of 196 mm, 4 mm more than the 

configuration-1 scoring better in terms of both SE and CFE (Tables 5.1-5.2). Circular folds 

begin at the front end for both the tubes and thereafter the folding pattern loses circularity due 

to inadequate stability after the second fold, similar to that of configuration-1. Progress of 

plastic deformation and crushing are shown in Figure 5.5(b). Though the improvement in SE 

and CFE is marginal compared to configuration-1, reduction of initial Fpeak provides clues 

and possibilities to develop structural configurations that can absorb reasonable amount of 

impact energy with reduced initial Fpeak (as it is still high) which is very vital from the safety 

perspective.  

5.2.3 Configuration-A3 

Based on observations from configurations 1 and 2, on how the distribution of the same mass 

in different parts can affect the initial Fpeak and CFE, some more modifications are brought in 

to develop configuration-A3 as shown in Figure 5.3(c). This configuration-A3 is made of two 

coaxial tubes reinforced by three longitudinal ribs spaced at 1200. After a series of FEA 

iterations, outer tube thickness is fixed at 1.6 mm while the thickness of inner tube and 

longitudinal ribs is kept at 1.2 mm. Mean diameters of outer and inner tubes are 90 mm and 

50 mm respectively. The mass is maintained at 0.5 kg. The objective of introducing the 

longitudinal ribs between the two tubes is to understand the effect of interaction between 

folding modes of tubes and ribs on the stability of crush force. In an axial crush, cylindrical 

tubes are observed to fold in circular mode while the ribs try to bend in zig-zag mode in a 
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different plane. The interaction between folding of tubes and ribs in different planes is 

expected to minimize the fluctuations in the crush force and stabilize after the initial peak. 

5.2.3.1 Analysis of crash performance  

Due to high initial stiffness in the structure due to reinforcement by longitudinal ribs, this 

configuration exhibits high initial Fpeak of around 256 kN (equivalent to an acceleration of 

52g) at a crush stroke of 4 mm as shown in Figure 5.4(c). The crush force then drops to 75 

kN before 20 mm of crush stroke and tends to stabilize from 35 mm of crush stroke onwards. 

The crush force oscillates between 100 kN and 135 kN till the end of crush stroke at 186 mm. 

This behaviour of crush force with reduced fluctuations in the crush force is in contrary to the 

earlier versions. The tubes follow an alternate folding pattern throughout the circumference, 

while the folding plane of the rib is normal to that of the tube. These two orthogonal folding 

patterns of tube and ribs compete with each other and prevent the fluctuations in the crush 

force. This configuration differentiates itself from the earlier ones with a nearly stable crush 

force pattern for a reasonable crush stroke and the curve tends to be flat for about 40 mm 

before becoming rigid (Figure 5.5(c)). Progress of axial crush is shown in Figure 5.5(c). The 

structure starts to resist folding at 186 mm. Crush stroke is a little shorter compared to the 

earlier configurations due to stiffer interactions between the two tubes and the ribs leading to 

densification of the structure. This configuration scores well in SEA, TEA and SE aspects of 

crashworthiness (Tables 5.1-5.2). However CFE is below 50% due to high initial Fpeak. This 

EA structure gave some more clues on the relationship between geometric configuration and 

the crush force pattern. To make this configuration a favourable choice for EA applications, 

the structural arrangement has to be improved to minimize the initial Fpeak and extend the 

crush stroke. Similar attempts have been tried previously by Zhang et al [96] through 

honeycomb kind of structures.   

5.2.4 Configuration-A4 

It is learnt from the first three configurations that high initial Fpeak is the prime limitation of 

EA structures, a parameter directly related to the occupant safety as the impulsive high 

intensity accelerations are highly undesirable. The second limitation is the structure’s 

inherent nature to resist plastic deformation after a certain crush stroke. An extensive 

literature survey was done to get some base for the design of EA structures with moderate 

initial Fpeak and SE beyond 90%. Zhang et al’s [96] provoked clues with their cylindrical 

sandwich structures with kagome core which yielded moderate initial Fpeak and followed a 
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stable crush behaviour. But the structure couldn’t sustain the longer crush stroke and yielded 

a low SE of 66%. Works of Reid [97] on stable plastic deformation mechanisms and 

Alghamdi’s [43] elaborate overview on various collapsible configurations for impact EA 

provided some impetus for the development of proposed configuration-A4 as shown in 

Figure 5.3(d).  

This configuration-A4 is based on the tube inversion concept [6, 44-46] which suggests that 

longer and unidirectional folds yield much stable and constant crush force, and such a folding 

pattern additionally enables a sustained plastic deformation that improves the SE which in 

turn improves TEA. These two aspects when viewed from the occupant safety perspective 

may be understood as a gradual reach to the initial Fpeak that translates into a smoother 

gradient of acceleration pulse and sustenance of those acceleration levels over a longer period 

of time during the impact. This is very much a desirable feature of an EA structure. 

Configuration-A4 has three conical tubes arranged in series. Tube inversion concepts from 

[43, 97] have been attempted on a single tube. In the proposed configuration, the available 

stroke length is divided into 3 segments to ensure stability during the axial crush and to 

control the crush force in a controlled manner. Segment based arrangement also helps in 

easily accommodating the folded part of the tube during crushing, compared to that of a 

single tube. In this concept, each tube is 80 mm long and the thickness of the tubes increases 

from the front to the rear. As the front tube initially faces the impact, it is given the smallest 

thickness of all the tubes to have a lower initial Fpeak. The middle tube is slightly thicker than 

the front to support the front tube as the ground and to take the crush force to the next rear 

tube segment. The rear tube is thicker than the middle tube as it has to act as the ground for 

the front and the middle tubes. The rear part of the rear tube is fixed to a cup shaped rigid 

structure which is part of the chassis frame. The base radii and the top radii of each conical 

tube and fillet radii at the base of each tube are carefully optimized for a stable and a smooth 

folding of the tubes during the crush. The front tube is 2.0 mm thick with 74 mm and 81 mm 

as the mean diameters at the small and the big ends respectively. The middle tube is 2.2 mm 

thick with 90 mm and 94.4 mm as the mean diameters at the small and the big ends 

respectively. The rear tube is 2.4 mm thick with 102.4 mm and 112.4 mm as the mean 

diameters at the small and the big ends respectively. The thicknesses and diameters of conical 

sections have been arrived after a series of FEA iterations such that each conical tube after 

undergoing the folding process goes into the next section without interfering with its folding 

process. Big-end diameter which fits within the bounding box of 120 mm is taken as the 

starting point and smooth passage of each section into its following one is ensured while 
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deciding diameters of both ends of each conical section. 

 

5.2.4.1 Analysis of crash performance  

The crush force with respect to crush displacement is shown in Figure 5.4(d) and various 

stages of progressive deformation of conical tubes in configuration-A4 are shown in Figure 

5.5(d). At the onset of impact, the front conical tube begins inward inversion with a stable 

and unidirectional fold pattern. This folding which yields a low initial peak force of 70 kN 

which is equivalent to an acceleration of 14.2 g is within the allowable limits from the safety 

perspective [34]. The folding progresses gradually until the length of the front tube becomes 

half. At this stage, the intermediate front structure comes in contact with the middle tube and 

the crush force reaches the next level at around 90 kN (equivalent to an acceleration of 

18.3g). The middle tube begins to invert internally with a gradual folding until its length 

becomes half. At the end of the inward inversion of the second tube, the intermediate 

structure comes into contact with the rear and the final tube initiating the inward fold. The 

crush force reaches the next level in the range of 120 kN (equivalent to an acceleration of 

24g) and continues there until the crush fold reaches the bottom of the cup shaped structure in 

the chassis frame at around 232 mm of the crush stroke. The structure starts resisting the 

plastic deformation as the double folds of all the tubes are accumulated in the cup shaped 

structure becomes rigid. The differentiating merits of this configuration are i) low initial peak 

force i.e. low acceleration level which is vital from the occupant safety perspective, ii) stable 

deformation pattern with nearly uniform crush force that helps in maximizing the TEA  by 

the structure, and iii) plastic deformation for the entire stroke leading to higher SE. These 

aspects enable this configuration to distribute the crush energy over the entire length of the 

crush stroke. The TEA by this configuration-A4 is comparable to that of the other 

configurations in spite of the low initial Fpeak and the crush force operating within the 

allowable limits. It exhibits an all-round performance in every aspect of the crashworthiness 

assessment criteria. 

5.2.5 Analysis of energy absorption 

The overall performance assessment of all the four EA structural configurations is provided 

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Energy absorption curves of all configurations are shown in Figure 5.6. 

Here, the energy absorbed by any configuration refers to the energy absorbed by the structure 

till the end of active crush stroke. There is no common reference point (w.r.t. the crush 
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stroke) at which the total energy absorbed is measured. The TEA by each configuration is 

measured at the corresponding end point of crush stroke for each configuration. For example, 

TEA for configuration-A1 is measured at 192.4 mm which is the end of active crush stroke 

while it is measured at 232 mm for configuration-A4. The objective here is to consider the 

EA by pure plastic deformation only, as the crush force curve beyond the end of active crush 

stroke has no significance. Quantitatively, configuration-A3 is found to absorb maximum 

amount of impact energy as its axial crush is represented by higher crush forces much beyond 

the acceptable levels. Configurations A2 and A3 also exhibit a similar trend of energy 

absorption. These configurations absorbing higher amounts of impact energy within a shorter 

crush stroke is not favourable from the occupant safety perspective. On contrary, 

configuration-4 with closely comparable value of TEA distinguishes itself by absorbing the 

impact energy almost throughout the entire length of the EA structure. This is possible 

because of higher SE (97%) and nearly uniform crush force in each conical segment of the 

structure. These peculiar features of configuration-4 exhibits a superior performance in 

comparison to other configurations.  

The total initial (kinetic) energy available with the impacting body in this study is 56.25 kJ 

(mass = 500 kg and initial velocity = 15 m/s). The amount of energy absorbed by each 

configuration as a fraction of the initial energy available with the impacting body is 

calculated as energy absorption factor (EAF) and is provided in Table 5.2 for all 

configurations.  

 

 

Figure 5.6. Energy absorption versus axial crush for all four EA structural configurations 
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Table 5.1: Crashworthiness assessment of all configurations in terms of primary parameters 

Configuration Mass 

(kg) 

Initial peak 

crush force 

(kN) 

TEA 

 (kJ) 

Crush stroke 

(mm) 

Energy per unit 

crush (kJ/mm) 

A1 0.502 231.6 18.95 192.4 98.5 

A2 0.499 206.5 20.25 196.0 103.3 

A3 0.492 255.6 21.63 186.0 116.3 

A4 0.494 69.9 19.70 231.8 85.0 

 

 

Table 5.2: Crashworthiness assessment of all configurations in terms of secondary parameters 

Configuration Mean 

force 

(kN) 

CFE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

SE 

 (%) 

Acceleration  

level (g) 

EAF 

 (%) 

A1 98.6 43 37.8 80 47 34 

A2 103.4 51 40.6 82 42 36 

A3 116.4 46 44.0 78 52 38 

A4 85.1 122 39.9 97 14.2 35 

 

5.2.6 Discussion of Results: Tube-in-tube concepts 

It is understood from literature [5, 22, 34] that crashworthiness of a frontal protective 

structure doesn’t go by the TEA alone, but an effective EA structure should absorb the 

targeted amount of impact energy by utilizing the crush forces within the human tolerance 

limits. In the present study, configurations A2 and A3 exhibited higher TEA and SEA 

quantitatively. As the energy absorbed is the area under the crush force – crush displacement 

curve, higher crush forces normally yield higher TEA values giving a false impression about 

crashworthiness of the structure. Such structures are not a favourable choice from the safety 

perspective. Under this guideline, configurations A2 and A3 are not considered a good choice 

for impact mitigation as crush forces are far outside the tolerance levels. Configuration-A3 
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demonstrated that crush folding modes of tubes and ribs competing with each other in 

orthogonal planes ensured stability in the crush force behaviour for major part of the crush 

stroke. Limited crush stroke and high initial Fpeak have to be addressed to make these 

configurations a choice for EA applications. Configuration-A4 with its unique structural 

arrangement in three segments and a unique unidirectional folding behaviour ensured a 

benchmark performance in all aspects of crashworthiness assessment. Conical shape helped 

in achieving a stable folding which in turn resulted in a nearly uniform crush force in each 

segment. This shape also helped in involving the entire length in plastic deformation, a step 

towards achieving nearly 100% SE. Dividing the structure into multiple segments without 

any interaction between their folding patterns ensured 97% of SE for the entire length of the 

structure. Simple fillets at the big end of each conical section acted as controllable crush force 

triggers. These three factors helped configuration-A4 achieve reasonably good TEA and SEA 

with acceleration levels within the allowable limits of 20 to 23 g. Benchmark performance in 

all the aspects of crashworthiness assessment criteria helped configuration-A4 as the 

favourable choice from the first kind of EA structural configuration with tube-in-tube 

arrangement in the current study. 

5.3 Development of new structural configurations based on combination of standard 

shapes (Type-B approach) 

In this section, structural concepts with cross sections based on the combination of arcs and 

straight lines and tapered columns have been proposed and assessed for crashworthiness. The 

axial lengths (240 mm), mass (0.5 kg) and the material (Aluminum AA7005 T6) of all these 

configurations is maintained in the similar lines as those of the tube-in-tube sections. The 

individual elements (ribs, semi-circular tubes, joining strips and inner core) of all the 

structural configurations are proposed to be joined together by appropriate welding 

procedure. 

5.3.1 Configuration-B1 (base configuration) 

The motivation for this kind of base configuration stems from observations from the previous 

studies [38, 39, 43, 98, 99] on the circular cross section based EA structures which exhibit 

progressive plastic folding modes and higher SE; and polygonal,  multi-cell and multi-

cornered column structures [86, 89, 90, 92, 96]  which offer stable crush forces. While the 

circular EA structures have the drawback of fluctuations in crush force, multi-cell columns 
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exhibit low SE and both of these configurations possess poor CFE due to high Fpeak. An 

attempt is made to develop five EA configurations that have the combined advantages of 

circular and straight sided columns (yielding progressive crush, high SE and stable crush 

forces) while trying to keep the safety-critical Fpeak within the limits and improve CFE to 

maximize the TEA by utilizing the crush forces which are within the allowable limits. 

With this back ground, the base configuration is obtained by splitting a circular tube into two 

semi-circular tubes (mean diameter 70 mm and thickness 2 mm), and elongate the circular 

cross section such that the end-to-end distance is 110 mm as shown in Figure 5.7(a). The 

purpose of straight-edged side profile is to add more strength to the semi-circular tubes 

during crushing and to decrease the intensity of fluctuation in the crush force thereby offering 

stability to the crush force. This configuration is constructed to understand the effect of these 

geometric changes on the basic crashworthiness assessment parameters such as Fpeak, SE, 

CFE and the acceleration level. The front flange corners of both the semi-circular tubes are 

rounded with a fillet radius of 12 mm to minimize the initial Fpeak. The FE model is built and 

analysed with an axial impact using a 500 kg mass impacting the EA structure with an initial 

velocity of 15.5 m/s as discussed in Section 5.1.2.  

 

  

(i) Geometry (ii) Cross-section 

(a) Configuration-B1 (base configuration) 

 

 

 

(i) Geometry 
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(ii) Cross-section (iii) Cross-section view at the plane of 

symmetry 

(b) Configuration-B2 

  

(c) Configuration-B3: Cross-sectional view 

at the plane of symmetry 

(d) Configuration-B4: Cross-sectional view 

at the plane of symmetry 

 

 

 

 

 

Height of grid core: 15 

(ii) Section A-A: Square grid location 
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(i) Cross-sectional view at the plane of 

symmetry 

(iii) Section B-B:  Ring stiffener location 

(e) Configuration-B5 

Figure 5.7. Proposed configurations for EA structure based on type-B approach (all 

dimensions in mm) 

 

 

 

5.3.1.1 Analysis of crash performance:  

Different stages of plastic deformation of this base configuration under different progressive 

axial crush (δ) is shown in Figure 5.8(a) and axial crush force against the crush displacement 

(F - δ) curve is shown in Figure 5.9(a). This configuration required an initial Fpeak of around 

153 kN which is equivalent to an acceleration of 31.2g to initiate the crushing deformation. 

This is followed by a series of fluctuations in the crush force. A close look at the crush force 

curve and the progress of crush deformation shows that the crush force drops from 153 kN at 

14 mm stroke to 60 kN at a stroke of 29 mm. The crush force then fluctuates in cycles with a 

wavelength of around 24 mm for the first two cycles and the wavelength of fluctuation 

increases as the crushing progresses. The magnitude of fluctuation also tends to stabilize with 

the crush stroke. From the crush stroke of 140 mm onwards, the crush force drops to 60 kN 

due to change in cross-section as the semi-circular parts of the structure push inwards 

resulting in loss of stability. However, crush force settles at 60 kN for the remaining active 

crush stroke until 210 mm. At this point, due to densification of crushed part and reduction in 

uncrushed length, the structure resists further plastic deformation and becomes much stiffer. 

As the plastic crushing is active until a stroke of 210 mm, the SE of this EA structure is 84.2 

% (total length is 240 mm).  

High initial Fpeak, instability in the curve till 130 mm are the major limitations of this 

configuration. This results in the loss of energy absorbed as the area under the (F - δ) curve is 

minimized. However, this configuration gives some hints for improvement in i) crush force 

stability in contrast to pure circular columns, and ii) SE in comparison to regular polygonal 

and multi-cell based configurations. The structure needs some core support between the two 

semi-circular tubes to resist the fall at 60 mm crush and to stabilize the crush-force curve. 

Geometry of the core support and its location along the axis are the key factors in improving 

the stability in the structure and thereby the crush-force behaviour. The optimization of core 
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topology and its distribution along the length of the structure are discussed in detail in the 

next four new configurations. 

 

 

(a) Configuration-B1 (base configuration) 

 

(b) Configuration-B2 (Sectional view) 

 

(c) Configuration-B3 (Sectional view) 
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(d) Configuration-B4 (Sectional view) 

 

(e) Configuration-B5 (Sectional view) 

 

(f) Configuration-B5 (Full view) 

Figure 5.8. Different stages during deformation of proposed EA structures based 

on type-B approach 
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(a) Configuration-B1 (base configuration) 

  

(b) Configuration-B2 (c) Configuration-B3 

  

(d) Configuration-B4 (e) Configuration-B5 

Figure 5.9 Crush force and mean force with respect to crush displacement for proposed EA 

structural configurations based on type-B approach 

 

5.3.2 Configuration-B2 

Based on the observations from the performance of base configuration-B1, configuration-B2 

as shown in Figure 5.7(b) is obtained by combining two semi-circular tubes (mean diameter 

70 mm and thickness 2 mm) using two longitudinal strips (each 1.8 mm thick). The purpose 

of these two strips is to stiffen the semi-circular tubes during crushing and to decrease the 

intensity of fluctuation in the crush force. Front end flanges of semi-circular tubes are 
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provided with fillet radii of 12 mm to control the initial Fpeak. Semi-circular tubes are 

reinforced by three longitudinal ribs of 1 mm thick and 10 mm wide on the outer 

circumference. As the semi-circular tube and ribs deform plastically in two different planes, it 

helps minimize the fluctuations in the crush force during the crush, as observed in the crush 

behaviour of multi-cell columns [90, 96] where the inner reinforcement ribs and the circular 

tubes deform plastically in two orthogonal plane walls and try to negotiate with each other 

thereby offering stability to the crush force. These ribs have been placed outside to improve 

the SE which is a drawback in the multi-cell columns due to densification of crushed material 

and lack of space.  

To address the issues with respect to stability of semi-circular tubes which were observed 

during axial crushing of base configuration, a few reinforcements are introduced. A 

horizontal stiffener plate of width 44 mm and thickness 1 mm is placed at a distance of 90 

mm from the front end to control the loss of crush force due to change of cross-section. The 

dimensions and placement of this horizontal stiffener have been decided after a few iterations 

based on the deformation behaviour of the base configuration. This configuration has been 

constructed to understand the effect of these geometric changes to the base configuration. 

5.3.2.1 Analysis of crash performance  

Different stages during plastic deformation of configuration-B2 are shown in Figure 5.9(b). 

The crush force versus crush displacement i.e. (F - δ) is shown in Figure 5.10(b). Dynamic 

Fmean shown in the F - δ graph is represented as the ratio of cumulative energy absorbed to the 

corresponding crush stroke. This configuration required an initial Fpeak of around 150 kN to 

initiate the crushing deformation, equivalent to an acceleration of approximately 30.6 g which 

is high from the human tolerance limits [34]. This is followed by a series of fluctuations in 

the crush force and this results in the loss of the TEA. The structure being wide and not 

adequately strong in the inner core could not sustain its crush force for a longer period due to 

its unstable crush. The horizontal stiffener plate could not provide enough strength to resist 

the change of cross section which results in an uneven folding mode leading to a drastic drop 

in the crush force. The crush force fluctuates between 120 kN and 46 kN altering the state of 

accelerations to a great extent limiting the CFE to 57 %. A total crush stroke of 203 mm is 

achieved that gave a SE of 84.6 % and TEA is 17.25 kJ. The crush performance of 

configuration-B2 is observed to be similar to that of base configuration-B1 in many aspects. 

The horizontal stiffener plate could not help improve stability of the structure after the initial 

peak and the overall crush-force behaviour, but it has given enough clues that the presence of 
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core structure between the semi-circular tubes does improve the stability as the range of 

fluctuations in the crush-force is reduced slightly and the minimum crush force is around 46 

kN (against 38 kN with base configuration-B1). Further improvements to the core support are 

discussed in configuration-B3. 

5.3.3 Configuration-B3  

Configuration-B2 is slightly modified to address its shortcomings i.e., high initial Fpeak and 

fluctuating crush force (low CFE). Thickness of the semi-circular tubes is reduced to 1.8 mm 

and fillets are introduced at the rear flange of the semi-circular tubes to reduce the initial 

Fpeak. For better stability during the crush, inner horizontal stiffener plate is reinforced by 

adding i) another parallel plate of 1.0 mm thickness and width of 44 mm, at a distance of 30 

mm towards the rear end (at 120 mm from the front end), and ii) four equally spaced vertical 

members connecting these two horizontal plates with a spacing of 15 mm between each 

vertical member. The resulting Configuration-B3 is shown in Figure 5.7(c). The objective of 

distributing the stiffness along the axis of the structure is to provide controlled stiffness at the 

critical locations along the length of the semi-circular tubes to improve stability (resist the 

drastic and uneven change of cross section) during the crush process after studying the crush 

force patterns of the previous configurations. It was evident that the inner core topology 

could not sustain the crush-force for a longer stroke. The placement of the second stiffener 

and its location with respect to the first plate are decided after a few iterations by altering the 

distance between the two horizontal plates. As the stiffness in the plane normal to the axis of 

the structure alone was not enough to resist the inward folding, four vertical members 

between the two horizontal plates have been added to improve bending resistance of the 

horizontal plates and to improve the stability after the initial Fpeak. 

5.3.3.2 Analysis of crash performance:  

Different stages of plastic deformation of configuration-B3 are shown in Figure 5.8(c) and 

crush force versus crush displacement i.e. (F - δ) is shown in Figure 5.9(c). Configuration-B3 

reduced the initial Fpeak to 121 kN, which is equivalent to an acceleration of 24.8 g, due to 

reduction of thickness of main semi-circular tubes by 0.2 mm. However, this structure also 

experienced a series of fluctuations in the crush force before attaining a stable crush force 

from a crush stroke of 110 to 120 mm onwards. In earlier versions, inadequate core strength 

was resulting in an uneven change of cross section of semi-circular continuous tubes which 

was triggering instability in the structure leading to a sudden drop of crush force. The 
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improved core topology with increased bending resistance of horizontal plates retained the 

stability of the structure by providing stiff support to the front part during the early stage of 

the crush stroke. The cross section of semi-circular continuous tubes changed slightly but the 

intensity is not significant and the inner surfaces do not touch each other. The improvement is 

evident from the crush-force behaviour as the crush force continued to sway between 70 kN 

and 120 kN during the first 90 mm of crush. From 90 mm onwards, change of cross section is 

also more stabilized as the crush force remained between 80 kN and 95 kN after 120 mm of 

crush. The crush force never reduced below 60 kN. The stability of the crush force is 

observed to be better in comparison to that of configuration-B2, hence the CFE has improved 

to 71 % from 57 %. There is a slight drop in the crush stroke to 200.4 mm leading to SE of 

83.5% due to early densification of the structure owing to the thick inner core structure. But 

this did not affect the TEA which is at 17.18 kJ as the crush forces were above 60 kN 

enlarging the area under F - δ curve. 

5.3.4 Configuration-B4 

To address the concerns associated with configuration-B3 i.e., initial Fpeak of 121 kN and 

fluctuations in the crush force until 110 mm of crush stroke, some more modifications are 

made to configuration-B3. Thickness of semi-circular tubes is further reduced to 1.7 mm, as 

it is evident from configuration-B3 that the thickness of semi-circular tubes influences the 

initial Fpeak. Integrated inner core of configuration-B3 is further optimized to provide stability 

during the crush in the rear part of the structure. Horizontal stiffener plate which is placed at a 

distance of 90 mm from the front plane is reinforced by only two vertical members of 

thickness 1.0 mm and height 15 mm with a spacing of 35 mm between them, as shown in 

Figure 5.7(d).  Rear horizontal plate is separated from the vertical members and moved 

further towards the rear end. It is placed at a distance of 76 mm from the rear end plane. After 

observing the crush force behaviour of configuration-B3, it may be noted that the stability is 

slightly lost between 90 – 110 mm of crush stroke and there is not enough support in the rear 

part of the structure. A few iterations have been performed in the background to optimally 

distribute the stiffness in the rear part of the structure. Finally the second horizontal stiffener 

plate is placed at a distance of 76 mm from the rear end. Vertical members have not been 

attached to the rear horizontal member as just a planar support was observed to be enough 

and not much of the crushable part of the structure is left towards the rear end. 
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5.3.4.2 Analysis of crash performance  

Different stages during plastic deformation of configuration-B4 are shown in Figure 5.8(d) 

and its F - δ response is shown in Figure 5.9(d). It may be observed that the reduced 

thickness of semi-circular tubes helped in bringing the initial Fpeak to 115 kN which is 

equivalent to an acceleration of 23.5 g. The modified inner core improved the stability during 

the crush. The magnitude of fluctuation in the crush force reduced slightly and the crush force 

became stable from the crush stroke of 80 mm onwards, improving the CFE further to 71.4 

%. The crush stroke dropped to 197 mm from 200 mm as the crushed material densified early 

due to crushing happened from both the ends. This uneven crush folding limited the SE to 

82.1%. As the crush force curve was fluctuating around at a slightly lower crush force of 70 

kN, the TEA came down to 16.2 kJ. Decrease in Fpeak and fluctuations in the crush force 

behaviour are major findings from this configuration. Improvements are required in SE and 

TEA. 

5.3.5 Configuration-B5 

Performance of configuration-B4 is better than configuration-B3 in many aspects, but there is 

a short fall in crush stroke and the TEA. It is observed that the fillet radii at the rear end of the 

semi-circular tubes was interfering with the progress of axial crush from the front to the rear 

portion. This interruption altered the folding process and also limited the crush stroke of 

configuration-B4. The two semi-circular tubes are tapered by 1.60 with bigger radius at the 

rear end and smaller radius at the front end. This taper is expected to address the stability 

issues during crushing due to change of cross-section of semi-circular tubes by uneven 

inward movement which is observed during the previous four configurations. Fillets at the 

rear end of the tubes are removed to add more stability during the crush. Cross-section of 

semi-circular tubes is modified such that circularity is maintained for exactly 1800 and the 

profile is straightened tangentially after 1800. Updated cross-sectional view is shown in 

Figure 5.7(e) as configuration-B5. As the horizontal stiffener plates are observed to be not 

strong enough to resist the uneven inward folding of semi-circular tubes, square grid type of 

core structure with axial height of 15 mm is introduced in place of the core configuration 

available in configuration-B4. The thickness of strips used for this core support is 1.2 mm. 

Square grid core is placed at an axial distance of 90 mm from the front end of the structure. 

Horizontal plate type stiffener at the rear end of the structure is also replaced by a flat ring of 
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width 10 mm and thickness of 1.0 mm that runs through the entire internal cross-section of 

the structure. It is placed at an axial distance of 65 mm from the rear end of the structure. 

Dimensions and location of these modified core structures have been decided after a series of 

FEA iterations. The resulting configuration-B5 is shown in Figure 5.8(e). 

5.3.5.2 Analysis of crash performance  

Different stages during plastic deformation of configuration-B5 are shown in Figure 5.8(e-f). 

Introduction of taper to the structure with reduced radius at the front end helped in bringing 

down the initial Fpeak to 99.8 kN which is equivalent to an acceleration of 20.3g which is the 

threshold limit from the safety perspective [34]. Crush force versus crush displacement of 

configuration-B5 is shown in Figure 5.9(e). 

There is an improved crush force behaviour as the crush force continues to stay within the 

range of 65 kN to 100 kN with significant part of crushing happening at a crush force of 80 

kN. Tapering of semi-circular tubes allowed progressive crush while flattening side portion 

along with the modified core structure prevented the inward folding and change of cross-

section of semi-circular tubes. This is evident from F - δ curve where steep falls in the crush 

force is not observed. Optimized ring shaped stiffener placed at the rear part of the structure 

helped in offering just the enough support to the semi-circular tubes to prevent inward folding 

and retain the cross-section. This factor along with the taper in the tubes helped in shifting the 

folding mode to a proper and progressive folding resulting in a stable crush force and an 

improved crush stroke. New modifications in this configuration helped in improving the 

crush stroke to 201.4 mm improving the SE to 83.9 %. Optimum initial Fpeak and a stable 

crush force during the crush improved the CFE to 80.6 %. Post stabilization, the crush force 

curve swayed around 80 kN and helped in improving the TEA to 16.2 kJ. In this 

configuration, as discussed earlier in this section, major issues observed with cylindrical and 

multi-cell columns i.e., initial Fpeak, low SE and low CFE have been addressed considerably 

based on the results and observations from FEA studies. Comparison of energy absorption of 

all the five type-B configurations are shown in Figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10. Energy absorbed versus axial displacement of all proposed EA structural 

configurations 

5.3.6 Discussion of Results of type-B Configurations 

Base configuration-B1 has provided the impetus to the conceptualisation of proposed EA 

structures that combine the merits of familiar EA structures available in literature while 

addressing their limitations to form a constructive basis for this study. Configuration-B2 with 

inappropriate structural arrangement resulted in high initial Fpeak (higher ‘g’ levels from the 

human injury criteria perspective) and low crashworthy performance in terms of SE and CFE. 

It was highly susceptible to instabilities during crush due to excessive changes in cross 

sections leading to sudden and drastic drops in the crush forces. The performance was 

inadequate in many parameters barring the SE. Configuration-B3 with stiffened and 

optimized core support was able to bring the crush force down to 122 kN while maintaining 

other assessment parameters almost at the same levels as that of configuration-B2. Drop in 

equivalent acceleration levels from 30.6 g to 24.8 g was a major accomplishment of 

configuration-B3. Though the deviations of cross sections have not been eliminated 

completely, their effect on the stability of the structure and crush force behaviour has been 

controlled significantly. Absorbing the same amount of energy by utilizing an Fpeak which is 

80% of that of configuration-B2 and with the same mass was a notable improvement as the 

performance parameters tend to be in line with the safety requirements.  

Configuration-B4 with an optimally distributed stiffness addressed the stability issues in the 

rear part of the structure and a smoothened collapse trigger gave a better performance in all 

the assessment parameters except the SE. Equivalent acceleration levels came down to 23.5 g 

which is an encouraging factor from the safety point. Introduction of fillets at the rear end of 

the structure interfered with the progress of crush and disturbed the folding modes which in 
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turn limited the crush stroke to 197 mm resulting a compromise in the overall objective of 

energy absorption. However, further drop in the initial crush with comparable performance in 

the remaining parameters was a major takeaway.  

Configuration-B5 was able to fill the gaps of configuration-B4 with a tapered structural 

arrangement. It was able to absorb nearly the same amount of energy as that of configuraton-

B2 with peak crush forces that are 65% of those of configuration-B2. Configuration-B5 with 

its all-round performance in all the assessment parameters is close to the target performance 

of achieving the crush forces with acceleration levels close to 20g which is the threshold limit 

for the probability of serious injury. In general, it has been understood from this study that for 

impact mitigation applications by plastic deformation, structural configurations that exhibit 

stable and progressive folding which lasts for the majority of the length of the EA structure is 

the most preferred choice. In view of the industry’s exploration for light-weight structures, 

achieving SEA measures above 35 kJ/kg though based on a numerical study is an 

encouraging point for further developments. A detailed performance summary of all five EA 

structural configurations based on type-B approach is presented in Table 5.3. Configuration-

B5 performs better in all aspects of crashworthiness amongst all the five proposed EA 

structural configurations under this category.  

 

Table 5.3: Crashworthiness assessment of all proposed EA structural configurations (Type-B)  

Configuration Mass 

(kg) 

Peak 

force 

(kN) 

Mean 

force  

(kN) 

Equivalent 

acceleration 

(g) 

TEA  

(kJ) 

Crush 

stroke 

(mm) 

CFE  

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

1 (base) 0.50 153.0 84.2 31.2 17.7 209.8 55.0 87.5 35.4 

2 0.50 150.0 84.9 30.6 17.2 203.0 56.6 84.6 34.2 

3 0.48 121.5 85.7 24.8 17.2 200.4 70.6 83.5 35.9 

4 0.46 115.1 82.2 23.5 16.2 197.0 71.4 82.1 35.2 

5 0.44 99.8 80.4 20.3 16.2 201.4 80.6 83.9 37.2 

 

5.4 Summary 

Crashworthiness of structural configurations based on both type-A (i.e. tube-in-tube 

arrangements) and type-B (combination of standard shapes and profiles) approaches has been 

assessed on all the standard crashworthiness parameters. It has been learnt that quantitative 

TEA alone is not the measure of crashworthiness of an EA structure. The effect of material 

distribution and stiffness on the crush force behaviour has been understood to a large extent. 

Energy absorption by utilizing the crush forces which are within the allowable limits is a 
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positive trait of an EA structure. This is possible only with configurations where CFE and SE 

tend to reach unity while keeping the crush forces below the equivalent acceleration levels of 

20g. In the current study, from the tube-in-tube series, configuration – A4 with conical tube 

arrangement exhibited an all-round crashworthiness with near-ideal performance in every 

parameter. Configuration-A3 with near-uniform crush force trend also has the potential if 

proper crush triggering mechanisms are employed to control the Fpeak.  

From the second set of concepts i.e. type-B configurations with hybrid cross-sections, 

configuration-B5 with precisely optimized distribution of stiffness at key locations along the 

axial length also has the potential to be a choice of EA applications with a reasonably good 

control over the peak crush forces and the overall crush force behaviour. 

Configuration-A4 with conical tubes which is based on the tube inversion concept with its 

superior crashworthiness has been chosen for further studies in the subsequent phases of the 

current research work.  
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Chapter 6 

Evolution of a New Geometric Profile for Proper Tube Inversion 

for Crash Energy Absorption 

Circular tubes under axial load undergoing deformation through inversion mode are referred 

to as invertubes. Inversion phenomena controls high initial peak crush force which is a 

fundamental requirement of an energy absorbing (EA) structure in road vehicles and helps in 

achieving nearly 100% stroke and crush force efficiencies. This rare combination of these 

three features offers a good potential for invertubes to be an ideal choice for impact crash 

energy absorption. This chapter presents 1) a brief history of tube inversion process, 2) an 

overview of theory of tube inversion and the knowledge gaps, 3) objectives of this part of 

research, 4) methodology for development of geometries for tube inversion, 5) the evolution 

process of tube geometries for tube inversion, 6) a detailed discussion of different variants, 

and 7) summary of all the observations.  

6.1 Introduction 

Impact energy absorption through plastic deformation of an energy absorbing (EA) structure 

is a well proven concept and is widely accepted in practice. An effective EA structure should 

absorb impact energy by controlled plastic deformation which is characterized by uniform 

crush forces through the entire crush stroke to maximize the area under crush force versus 

crush displacement curve [100] as shown in Figure 6.1. Previous researchers have proposed 

certain measurement criteria for evaluation of crashworthiness of EA structures through 

certain vital parameters such as  (i) initial peak crush force (Fmax, maximum force required to 

induce plasticity in an EA structure), (ii) stroke efficiency (SE, ratio of plastically deformed 

length to the total length of an EA structure), and (iii) crush force efficiency (CFE, ratio of 

mean crush force to initial peak crush force). Total energy absorbed (TEA) will be maximum 

as CFE and SE tend to unity within the allowable limits of crush forces [22]. This allowable 

limit of crush forces are governed by the acceptable deceleration limits (≤ 20g) which a 

human being can withstand in a standard frontal collision at the specified vehicle speed. As 

the deceleration levels are directly related to head injury criteria (HIC) of occupants, keeping 

the initial peak crush forces within this deceleration limit is a fundamental requirement of an 

EA structure [5].  
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Literature on crash energy absorption suggests that structural configurations with circular 

cross-sections exhibit relatively higher SE and moderate CFE with little control on initial 

peak crush forces [39]. Structural configurations with multi-cornered cross sections 

(polygons) generally exhibit high crush forces leading to low CFE and SE due to 

densification, but maintain stable crush forces after the initial high peak [92]. Multi-cell 

cross-sections also exhibit similar behavior to that of multi-cornered sections with more 

stability in the crush force and observed to be more versatile for axial and oblique impact 

scenarios [86]. Filling of circular and multi-cornered sections with different kinds of foam 

materials were explored to maximize TEA, but at the cost of high initial peak crush forces 

and low CFE and SE [101]. Some novel configurations with kagome honeycomb sandwich 

arrangement were attempted, but SE could not exceed 75% [72]. Composite materials in the 

standard geometric cross-sections and controlled triggers show some promise in terms of 

CFE and SE, but still seem a little far from being a mainstream option for energy absorbing 

applications [102]. Tube inversion method addresses most of these shortcomings because of 

its unique method of plastic deformation. 

Circular tubes under axial load undergoing deformation through inversion mode are referred 

to as invertubes. Inversion phenomena controls high initial peak crush force which is a 

fundamental requirement of an EA  structure in road vehicles and helps in achieving nearly 

100% stroke and crush force efficiencies. The concept of circular tube inversion has been in 

existence since 1960s and has shown possibilities in meeting the requirements of an ideal EA 

structure. Guist et al [103] provided theoretical formulations for prediction of inversion load 

of a circular tube along with experimental validation using selected material grades. Inversion 

mode of plastic deformation may be encouraged as an ideal mechanism for energy absorption 

in the road vehicles where controlled peak crush forces (impact induced deceleration levels) 

are critical for occupant safety and higher SE and CFE are key for maximizing the energy 

absorption. Reddy et al [104] proposed various structural configurations for energy 

absorption involving telescopic, conical-tubes-in-series kind of arrangement and suggested 

that inversion of conical tubes offers better control over the initial peak crush force, SE and 

CFE. Zhang et al [105] in their numerical study on similar works observed that multi-stage 

inversions can accommodate the deformed material within the minimum axial space while 

maintaining the uniform crush forces.  

Researchers have always attempted to predict inversion forces in invertubes in terms of 

geometrical and material parameters through empirical relations and often ignored the 

geometric imperfections on plastic deformation and their influence on the inversion process. 
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Limited knowledge exist on inversion using stainless steel SS304 material. With this 

motivation, the present research is focused on understanding the intricacies of inversion with 

respect to geometric parameters in the design of invertubes and their effect on the inversion 

process as a step towards studying the feasibility of invertubes for EA applications in road 

vehicles. In this chapter, series of attampts are made to evolve a new invertube profile with 

SS304 material to achieve desirable inversion charecteristics for an ideal energy absorption.  

In this process, the effect of geometric parameters and their imperfections that contribute to 

effective inversion of invertubes have been studied in detail through finite element analysis 

(FEA) and experiments. A new invertube profile has been proposed that addresses anamolies 

in existing literature and inversion characteristics of this profile have been validated 

experimentally in a quasi-static environment. 

6.2 Tube Inversion 

Basically there are two types of inversions, inside-out and outside-in. In each of these 

procedures, inversion without any external guide (die) is known as free inversion and the 

inversion with the help of a guide is referred to as guided inversion. Schematics of these 

variations in inversion are shown in Figure 6.1 [5]. Only inside-out free inversion method is 

discussed here due to its relevance with the present research. 

  

  

(a) Inside - Out: Free inversion (b) Outside - In: Free inversion 
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(c) Inside - Out: Guided inversion (d) Outside - In: Guided inversion 

Figure 6.1: Different modes of tube inversion [5] 

6.2.1 Theory of tube inversion 

Literatures reveal that the impetus for tube inversions came from the need for soft landing 

systems for space vehicles in 1960s. Guist et al [103] pioneered in proposing the theory of 

tube inversion with detailed insights into the mechanics of plasticity during the inversion 

process. This process is characterized by turning one side of the tube to the other (inside-to-

outside or outside-to-inside). Limitation in this process is the feasibility of inversion with 

only a few materials having a required degree of ductility with a controlled combination of 

tube geometric parameters (tube thickness to diameter ratios). 

A schematic geometrical representation of an invertube is shown in Figure 6.2. In  theoretical 

formulation of inversion, every increment of inversion stroke involves three stages of plastic 

deformation: i) plastic bending at the inner radius, R at a point A, ii) hoop extension from 

radius R to Ri, which follows the arc A - C to reach point B, and iii) plastic strengthening of 

the expanded material at point B at radius Ro. The following assumptions were considered in 

this fundamental theory of tube inversion.  

 

1. Material is perfectly plastic; 

2. Work done during the inversion process is completely dissipated as internal plastic 

work by the three aforementioned phases of inversion process; 

3. Thickness and axial length of the tube are constant; 

4. Outer diameter attains an equilibrium state governed by curvature parameter, b; and 

5. Inversion occurs at a constant load.  
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a) Schematic layout b) Nomenclature 

Figure 6.2. Geometrical  representation of an invertube 

 

Based on Guist et al [103] theory, fundamental principle of inversion is based on equating the 

external work done by inversion force to the internal work of plastic deformation, and as a 

result, the force required to invert the tube, P is given by 

𝑃 = 𝜋𝐷𝑡𝜎𝑝√(
2𝑡

𝐷
) =  4.44 𝜎𝑃𝑡1.5𝐷0.5                                                                                   (6.1) 

As the initial knuckle radius b is observed to be critical in the inversion process, an empirical 

formula has been provided as  

𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛 = √(
𝐷

2𝑡
)                                (6.2) 

Kinkead et al [106] further improved the theoretical formulation proposed by Guist et al 

[103] by considering the sub-structural elements involved in the inversion process i.e.  strains 

in i) tube expansion, ii) meridional bending, iii) normal-to-meridian reversed bending, iv) 

normal-to-meridian bending, and v) rotational process. This theory [106] is based on 

engineering strain in the material and the inversion force is expressed as  

𝑃 =  
𝐴𝑡𝜎𝑃

√3
[

𝑡

2𝑏
+ 

4𝑏

𝐷
+

𝑡(𝐷+2𝑏)2

{𝐷2(𝐷+4𝑏)}
+

𝜋𝑡

2𝐷
]                            (6.3)   

Kinkead et al [106] suggested the requirement for an in-depth study considering all aspects of 

plasticity to improve reliability in this theoretical prediction. 

Reddy et al [107] focused on the differences between knuckle radii from theory and 

experiment, and slightly modified the material model by adopting i) true strains in the 

material model instead of engineering strains, ii) linear strain-hardening material model in 

place of rigid perfectly plastic (RPP) model, and iii) Tresca’s yield criterion. Option for 
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adjusting the strain hardening parameter also provided better opportunities for matching 

experimental and theoretical values while obeying the law of conservation of volume. 

𝑑ℇ𝜑 +  𝑑ℇ𝑙 + 𝑑ℇ𝑡 = 0                              (6.4) 

where εφ, εl and εt  are strains along circumferential (hoop), meridional (axial) and thickness 

directions respectively. Equating external work and internal work of plastic deformation, the 

inversion force [107] is expressed as 

 𝑃 = 2𝜋𝑅𝜎0𝑡 [
𝑡

4𝑏
+

1

√3
ln 𝑍 (1 +  

𝐸𝑝

2𝜎0
ln 𝑍)]                            (6.5) 

where𝑧 = 1 +
2𝑏

𝑅
.                   (6.6) 

They  also proposed an empirical relation between knuckle radius b, tube radius R and 

thickness t for a minimum inversion load w.r.t. b as 

𝑏 = √(
𝑅𝑡

2
)                                                                                                                        (6.7) 

This model is observed to have a good correlation with experimental values for certain 

combination of material’s strain hardening modulus to yield stress ratio (Ep/Yo) and tube 

geometries (t/R ratio) only. 

Colokoglu et al [108] made an attempt to understand the inertial and strain rate effects on the 

tube inversion process. They conducted a detailed experimentation on pre-formed samples of 

mild steel specimens under quasi-static and dynamic conditions at different impact velocities 

and analysed  the differences with the theoretical predicitons of inversion load. They 

considered the effect of thickness changes in the tube at plastic hinges and changes in 

curvature of the neutral fibre of the tube. They expressed the inversion load in terms of tube 

geometric parameters, yield stress and strain-hardening parameters of the material as 

𝑃 = 2𝜋𝑅𝜎0𝑡 [(1 +
3𝑏

2𝑅
+ 𝛽

𝑡

16𝑏
)

𝑡

𝑍 4𝑏
+

1

√3
ln 𝑍 (1 +

𝛽

2
𝑙𝑛 𝑍)]                          (6.8) 

Qiu et al [109] attempted to improve the theoretical prediction of inversion load  by including 

the axial stretching phenomena of tube with an assumption that the external work done is 

equal to the sum of internal plastic work in bending and stretching modes. Their model 

captures the inversion process into 3 stages: i) axial bending at the internal diameter, ii) 

stretching in the hoop direction, and iii) straightening of bent portion at the external diameter 

position. Their model was built on Reddy et al’s [107] theory and the expression for 

inversion load is given as  

𝑃 =  𝜋𝑅𝜎0𝑡 
(𝑅+2𝑏)

(𝑅+𝑏)
[

𝑡

2𝑏
+

2

√3
 𝑙𝑛 (1 +

2𝑏

𝑅
)]                            (6.9) 
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Qiu et al [110] further improved the theory by working on a 3D model using a simple RPP 

material with von-Mises yield criterion and volume conservation rule. They introduced the 

changes in thickness of tube along the knuckle arc and strain variations through the thickness 

in their formulation. Their expression for inversion load is too complex. They have improved 

the predictions of steady state inversion load without much improvement in prediction of 

knuckle radius. 

Yu et al [111] adopted a simplified 2D theoretical model and included the effect of energy 

dissipation through axial stretching as exclusion of this effect was leading to over-estimation 

of knuckle radius. Their model is based on initial and final states of geometry considering all 

the three stages of inversion process. They proposed three different concepts based on three 

different mechanisms as given below.  

i) Constant velocity – material travels from inner diameter position to outer diameter 

position during the inversion process with constant velocity (thickness decreases 

with formation of knuckle radius).  

ii) Constant thickness – material velocity varies during the deformation process 

(thickness is constant). But this theory has been observed to hold good for t/R 

values between 0.02 and 0.12.  

iii) Two-stage assumption – which is a combination of Reddy et al [107] and 

Colokogulu et al [108] models with thickness being constant in one half of the 

deformation process involving knuckle radius formation and velocity being 

constant in the other half. 

This approach rules out influence of knuckle radius on the inversion force. 

 

Qiu et al [112] proposed another model by considering a practical aspect of changes in 

curvature of knuckle radius which was ignored in the previous studies and also considered the 

interaction of bending and tension in the deformation process. The expression for inversion 

load included only the tube geometric parameters and yield stress of the material and is given 

as 

𝑃 = 2 𝜋 𝜎0 𝑅 𝑡 (
1.144

√𝑅
+  

0.303

𝑅
)                                           (6.10) 

6.2.2 Knowledge gaps 

It may be understood from all these previous research that the natural knuckle radius is a key 

factor in the inversion process although theoretically it is not observed to have any significant 
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influence on the magnitude of inversion force. Optimum knuckle radius can be calculated 

from theoretical formulations and can be incorporated in the preformed geometry of the tube, 

but cannot be retained during the process of inversion. During the inversion process in 

experiments, the tube geometry tries to attain an equilibrium configuration making the 

knuckle radius smaller. At this instant, inversion process becomes difficult as the progressive 

knuckle radius becomes smaller than the natural minimum bending radius [113] of the tube 

with the resulting thickness. These natural aspects of mechanics of plastic deformation have 

not been considered while formulating theoretical models for inversion. This is because the 

focus of previous researchers was more on arriving at an empirical formula for prediction of 

inversion load in terms of tube geometry and material yield limit, and guidelines for optimum 

initial knuckle radius in terms of initial radius and thickness of the tube. These gaps have 

contributed to the differences between theoretical simplifications and experiments for 

inversion forces and knuckle radii. 

It may be noted here that the existing literature do not provide any information related to 

geometry of preformed shapes of tubes, a central feature that drives the inversion 

phenomenon. Very limited experimental evidence is available on the deformation patterns of 

inverted tubes, failures during the process of attaining the tube inversion and reasons behind 

such failures. Information with respect to transition from ‘initial’ knuckle radius to final 

‘natural’ knuckle radius and how this final equilibrium state has been achieved is also not 

available. As very few materials have been tried so far in experiments, existing knowledge is 

insufficient to choose a suitable material for the given t/R ratio and knuckle radius of the 

tube. Theoretical formulations in the existing literature are largely based on perfectly plastic 

material formulation. Some parametric studies conducted by Reddy [107] on geometric and 

material parameters may not qualify highly ductile materials like SS304 grade (known for its 

high ductility) with low Ep/σ0 ratio.  

6.3 Present research 

The present scope of research is focused on developing tube geometric profile which is ideal 

for inversion using stainless steel grade SS304. This material is chosen because of its 

considerable yield and ultimate strengths coupled with an excellent degree of ductility. A 

material with high ductility is an ideal choice for energy absorption applications in general 

and inversion phenomenon in particular. Most materials studied in literature are of low 
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strength (aluminum alloys and mild steel). High ductility and tensile strength of SS304 can 

contribute to tube inversion and improvements in specific energy absorption (SEA) factor. 

6.3.1 Evaluation of Material Properties 

Tensile test specimens of SS304 were prepared according to ASTM E8 [114] standard in the 

rod form as all the tube geometries studied in the current research were machined from rods 

of different diameters. Tensile tests were performed on two specimens as per the standard 

procedure on an MCS universal testing machine. The setup is shown in Figure 6.3(a) and the 

standard dimensions of the test specimen are shown in the Figure 6.3(b). Average true stress 

versus plastic strain derived from the test data is shown in Figure 6.3(c). Material properties 

obtained from tension tests are: Young’s modulus = 210 GPa; Poisson’s ratio = 0.29; yield 

strength = 280 MPa; ultimate tensile strength = 600 MPa; and elongation at break = 55%. The 

stress-strain curve (Figure 6.3(c)) derived from this test is considered for numerical 

simulations using FEA. 

 

  

 

 

 

a) Tensile test setup b) Test specimen c) Stress-strain curve 

Figure 6.3. Tensile test setup, tensile specimen and stress-strain curve of stainless steel SS304 

(all dimensions in mm) 
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6.4 Development of Tube Geometries for Tube Inversion 

6.4.1 Methodology 

In the present research, FEA is chosen to develop the tube geometries as it helps in deeper 

understanding of plastic deformation phenomena and formation of natural knuckle radius in 

the process of inversion. Tube geometries are arrived based on detailed FEA and are 

validated experimentally to ascertain their accuracies.  The inversion phenomenon are studied 

numerically and experimentally on tube geometries with different t/R ratios 0.1, 0.06, 0.04 

and 0.01. These ratios are selected based on the existing literature. Values of initial knuckle 

radii have been calculated based on the empirical formula given in Eq. (6.2). Axial length of 

all these tubes is maintained at 90 mm. 

6.4.2 FEA and Experimental setups 

A schematic layout of FEA along with the quasi-static experimental setup is shown in Figure 

6.4 for a typical invertube. 

 

 
 

a) FEA setup b) Experimental setup 

Figure 6.4. FE analysis and experimental setups 

 

6.4.2.1 FE model setup  

A 2D axisymmetric FEA formulation is followed here to save the computational effort as the 

geometry and loading are rotationally symmetric. This method also gives the opportunity to 

use finer element sizes which helps in precisely capturing the plastic deformation effects. The 

cross section of the tube is idealized using first order 4-node axi-symmetric 2D elements 
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(CAX4) using the FE modeling tool Altair/HyperMesh [115]. After studying the mesh 

sensitivity with various element sizes, an average element edge length of 0.1 mm is adopted 

for capturing the finer details of plastic deformation during the inversion process. The bottom 

fixture has been modeled as a rigid body surface using analytical surface option in ABAQUS 

[116]. The reference node of bottom fixture is completely fixed in all degrees of freedom. 

The bottom surface of the flange portion of the test specimen is fixed to the top surface of the 

bottom fixture using tie option [116]. A guide plate is placed on top of the test specimen as an 

intermediate structure to transfer the loading. An impactor which is represented as a rigid 

body is placed on top of the intermediate structure at a distance of 1 mm. Contact surfaces are 

defined between all the parts at their respective interfaces to capture all possible contact 

scenarios. Impactor body is allowed free in the axial direction of the tube and constrained in 

all other degrees of freedom. ABAQUS/Explicit 2017 [116] solver is used as the solver for 

the entire numerical simulation. FEA setup is shown in Figure 6.4(a). Enforced velocity 

boundary condition of 5 mm/s is applied to the impactor body in the axial direction towards 

the test specimen to simulate quasi static compressive loading.  

6.4.2.2 Experimental set up 

The tube specimen for inversion is manufactured by machining the tube profile out of an 

SS304 rod. This is accomplished by turning on a CNC lathe. A thick flange is provided at the 

bottom of the tube for fastening the tube to the bottom fixture using four numbers of M6 

screws. An intermediate support plate is placed on top of the specimen for transferring the 

load. By introducing this intermediate top plate member, i.e. a stepped collar that fits snugly 

inside the top cylindrical portion of tube and by selection of tube dimensions it is ensured that 

the tube doesn’t buckle at the top cylindrical portion and the deformation happens only at the 

preformed trigger at the bottom.  

Test setup is shown in Figure 6.4(b). The specimen assembly is placed on the support 

platform in the universal testing machine (UTM). The test setup used for this experiment is 

an UTM with a compression load capacity of 650 kN with a maximum loading rate of 50 

mm/min. An axial compressive load is applied on the specimen through the intermediate top 

plate member at a quasi-static loading rate of 5 mm/min. UTM’s integrated computer gives a 

real-time display of crush force against the axial crush displacement.   
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6.5 Progressive Evolution of Tube Geometries for Tube Inversion 

Tube geometries ideal for the tube inversion are evolved progressively through numerical and 

experimental investigations on different successive variants of invertubes. The process of 

evolution of tube geometries for tube inversion is discussed in this section.  

6.5.1 Variant-1 

This development  started with a pre-formed tube of thickness 2.0 mm and initial mean radius 

of 20.0 mm (t/R = 0.1) and with an initial annular gap of 4.4 mm (initial knuckle radius of 2.2 

mm) between initial outer radius and final inner radius of the tube. The cross-section of this 

pre-formed tube assumed the shape of reversed English alphabet ‘J’ as shown in Figure 

6.5(a). The inversion tube machined with these dimensions is shown in Figure 6.5(b).The 

value of initial knuckle radius is calculated based on Eq. 6.2).  The tube geometry for this 

Variant-1 is finalized after calculating the buckling force from Wierzbicki et al [117] and 

inversion force from Guist et al [103]. These analytical calculations ensured that the buckling 

force is much higher than the inversion force. 

 

  

a) Cross section profile b) Test specimen  

Figure 6.5. Inversion tube geometry and test specimen of Variant -1 (dimensions in mm) 

 

The buckling load for cylindrical tube as given by Wierzbicki et al [117] is expressed as 

𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 7.935 𝜎𝑝𝐷0.5𝑡1.5                                       (6.11) 

where D and t are diameter and thickness of tube and σp is the flow stress of the material. 

Substituting the appropriate values of tube geometry for Variant-1 in Eq. (6.11) results in 

62.5 kN as circular tube’s buckling resistance.  Average inversion force of this variant is 
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about 34.9 kN as predicted from Eq. (6.1) given by Guist et al [103]. Thus it is ensured that 

the buckling mode of deformation is eliminated as the buckling resistance is much higher 

than the inversion force. 

Various stages of deformation during inversion process as predicted from FEA simulations 

are shown in Figure 6.6(a). It may be understood that after the preformed semicircular shape 

(initial knuckle region) completes its inversion, the immediate following segment of the tube 

tries to find its equilibrium position between its initial (inner diameter) and final (outer 

diameter) configurations and doesn’t follow the path shown by initial knuckle radius. As the 

inversion travel reaches around 5 mm, plastic strains (equivalent plastic strain, PEEQ in 

ABAQUS [116]) cross the material’s limit of elongation and the preformed groove region 

tends to lose its circularity and radius of curvature signifying the deviation in deformation 

path from its ideal path as shown in Figure 6.6(a) as a dashed (grey) line.  The inversion 

process continues as the damage criterion of SS304 is not modelled in FEA simulations.  

 

 

(a) Progress of inversion deformation predicted from FEA simulation 

 

(b) Deformed test specimen 
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(c) Crush force versus axial displacement 

Figure 6.6. Inversion deformation of  Variant – 1:  a)  FEA,     b) Experiment, and c) Crush 

force-axial displacement 

 

Knuckle radius continues to close in, following its own path to find an equilibrium position 

between the inner and the dynamic outer diameter of the invertube. As the inversion travel 

reaches around 15 mm, the gap between inner and outer segments of the invertube drops 

down to 2.1 mm and it reaches a stage where the plastic folding of the invertube is no longer 

practically possible as the available radius is inadequate. In this configuration, the load shifts 

to the immediate segment of the cross section towards the recently deformed side (flange 

side) forcing it to stretch in the axial direction as the axial stretch is the only permissible 

kinematic configuration to resist the continuing load. This gap of 2.1 mm (knuckle radius of 

1.05 mm) is below the minimum bending diameter of steel sheets as per the standard [113] 

which suggests that the minimum bending radius should be more than approximately 1.5 

times the sheet thickness for comfortable bending, which in this case is less than  half of the 

sheet thickness.  However in FEA, the inversion continues to happen until the entire crush 

stroke is completed though at the cost of excessively high and unrealistic plastic strains 

exceeding its failure limit. Observations from FEA may be considered insignificant beyond 

this point. Crush force is recorded as the reaction force at the bottom fixture in the axial 

direction.  

The tube specimen for inversion is machined from SS304 rod of diameter 90 mm. Preformed 

shape of induced knuckle radius is carefully machined by maintaining an annular gap of 4.4 

mm. In crush experiment conducted as per the test setup shown in Figure 6.4(b), the 

specimen exhibited a uniform crushing force up to a stroke of 12 mm. The crush force goes 

through a steep fall due to a crack in the specimen owing to closing of the knuckle radius as 
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the inversion happens. Failed specimen is shown in Figure 6.6(b). A comparison of crush 

force versus crush displacement curves between FEA and the experiment is shown in Figure 

6.6(c). It may be observed that curves from FEA and experiment exhibit a good correlation 

up to an inversion travel of 15 mm and the experimental curve drops suddenly due to failure 

by cracking. This is due to increase in plastic strain in knuckle radius region due to closing-in 

effect of the progressive knuckle radius. It can be concluded from this study on Variant-1 that 

the assumed combination of t, R and b (t/R = 0.1) is not favourable for inversion. 

6.5.2 Variant - 2 

Taking clues from Variant-1, another variant is tried with a small modification to the tube 

geometry. The t/R ratio is changed to 0.066 with mean diameter of the tube as 60 mm and 

thickness at 2.0 mm. Clamping support area in flange is slightly changed as shown in Figure 

6.7(a) by introducing a fillet at the corner with an idea to add more strength during the axial 

stretch phase of inversion. The machined invertube specimen of Variant -2 is shown in Figure 

6.7(b).  

 

  

a) Cross section profile b) Test specimen 

Figure 6.7. Inversion tube geometry and test specimen of Variant -2 (dimensions in mm) 

 

Numerical simulations using FEA is performed with the same idealization and setup as 

adopted for Variant-1. The FEA predicted an average inversion force of 55 kN. However, at 

an inversion travel of 6.0 mm, the tube profile in its initial knuckle region loses its original 

radius of curvature and tends to form a sharp closing in the shape of a narrow parabola with a 

gap of 2.3 mm between the inner and the outer diametric segments. Further increments of 

inversion resulted in a small outward throwing of the profile as a unit instead of small 
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segments of the tube showing a visible outward bulge in the deformation pattern of the tube. 

At this stage, the plastic strains cross the limit of elongation making the observations beyond 

this stage insignificant. However, the FEA predicted a steady trend of inversion force at 

around 55 kN. Progress of inversion deformation of Variant -2 predicted from FEA is shown 

in Figure 6.8(a). 

 

 

(a) Progress of inversion deformation predicted from FEA simulation 

 

  

(b) Deformed test specimen 

 

(c) Crush force versus axial displacement 

Figure 6.8. Inversion deformation of  Variant – 2:  a)  FEA, b) Experiment, and c) Crush 

force-axial displacement 
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Even in Variant-2, a crack is observed after an initial inversion travel of 12 mm. Failed 

specimen is shown in Figure 6.8(b).  A comparison of crush force curves between FEA and 

the experiment is shown in Figure 6.8(c).  Though the graphs are showing different trends, it 

may be observed that both of them depict good correlation up to an inversion travel of about 

5 mm, where the plastic strain in FEA crosses the limit of elongation. Beyond this point, 

sharp closing-in and outward bulging of the profile in the experiment showed a different 

trend as the curve showed a steep rise till the stroke of 8 mm followed by a drastic fall. The 

closing-in phenomenon seems to have a slightly different effect on the axial force behavior. 

But this deviation was observed only for a small stroke of 2 mm which strongly complements 

the observations from FEA. The failure of Variant-2 in experiment proved that the assumed 

t/R ratio is ineffective for a proper tube inversion. 

6.5.3 Variant - 3  

Variant -2 is further modified by changing the depth of annular space between initial and 

final radius positions (knuckle radius) with an objective to give more initial length for a better 

start and stability of inversion. The t/R ratio also is changed to 0.04 with a mean diameter of 

70 mm and thickness of 1.4 mm. An initial knuckle radius of 8.4 mm is used in this variant. 

A chamfer of 2x2 mm is added at the base of clamping block to add more strength as shown 

in Figure 6.9(a). The fabricated tube specimen of Variant -3 is shown in Figure 6.9(b).  

 

  

a) Cross section profile b) Test specimen 

Figure 6.9. Inversion tube geometry and test specimen of Variant -3 (dimensions in mm) 

 

The FEA of this variant predicted an average inversion force of 38 kN. Even for this t/R ratio, 

there is no considerable difference in the decreasing tendency of the knuckle radius during 
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the inversion process as it closed in with a gap of 3.4 mm. Plastic strains are observed to 

cross the limit of elongation after an inversion travel of 15 mm. Small outward bulges are 

observed in this variant as well due to change in radius of curvature of knuckle radius region 

in the initial stages. Progress of inversion deformation is shown in Figure 6.10(a). Experiment 

was conducted on Variant-3 as per the experimental setup shown in Figure 6.4(b). In Variant-

3 also, a crack is observed after an initial travel of 34 mm. The inversion progressed for a 

distance of 34 mm in contrast to the earlier two variants. Failed specimen is shown in Figure 

6.10(b). The deformation pattern was observed to be different from the first two variants with 

a bigger outward bulge of the tube profile during the initial stages of inversion. Good 

agreement between FEA and experiment existed only up to a travel of 6 mm and crush force 

behaviors exhibited a completely different trend.  

 

 

(a) Progress of inversion deformation predicted from FEA simulation 

 

 
 

(b) Deformed test specimen (c) Deformation of specimen with induced 

dimensional error at 20 mm of inversion from FEA 
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(d) Crush force versus axial displacement 

Figure 6.10. Inversion deformation of  Variant – 3:  a)  FEA,     b) experiment, c) deformation 

pattern from FEA with induced dimensional inaccuracy, and d) crush force-axial 

displacement 

 

The FEA prediction is similar to that of Variant-2, but the experimental trend showed an 

extension to that of Variant-2. But the effect of outward bulging was a little more severe in 

this variant. To further study this effect of outward bulging, FEA is repeated by inducing a 

small dimensional inaccuracy in the groove region simulating a little deviation from the 

original radius of curvature in the groove region. Updated FEA with this induced defect 

showed a deformation trend similar to that of the experiment as observed in the Figure 

6.10(c), but the magnitude of inversion forces are still offset. A comparison of crush 

behaviors between FEA and experiment is shown in Figure 6.10(d).  From FEA, it is 

understood that the bottom groove did not follow the intended circular path for straightening 

during inversion. The groove tried to move outward as a unit due to slight ovality in the 

contour resulting in an outward bulge. This observation further stresses on the importance of 

dimensional accuracy of the initial triggers for inversion. However, irrespective of these 

dimensional inaccuracies, this combination of t/R ratio and initial knuckle radius proved to be 

unfavourable for inversion from both FEA and experimental perspectives. 

6.5.4 Variant - 4 

Based on observations from the earlier three variants  with respect to the effect of initial 

knuckle radius in the preformed geometry, it may be understood that the tube geometric 

parameters have little effect on the decreasing tendency of knuckle radius which is a natural 

deformation phenomenon and yet a vital factor for tube inversion. In Variant-4, the cross 
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section of the tube is simplified in the shape of English alphabet ‘L’ instead of a reversed ‘J’ 

in previous variants,  as shown in Figure 6.11 (a). This change is introduced with a view that 

an ‘L’ configuration offers more freedom for the tube profile to attain its own radius than 

following an enforced path. After a series of iterations in FEA, the profile for this new 

configuration is finalized with tube thickness of 1.3 mm and initial mean radius of 28.5 mm 

with t/R ratio of 0.04. Smaller t/R ratio is maintained here due to an observation that the 

thicker sections face difficulty in continuing with the inversion after the initial stages due to 

involvement of higher inversion forces and the natural knuckle radius at the stabilized state 

not being adequate for free bending. At the base of the ‘L’ section, a fillet radius of 5.5 mm is 

introduced for initiation of a smoother inversion process. The fabricated tube specimen of 

Variant-4 is shown in Figure 6.11(b). In this, the concept of initial knuckle radius doesn’t 

come into picture in the initial stages as the profile is left free to attain its own natural 

knuckle radius after the deformation pattern settles down and the gap between the original 

radius and the final radius converges to a constant value.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Cross section profile b) Test specimen 

Figure 6.11. Inversion tube geometry and test specimen of Variant - 4 (dimensions in mm) 

 

Instead of the induced knuckle radius, a simple new parameter ‘g’ is introduced as the gap 

between the initial mean radius R of the tube and inner radius of the bottom fixture as shown 

in Figure 6.11(a)  which guides the initial deformation vector for inversion. From the 

preliminary FEA simulations on this variant, this parameter ‘g’ is observed to have some 

influence on the path of deformation process in the early stages of inversion which eventually 
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controls the final gap between initial and inversed radii of the tube. In this variant, this gap 

‘g’ is maintained at 8 mm (seen in Figure 6.11(a)). If this gap is smaller than the threshold 

value required for tube inversion, bending deformation process becomes difficult as observed 

in the earlier versions. FEA of the finalized version predicted an average inversion force of 

30 kN with a stabilized bend radius (natural knuckle radius) of 1.65 mm (annular gap of 3.3 

mm), which is still less than 1.5 times the sheet thickness for free bending [113]. However, 

higher plastic strains were observed in the later stages of inversion process making the FEA 

observations beyond 25 mm of inversion travel insignificant. Progress of deformation 

predicted by FEA is shown in Figure 6.12(a).  

 

 

(a) Progress of inversion deformation predicted from  FEA simulation 

 

 

 

(b) Deformed test specimen 
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(c) Deformation predicted by FEA (at 34 mm of inversion) with an induced dimensional error 

 

(d) Crush force versus axial displacement 

Figure 6.12. Inversion deformation of  Variant – 4:  a)  FEA,     b) experiment, c) deformation 

pattern from FEA with induced dimensional inaccuracy, and d) crush force-axial 

displacement 

 

The finalized dimension of tube profile is machined out of SS304 rod of 100 mm diameter 

and experimented as per experimental set up shown in Figure 6.4(b) in order to understand 

the deformation behavior of new geometry and to get some clues for ideal plastic 

deformation. The initiation of inversion process is observed to be smooth in comparison to 

the previous variants. The path of inversion bending pattern appeared to be in agreement with 

that of FEA simulations. After a steady inversion for about 10 mm, the tube profile is 

observed to have developed an outward bulge similar to that of Variant-3. This folding 

altered the path of bending process forcing the start of a new inversion process and eventually 

closing the gap between inner and inversed radii leading to the similar failure pattern by 

cracking due to localized axial stretch as observed in the earlier variants.  Failed specimen is 

shown in Figure 6.12(b). 
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After a detailed study on observations from FEA and experiment, it is understood that the 

transition between the base fillet arc (5.5 mm radius) and the straight portion of the tube 

profile during the bending process is disturbing the progress of inversion process. This factor 

appeared to be more dominant as the FEA also predicted a sudden rise in plastic strains at the 

end of bending of fillet arc and at the beginning of straight portion of the tube profile. This is 

observed to be due to the sudden change in curvature of profile that forces the bending 

pattern to quickly find a new path enforcing the start of a secondary inversion pattern. Similar 

observation was also found in the earlier variants, but it is more pronounced here without the 

influence of a preformed knuckle radius. In this variant also, dimensional inaccuracies in 

machining were suspected to be a contributing factor for the outward bulging effect of the 

cross section. To confirm this, another round of FEA is conducted by assuming some 

deviations in the curvature in the fillet radius at the base of L-section. Deformation pattern 

predicted by FEA with the inaccurate profile is shown in Figure 6.12(c). A comparison of 

crush force versus crush displacement between FEA and experiment is shown in Figure 

6.12(d). FEA with the assumption of dimensional error correlates well with experiment up to 

a stroke of around 12 mm while the FEA with ideal dimensions agreed well with the 

experiment only up to a stroke of 6 mm. Though the investigations on this Variant-4 also 

failed, they provided some crucial clues on the importance of tube profile for achieving an 

ideal tube inversion. 

6.5.5 Variant - 5 

6.5.5.1 Preliminary profiles of tube geometry 

The Variant -5 is developed after taking vital clues from Variant-4, and is focused principally 

on the transition between the fillet radius and straight portion of the tube profile. As this 

sudden change of curvature is imposing secondary inversion process with high plastic strains, 

a new profile is proposed. Initially, a profile with a continuous arc from the base of ‘L’ till the 

top end of the tube is planned. To achieve this, a quarter section of an ellipse with the total 

length of the tube as the semi-major axis and width of the profile as the semi-minor axis is 

tried in the preliminary studies for this variant as shown in Figure 6.13(a). FEA on this profile 

predicted an improved performance in terms of deformation pattern with the knuckle radius 

conducive for tube inversion. This is due to the changed profile which increases the distance 

between the undeformed and the deformed portions of the profile as the inversion progresses 

and also due to continuity in curvature of the tube profile. As a result, bending of tube profile 
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becomes easier with the increasing gap aiding the inversion process. However, plastic strains 

cross the limit of elongation at an inversion travel of around 45-48 mm and a steep rise is 

observed thereafter. This is still a major improvement in active crush stroke in comparison to 

the earlier variants. As the second alternative, tube profile based on the parabolic curve is 

tried with the open end towards the top with different focal widths and heights of parabola as 

shown in Figure 6.13(b). Parabolic profiles also depicted the deformation pattern similar to 

that of ellipse.  

 

  

a) Profile construction - Ellipse b) Profile construction – Parabola 

  

 

 

c) Profile construction d) Cross section profile 
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e) Test specimen 

Figure 6.13. Inversion tube geometry and test specimen of Variant - 5 (dimensions in mm) 

 

6.5.5.2 Final profile of tube geometry 

In the next attempt, another profile with a simple circular arc with a very large radius is tried. 

This arc is drawn using the 3-point method with point A at the top end of the specimen (90 

mm mark of the total axial length of the specimen from the bottom datum line). The other 

two points B and C are placed symmetrically above and below point A by varying the 

parameters ‘g’ and ‘h’ along the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. Construction 

of this arc is shown in Figure 6.13(c). After a series of iterations by varying the parameters 

‘g’ and ‘h’, the arc has been constructed with ‘g’ as 24 mm and ‘h’ as 100 mm. A fillet arc of 

radius 12 mm is introduced between the base horizontal line and the 3-point arc for a 

smoother initiation of inversion process. The thickness of the tube profile is changed to 1.0 

mm. A strip of 13.5 mm at the outer end of the profile has been thickened to 4.0 mm for 

fastening the specimen to the bottom fixture. Finalized profile of Variant-5 is shown in 

Figure 6.13(d). 

6.5.5.3   FEA simulations 

FEA simulation on this profile predicted an ideal inversion pattern without any secondary 

inversions due to change of deformation path and no closing-in effects of knuckle radius. 

Resulting plastic strains were under the material’s failure limits. Progress of inversion of this 

profile is shown in Figure 6.14(a). The inversion process progressed steadily without any 

locking as the total profile is almost a single arc. No secondary inversions are observed as the 

profile is a continuous arc without transition between arc and line segments. No problems are 

observed due to closing-in effect of knuckle radius because the optimum gap between the 

profile and the support ensured adequate space for transfer of material between inner and 

outer radii. In this variant, geometry is arrived carefully to keep the induced plastic strains 
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within the material’s limit of elongation at break. As a result t/R is reduced to 0.01 with 

thickness coming down to 1.0 mm, but the tube profile ensured a certain inversion and free 

from failures due to problems associated with the earlier variants. 

 

 

(a) Progress of inversion deformation predicted from FEA simulation 

 

  

(b) Deformed  test specimen 

 

(c) Crush force-axial displacement 

Figure 6.14. Inversion deformation of  Variant – 5:  a)  FEA,     b) experiment, and c) crush 

force-axial displacement 
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6.5.5.4   Fabrication and experiment  

Fabrication of this specimen was a challenging task from many perspectives. It is machined 

out of an SS304 rod of 160 mm diameter. The machining was performed on a CNC lathe as 

the profile is not linear and the inversion deformation was also suspected to be sensitive to 

dimensional inaccuracies i.e. imperfections. In the first phase, inner profile is machined to 

final dimensions with a smoother surface finish. In the second phase, as the profile thickness 

is very small at 1.0 mm, support fixtures made of mild steel and specially prepared for the 

inner profile were inserted in the inner profile to provide support for machining the outer 

profile. Outer profile is finished within 0.01mm of profile deviation. The machined profile is 

shown in Figure 6.13(e). The specimen is bolted to the bottom fixture using six numbers of 

M6 screws.  

The specimen assembly is placed on UTM and crushed under axial compressive load similar 

to that shown in Figure 6.4(b). The inversion travel and deformation progressed in exact 

accordance with FEA simulations. Axial crush progressed for the entire stroke of 90 mm 

without any premature failures. The major factor for this successful inversion is the tube 

profile with continuous arc which aided continuous single inversion which also avoided the 

accumulation of high plastic strains. Completely inversed specimen is shown in Figure 

6.14(b). A comparison of crush force versus crush displacement between FEA and 

experiment is shown in Figure 6.14(c). Average inversion force from FEA is about 95% of 

that obtained from experiment which strongly endorses the accuracy of the FEA approach. A 

comparison between FEA and experiment on the total energy absorbed by Variant-5 is shown 

in Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15. Comparison of energy absorption of Variant – 5: FEA and experiment 

Successful inversion of tubes using a reasonably high strength material may be considered in 

designing EA structures to achieve ideal crashworthiness in terms of major parameters such 

as stroke efficiency and crush force efficiency. Though the final measure of specific energy 

absorption is a little low in comparison to standard geometries from the previous literatures 

[39, 86, 92, 101], this research offers a lot of clues to improve the overall crashworthiness. 

But this approach can be upgraded further to improve the SEA factor. Table 6.1 provides a 

comparative summary of assessment of crashworthiness between FEA and experimental 

methods for Variant-5 based on the standard parameters. 

 

Table 6.1: Crashworthiness of Variant-5 invertube: Comparison between FEA and 

experiment 

Configuration Mass 

(kg) 

Peak 

force 

(kN) 

Mean 

force  

(kN) 

TEA  

(kJ) 

Crush 

stroke 

(mm) 

CFE  

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

FEA 0.16 17.0 17.9 1.6 90 105 100 10.0 

Experiment 0.16 17.0 18.8 1.7 90 110 100 

 

10.6 

 

% deviation w.r.t 

experiment 
0 0 4.8 5.8 0 4.5 0 6.0 

 

6.6 Observations, Results and Discussions  

Comparison of crush force versus crush displacement of all the five variants is shown in 

Figure 6.16. In the present study, stainless steel SS304 material having reasonably high 

strength and good ductility is used in order to maximize the benefits of tube inversion 

phenomenon in the energy absorption process. Numerical and experimental studies are 

conducted on circular tube geometries with the preformed trigger of inversed ‘J’ shape with 

different t/R ratios (0.1, 0.06 and 0.04). Numerical simulations using FEA predicted a similar 

deformation trend on the first three variants with a steep rise in plastic strains at the onset of 

secondary inversion which is driven by the closing-in effect of knuckle radius as the tube 

profile attempted to find an equilibrium position between inner and outer radii. Further, the 

quasi-static experiments complemented the FEA predictions with cracking failure due to 

severe localization of strains as the deformed segment of the profile started moving towards 

the main cylindrical portion in pursuit of finding an equilibrium position thereby decreasing 
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the knuckle radius. At this stage, plastic bending between inner and outer radii became 

impossible causing localized axial stretch in the recent deformed segment leading to failure 

by cracking.   

 

 

Figure 6.16. Experimental crush force-displacement curves of all five variants 

 

The fourth variant with an ‘L’ shaped profile without any initial knuckle radius offered more 

freedom for the profile to find its own natural knuckle radius that suits its combination of t 

and R values. Though this variant also failed to achieve the inversion up to the entire length, 

there was an improvement in the crush stroke up to 34 mm. It failed while trying to find 

continuity of inversion during the transition between the fillet arc and the straight cylindrical 

segment. This observation contributed significantly in finding a suitable geometric profile for 

inversion.  

The fifth variant with a continuous arc as the tube profile was successful in achieving the 

inversion for the entire length of the specimen. This further reinforces the fundamental 

requirement for a carefully engineered profile for achieving the inversion and it is free from 

anomaly of gaps existing between theoretical and practical values of knuckle radius which 

was a major obstacle in the inversion process. An optimum combination of tube profile in 

tune with the material behavior is the key to achieve a successful inversion of tubes and there 

is no single profile that suits all materials. Based on FEA results from all the variants, it is 

observed that the changes to the tube thickness are insignificant and their effects are also 

negligible. According to the observations from previous research [107], tube inversion 

involving metals such as SS304 with low Ep/σo values necessitates the need for very low 

initial knuckle radii which are not practical from the manufacturing perspective. Adopting the 
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appropriate numerical simulations with FEA in the early stages of design opens the door for 

high strength materials for use in the inversion process thereby contributing to improvements 

in the specific energy absorption factor.  

 

 

6.7  Summary 

This chapter brought out some observations related to knowledge gaps between theory and 

experiments with respect to inversion of tubes through numerical and experimental 

investigations. These observations are summarized as follows: 

 

1. Initial knuckle radius which is an inherent feature in the pre-formed tube geometry is of 

theoretical importance. It is observed that it is not having a direct influence on the 

inversion force as it cannot be retained throughout the inversion process. However, it has 

influence on the pattern of plastic deformation which is a decisive factor in the inversion 

process. 

2. Natural knuckle radius which evolves during the inversion process prevails over the 

initial knuckle radius is of practical importance. The pattern of inversion deformation is a 

result of combination of geometric and material parameters. 

3. ‘L’ shaped pre-formed tube profiles are more favourable for inversion deformation than 

those of reversed ‘J’ shaped profiles as the former ones possess the freedom to achieve 

the equilibrium value of knuckle radius naturally in a progressive manner. Tube profile 

with a single continuous arc doesn’t impose secondary inversion in the deformation 

process and is a major enabling factor for achieving the inversion. 

4. Axial stretch is a critical aspect of failure during the inversion deformation and it can be 

addressed only by appropriate tube profiles with proper control on the deformation 

pattern. Materials with low Ep/σ0 ratios are also suitable for inversion with properly 

engineered tube profiles unlike observations in previous research.  

5. FE based numerical methods can be effectively utilized for careful optimization of tube 

profiles by considering high strength materials and combination of multiple materials for 

improving SEA factor.  
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Chapter 7 

Enhancement in Specific Energy Absorption (SEA) of Invertubes 

This chapter proposes invertubes with multi-material structural configurations to achieve 

higher SEA. Initially, a base monolithic configuration of invertube made of SS304 has been 

studied numerically and validated by experiment. Subsequently, a few invertube 

configurations have been proposed over this base configuration by combination of different 

metals and composites. Relative merits and limitations of each variant (configuration) have 

been discussed in detail with a specific relevance to enhancement in SEA. This chapter 1) 

presents an introduction to multi-material designs for energy absorbing structures, 2) explains 

the validation of FEA procedures for simulation of composite materials, 3) gives a brief 

overview of invertubes for energy absorption, 4) brings out the options for improving SEA 

factor, 5) explains the different structural arrangements for enhancing the SEA of invertubes, 

and 6) finally gives an overall comparative summary of all the configurations. 

7.1 Introduction 

Specific energy absorption (SEA) is an important parameter in assessing the crashworthiness 

of an energy absorbing (EA) structure. The SEA gained importance in the recent times as it 

has become an environmental imperative for the transportation industry to look for weight 

reduction opportunities to improve energy (fuel) efficiency of road vehicles and thereby 

reduce emissions. Inversion of circular tubes may be considered as an inevitable and a 

practical choice for EA applications that yield nearly 100 % crush force efficiency (CFE) and 

stroke efficiency (SE) which are major enablers for effective crashworthiness. The  recent 

work on inversion of circular tubes involving SS304 [118] demonstrated  that only a certain 

combination of optimized tube profile and a material with a good degree of ductility can 
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achieve a proper inversion of tube; and the  inversion mode of deformation results in 

moderate SEA factors. Due to this atypical mode of deformation which is driven by a specific 

combination of tube profile and material grade, increasing the grade of material or thickness 

of tube profile are not straight-forward options to improve the SEA factor of invertubes.  

In the recent years, multi-material designs involving metals and composites are increasingly 

finding applications in the transportation industry because of their superior strength to weight 

ratio. Carbon/epoxy based cone shaped structure for rear impact attenuation device on a 

formula race car [119], carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) based L-strut half-tube crash 

absorbers as part of the frame work for absorbing crash energy in the fuselage of an aircraft 

[120], thin-walled square frustum based energy absorbing front module of a special purpose 

electric vehicle [121] and thermo-plastic composite based main frame structure for mass 

transit vehicle [122] are some of the case studies that demonstrate the effectiveness of multi-

material combinations in EA structures. Taking motivation from the current material trends, a 

few multi-material structural configurations (variants) that work in combination with the 

experimentally validated invertube [104] are proposed using numerical studies, in this 

chapter.  

The central objective of the present work is to enhance the SEA factor of tube-inversion 

based EA structure from the recent work [118] by combining with low density materials such 

as magnesium and fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites. The performance of the 

proposed multi-material invertube structural configurations is assessed using finite element 

analyses (FEA). This work is divided into two major parts. In the first part, the adopted FEA 

methodology for simulation of axial crush of two existing EA structures made of composite 

materials is validated with experimental results available in Luo et al [123] and Kathiresan et 

al [124]. In the second part, the established FEA methodology is used to develop a few multi-

material based invertube EA structural configurations keeping the monolithic invertube [118] 

as the base configuration. 

The research work focusses on new invertube configurations for enhancing the SEA 

parameter. This research is not intended for analyses on sensitivity studies on ply 

orientations, material characterization of composites, adhesive bonding between plies and 

delamination effects which are available in many literature [125-128] such as study on the 

delamination behavior of a hybrid structure made of metallic shell, composite skeleton and 

metallic foam under an axial crushing [129], study of delamination effects and axial crush 

force trends of a fiber metal top hat structure for energy absorbing applications [125], high-
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fidelity FE modeling for study of damage mechanisms of thermoplastic composites under 

axial crushing [126], crashworthiness studies on aluminum-CFRP hollow square section 

beam [127] and study of influence of ply orientations on the axial crushing and energy 

absorption capabilities of a hybrid aluminum-CFRP circular tube [128]. 

 

 

 

7.2 Validation of FEA Methodologies for Composite EA Structures 

FEA of invertubes with monolithic configuration using ductile metals is relatively simpler 

because material is isotropic and its deformation is elasto-plastic and studied extensively in 

Reddy et al [118]. In the present work, metal and FRP composite materials are proposed for 

use in invertubes. The FRP composite materials with orthotropic properties when combined 

with metals having elasto-plastic behavior pose a lot of challenges in building proper FE 

models and comprehending the results. To establish and validate the FEA methodology in 

numerically analyzing the proposed multi-material based hybrid EA invertube concepts to be 

discussed in the second part of this chapter, two axial crushing experiments on composite 

specimens from the literature: (1) a standard circular composite tube from Luo et al [123] and 

(2) a fiber metal laminate (FML) from Kathiresan et al [124] are simulated in present FEA 

and their results are compared. The FEA approach is tuned to get matching results between 

FEA simulation and experiments.  

7.2.1 FEA of FRP composite circular tube – validation with experiment 

7.2.1.1 Specimen geometry and experimental setup  

An experiment conducted by Luo et al [123] for investigating the progressive failure of a 

standard circular tube made of G803/5224 carbon/epoxy material for EA application is 

considered for establishing and validating the FEA methodology. The tube is 125 mm long 

with an internal diameter of 50 mm. The total specimen thickness is 3.0 mm with bi-

directional layup of 30 layers with a layer thickness of 0.1 mm. The ply sequence is [(± 

450)15] with the axial direction of the tube as the longitudinal direction (00). The top end of 

the tube is featured with a 450 chamfer to control the initial peak crush forces. This specimen 

is tested on a drop hammer impact test setup with a drop mass of 81.5 kg falling on the 

specimen with an initial velocity of 10.2 m/s. The test specimens and schematic of 
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experimental layout is shown in Figure 7.1. Mass of the specimen as per FE model is about 

0.098 kg. 

 

 
 

a) FRP composite tubes b) Experimental setup 

Figure 7.1: FRP composite EA specimens and experimental setup [123] 

7.2.1.2 FEA of FRP composite specimens  

Single layer shell type of idealization for composite tube is adopted here for simplicity and to 

save computational time. This is in line with a few previous studies which followed similar 

approach for axial crushing of tubes [102, 131-133] as they proved to be adequate enough for 

prediction of axial crush forces. The circular tube is discretized using first order 4-noded S4R 

type shell elements compatible with explicit dynamic solution methodology in 

ABAQUS/Explicit [116] with an average element edge length of 1.2 mm. The shell section is 

defined as a union of 30 layers of plies with layer thickness of 0.1 mm and each layer is 

defined by the entries of thickness, ply orientation, material and the number of integration 

points. Each layer is specified with 7 integration points across the thickness. The top trigger 

with 450 chamfer is approximated with shell elements of different thicknesses over a tube 

length of 3.0 mm. Six different sets of elements with thickness varying from 0.4 mm to 3.0 

mm are modeled as an approximate representation of the top trigger zone as shown in Figure 

7.2(a). The orthotropic material of GFRP layer is modeled using linear elastic material 

behavior until failure with Hashin’s [134, 135] criteria for damage initiation and evolution. 

Material properties of G803/5224 carbon/epoxy considered for the FEA are provided in Table 

7.1 [123]. The bottom surface of the tube is fixed to a rigid ground surface and the reference 

node of this surface is completely fixed in all degrees of freedom. An impactor with a mass of 

81.5 kg impacts the top part of the composite tube in the axial direction of the tube and the 

impactor is restrained in all other degrees of freedom. General contact algorithm is activated 

to capture all possible contact kinematics and behavior. The reaction forces in the axial 
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direction at the ground rigid surface are measured as the axial crush forces. FE model setup is 

shown in Figure 7.2(b). 

 

  

a) FE modeling details b) FEA setup 

Figure 7.2: FE modeling details and analysis setup 

 

 

Table 7.1. Material properties of G803/5224 carbon/epoxy material [123] 

 

Property Description Value 

Density (kg/m3) ρ 1560 

Modulus (GPa) E1 65.10 

E2 = E3 64.40 

G12 4.5 

G13 = G23 4.5 

Strength (MPa) XT 573 

XC 693 

YT 573 

YC 693 

S12 94.1 

Poisson’s ratio υ21 0.056 

 

7.2.1.3 Assessment of crash performance of FRP composite tube  

The crushing deformation process of the FRP composite tube starts with a high initial peak 

force of 122 kN to induce deformation in the tube. As the crush travel a progresses, the crush 

force drops down drastically to 24 kN as the initial segment of deformation is completed. As 

the crushing progresses, cracking due to circumferential stretch is observed as stresses in the 

radial directions cross the material’s failure limits which are defined by damage criterion of 

the FRP composite material. This deformation pattern proceeds along the length of the tube 

and forms fronds in the radially outward direction. Progressive crushing of the tube continues 

towards the bottom of the tube as the crush travel progresses. The crush force continues to 
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sway between 24 kN and 65 kN levels until a crush stroke of 45 mm. Afterwards, as the 

deformation pattern is stabilized, fluctuations in the crush force also subside and settle around 

a magnitude of 45 kN. Comparison of deformation patterns, crush force versus crush 

displacement and total energy absorbed (TEA) versus crush displacement of FRP composite 

tube as predicted from present FEA simulation and observed in experiment [123] are shown 

in  Figure 7.3. Mean crush forces from the experiment and FEA are observed to be 51.7 kN 

and 44.8 kN respectively, while the area under the crush force versus crush displacement 

curves (TEA) from the experiment and FEA for a crush stroke of 85 mm sum up to 4.4 kJ and 

3.8 kJ respectively. The present FEA simulation correlates with the experimental results with 

a difference of 13.3% for mean crush force and 13.6% for TEA respectively. It may be noted 

here that the FEA simulation over predicted the initial peak crush force and under predicted 

the crush forces after the initial peak. The crush force behavior in general was also fluctuating 

with a wide range about a mean value. This may due to the approximate idealization of 

material with a single shell layer without accounting for the delamination effects. Detailed 

comparison of experimental and present FEA results on the fundamental crashworthiness 

parameters is given in Table 7.2. 

 

Table 7.2. Comparison of axial crash performance parameters between experiment [123] and 

present FEA of FRP composite tube 

FRP specimen Fmax   

(kN) 

Fmean  

(kN) 

TEA   

(kJ) 

CFE  

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Experiment [123] 109 51.7 4.4 47.43 68.00 45.36 

Present FEA 122 44.8 3.81 36.72 72.00 39.27 

% Difference in 

FEA w.r.t. 

Experiment [6] 

11.9 13.3 13.6 22.58 5.88 13.40 

 

 

  

a) Deformation from experiment [123] b) Deformation from present FEA 

simulation 
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c) Crush force versus crush deformation d) TEA versus crush deformation 

Figure 7.3: Comparison of present FEA with experiment [123] on axial crush behaviour of 

composite tube 
 

7.2.2 FEA of FML conical tube – validation with experiment 

7.2.2.1 Specimen geometry and experimental setup  

The second experiment on a composite EA specimen is taken from Kathiresan et al [124] and 

simulated in present FEA under a low velocity axial impact. The specimen named as CWAC-

2 [124] is a fiber metal laminate (FML) based conical tube i.e. a conical frusta made of an 

aluminium alloy sheet externally wrapped over by a layer of FRP composite (E-glass 

fiber/epoxy) material. This is analyzed in ABAQUS/Explicit [116]. This FML conical frusta 

specimen has 94 mm and 144 mm as top and bottom internal diameters respectively with a 

semi-conical angle of 210. The total wall thickness is 3.20 mm with 0.87 mm for aluminum 

shell and 2.33 mm for GFRP layer and the height of the specimen is 65 mm. The composite 

layer has 9 layers of each 0.258 mm thickness with the ply sequence [00/450/900]3 with the 

axial direction of the tube as the longitudinal direction (00). The experimented specimen 

[124] and the cross-section of the FML composite frusta are shown in Figure 7.4.  

 

 
 

a) FML specimen [124] b) Cross-sectional details 

Figure 7.4: FML specimen and its cross-sectional details (all dimensions in mm) 

7.2.2.2 FEA of FML composite specimen 
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Single layer shell model approach is followed for modeling the FML conical tube using S4R 

elements in ABAQUS/Explicit [116]. The shell layers are created at the mid-surfaces of 

aluminum and GFRP layers. The orthotropic material of GFRP layer is modeled using linear 

elastic behavior until failure.  Hashin’s criteria [134, 135] is followed for specifying the 

damage initiation and damage evolution. The average element edge length is maintained at 

1.0 mm. Detailed material specifications are provided in Table 7.3. Composite layer is 

modeled with 9 plies of GFRP fibers with the specified orientation sequence. Each GFRP 

layer is defined with the details of thickness, ply orientation, material and the number of 

integration points. Each layer is specified with 7 integration points across the thickness.  

Metal layer is represented with an aluminum alloy with Young’s modulus of 70 GPa, 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, yield strength of 55 MPa and ultimate strength of 113 MPa. Average 

element edge length is maintained similar to that of the composite layer. The interface 

between aluminum and composite layer is modeled using the contact based cohesive zone 

model in [17] with fracture energies as GI = 4 kJ/m2 and GII = 4 kJ/m2. These interface 

properties are taken from a similar work [136] as these values are not available in the 

reference literature [124].  

 

In accordance with the impact test setup, the surface with the larger diameter of the frusta is 

fixed to a rigid base plate modeled using rigid R3D4 elements which is completely fixed in 

all degrees of freedom. A flat rigid impactor plate which is also modeled with R3D4 elements 

is used to strike the conical frusta at top. A mass of 83 kg is attached to the impactor rigid 

plate. An initial velocity of 5.4 m/s is applied to the impactor plate along the axial direction 

of conical frusta and is constrained in all other degrees of freedom. Reaction forces in the 

axial direction at the reference node of the bottom ground plate are recorded as the crush 

forces. The original impact test setup and the present FEA setup are shown in Figure 7.5. 

Mass of the specimen as measured from present FE model is about 0.172 kg. 
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Table 7.3. Material properties of E-glass fibre/epoxy material [124] 

 

Property Description Value 

Density (kg/m3) ρ 1800 

Modulus (GPa) E1 30.90 

E2 = E3 8.30 

G12 2.80 

G13 = G23 3.00 

Strength (MPa) XT 798 

XC 480 

YT 40 

YC 140 

S12 70 

Poisson’s ratio υ21 0.0866 

 

 

 
 

a) Experimental setup [7] b) Present FEA setup 

Figure 7.5: Experimental [124] and FEA setups 

 

7.2.2.3 Assessment of crash performance of FML composite specimen 

Deformation patterns of FML composite frusta from present FEA simulation and from the 

experiment are shown in Figures 7.6(a-b). It is observed from FEA that the composite 

structure required a crush force of about 38.5 kN to initiate plastic deformation followed by a 

drop to about 22 kN at a crush stroke of 5 mm as the first folding of the hybrid tube is 

initiated. Further axial crushing densifies the structure until the next plastically deformed 

configuration is achieved and the crush force reaches a maximum value of 47 kN followed by 

a gradual fall before settling at a nearly uniform force of 26 kN. The hybrid frusta continues 

to deform progressively from the top with inward bending at the beginning. Metal and 

composite layers begin to separate from each other as the axial deformation progresses. Metal 

layer continues to deform in the diamond fold pattern while the composite layer deforms 

progressively with failure and fracture modes which is governed by the damage criterion. 
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Crush force versus crush displacement curves from experiment [124] and present FEA are 

shown in Figure 7.6(c). The experimental and FEA based mean crush forces are observed to 

be 29.5 kN and 33.3 kN respectively. Total energy absorbed (TEA) for a crush stroke of 30 

mm is measured as 878 J and 992 J from experiment [124] and FEA respectively as shown in 

Figure 7.6(d). It may be noted that the present FEA simulation method correlates with the 

experiment with a difference of 13 % for the mean force.  

 

  

a) Deformation from Experiment [124] b) Deformation from present FEA 

simulation 

  

c) Force versus crush displacement d) TEA versus crush displacement 

Figure 7.6: Comparison of present FEA with experiment [124] on axial crush behaviour of 

FML composite specimen 

 

The present FEA reasonably agree with the trend of experimental results in terms of the 

deformation pattern and crush force behavior. The stiffer behavior of FE model may be due 

to the inaccuracies in the assumption of material and interface strengths and difference in the 

specimen loading conditions in the experiment and present FEA setups. Detailed comparison 

of experimental [124] and present FEA on the fundamental crashworthiness parameters is 

shown in Table 7.4.  
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Table 7.4. Comparison of axial crash performance parameters between experiment [124] and 

present FEA of FML composite specimen 

FML Specimen Fmax   

(kN) 

Fmean  

(kN) 

TEA   

(kJ) 

CFE  

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Experiment [124] 31.00 29.50 0.88 95.16 46.15 5.10 

Present FEA 38.50 33.30 0.99 86.49 46.15 5.77 

% Difference in FEA w.r.t. 

Experiment [124] 
24.20 12.90 12.98 9.11 0 13.13 

7.2.3 Summary of validation of FEA methodology for composite EA structures 

Based on the present FEA simulations of axial crush behavior of two composite EA 

structures and their comparison with two experimental results available from two previous 

researches [123,124], it may be concluded that the adopted FEA simulation methodology 

closely represents the trend of crushing patterns and crush force behaviors at large. Therefore, 

the same FEA methodology will be used for developing the FML based EA structural 

concepts for enhancing the SEA in composite invertubes. 

7.3 Invertubes for Crash Energy Absorption 

In chapter 7, evolution of new tube profile for proper tube inversion has been discussed. The 

decisive factors that influence the tube inversion process such as basic dimensions of the 

tube, initial pre-formed knuckle radius, choice of material and most importantly the cross-

section profile of tube have been understood in detail. The key enabler for this successful 

inversion of circular tube appeared to be the new 3-point arc based cross-section profile of 

the tube which ensured a smooth progressive deformation without premature failures. It 

demonstrates the sensitivity of the geometry on the inversion process. The unique 

unidirectional plastic deformation pattern associated with inversion process outscores the 

conventional plastic deformation patterns associated with regular geometries in major 

crashworthiness assessment parameters. The invertube thus discussed is taken as the basis for 

all the multi-material concepts to be discussed henceforth.  

7.3.1 Need for enhancing SEA alone in invertube 

It is observed that the major drawback of this invertube concept is the SEA factor. This is due 

to underutilization of the material in plastic deformation. It has also been understood that a 

successful combination of geometric parameters which enable the successful tube inversion 

using a certain grade of material may not hold good for the other grade of material. This 
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interaction between many parameters and the degree of sensitivity makes this tube inversion 

process enhance its specific energy absorption factor. Further analysis on the deformation 

mode  depicts another peculiarity in the inversion that only 50% of the axial length of the 

structure is utilized in plastic deformation as observed in  Figure 7.7, in contrast to 70-80% of 

crushed length in conventional EA structural configurations [39, 72, 86, 92]. This is despite 

scoring 100% in SE and CFE where the conventional EA configurations lag behind. This 

underutilization of material in plastic deformation is observed to be one of the key factors 

behind the low SEA factor in invertubes. In the subsequent part of this chapter, a few 

structural configurations are proposed to improve the SEA factor of invertube based EA 

configurations. 

 

 

Figure 7.7: Underutilization of material in tube inversion process 

 

7.4  Options for Enhancement of SEA in Invertube 

To enhance the SEA factor of the invertube thus discussed, available options may be (i) 

upgrading (choice of higher grade of material), (ii) up-gauging (increasing the thickness of 

the tube), and (iii) extending the stroke length. 

i) Upgrading: Theory of tube inversion demonstrated that it is not feasible to employ 

materials i.e. steels with high strength as the inversion mode is completely governed 

by the higher degree of ductility of the material. There are not many known grades of 

steel [137] that exhibit a degree of ductility comparable to that of the reference 

material SS304. Furthermore, plasticity mechanisms of inversion deformation will be 

different with different degree of ductility. Going for high strength material may not 

work unless it possesses high degree of ductility. 
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ii) Up-gauging: Increasing SEA factor by providing higher thickness of the tube 

demands larger diameter of the tube making it difficult for EA applications due to 

packaging challenges. 

iii) Increasing the axial length: This is a practical option subject to the availability of 

axial space. Increasing the stroke length covers more area under the crush force-

displacement curve, resulting in more energy absorption. 

In the base version of invertube thus discussed, axial length of the invertube is 90 mm. Even 

when the axial length is increased to 150 mm in base version of invertube, it enhances the 

TEA but the increase in SEA is only marginal because the stroke length is increased by 

adding the mass in lesser proportion. Detailed development of structural configurations for 

improving the SEA factor of the invertube is discussed in the subsequent sections in this 

chapter. 

7.5 Invertube Structural Configurations for Enhancing SEA 

7.5.1 Variant-1: Base version of invertube with increased stroke length  

Based on the observations thus discussed in base version of invertube, in Variant-1, the axial 

length (crush stroke) is increased from 90 mm to 150 mm. But this will add an additional 

mass of about 66 % to the existing structure for an equal amount of increase in the area under 

the crush force–crush displacement curve i.e. the TEA. As the crush force is proven to be 

uniform through the entire crush stroke, these linear calculations suggest an increase of 66% 

in TEA, but with almost the same SEA factor, with the same material grade. Thus, using the 

same material grade alone doesn’t bring any improvements in the SEA factor. Hence, a 

synergistic combination of different materials is being proposed to improve the SEA factor. 

In order to further improve the SEA factor, it is proposed to use a low-density and optimally 

strong material for the extended top portion of the invertube. In this case, a tube made of 

magnesium alloy AZ61 A-F [138] with mass density of 1.8 kg/m3 which is less than a quarter 

of steel’s density of 7.85 kg/m3, is attached to the top end of the base invertube as shown in 

Figure 7.8. Top part of the base invertube and bottom part of the magnesium tube are 

provided with flanges for joining purpose. Steel and Mg tubes can be simply fastened 

together by bolts or by any advanced joining methods. The total stroke length of the resultant 

invertube structure is now 150 mm. The cross-section of layout of steel and magnesium tubes 

is shown in Figure 7.8. The mass of the resultant structure is 0.23 kg. The thickness of 

magnesium tube is assumed as 4.2 mm such that it is stable enough under the applied axial 
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crash impact load and doesn’t initiate buckling before the initiation of triggering of inversion 

deformation of bottom steel structure whose peak inversion force is around 20 kN. The 

mechanical properties of Mg alloy AZ61 A-F [138] are Young’s modulus, E = 45 GPa, 

Poission’s ratio = 0.33, tensile yield strength = 230 MPa and ultimate tensile strength = 310 

MPa. 

The buckling load for a cylindrical tube as given by Wierzbicki et al [117] is expressed as 

𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 7.935 𝜎𝑝𝐷0.5𝑡1.5                              (7.1) 

where D and t are diameter and thickness of tube and σp is the flow stress of the material. 

 

  

a) Cross section layout b) Final assembly: cut-section view (half 

model) 

Figure 7.8: Basic layout and construction of Variant-1 (all dimensions in mm) 

 

Substituting the corresponding values of the material, the estimated buckling force is 

approximately 140 kN. Thus it is ensured that the buckling force of supplemental Mg tube is 

far above the experimentally obtained 20 kN peak inversion force of the base steel invertube 

[118].  

FEA simulation is performed on this Variant-1 of invertube configuration according to the 

same set up which is followed for the base version of invertube discussed in Sec-7.3. In this 

variant, the additional magnesium member is attached to the base steel invertube member by 

defining a tie connection [116] between the two members at their respective interfacing 

surfaces. FEA on this variant illustrates that inversion deformation progresses beyond the 

original length of 90 mm and continues till the targeted stroke of 150 mm without any 

premature failures in the base steel invertube. The plastic strains were observed to be within 

the material’s limit of elongation as proved experimentally. The inversion force is stabilized 

at around 20 kN at a crush travel of 24 mm and continues with the same magnitude for the 

entire travel of 150 mm, thus simply extending the area under crush force vs crush 
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displacement graph by 60 mm. This is a simple and direct addition of around 66% to the total 

energy absorbed in comparison to the base variant with proportionately lesser addition of 

mass thus enhancing the SEA factor by 25 % from 10.6 kJ/kg (base version) to 12.5 kJ/kg 

(Variant-1). Progress of inversion deformation and crush force vs crush displacement graph is 

shown in Figure 7.9. This Variant-1 is taken as the reference for the next two variants 

proposed subsequently in this paper.  

 

 

a) Progress of inversion deformation 

 

b) Crush force versus crush displacement 

Figure 7.9: Deformation and crush force behavior: Variant-1 

 

7.5.2 Variant-2: FML 

7.5.2.1 Structural configuration 

To exploit the benefits of superior strength to weight ratio of composite materials, the second 

concept in this work is proposed in the form of a fiber metal laminate (FML). With the 

technological advances in the manufacturing sector, FML are gaining acceptance for primary 
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structural applications. Teng et al’s [139] research work on steel-FRP hybrid laminates for 

constructions of massive structures, Sinke’s [140] work on overview of design and 

development process of FML based fuselage and Ahmed et al’s [141] work on development 

of hybrid composite tubes for energy absoprption applications provided the stimulus for this 

Variant-2.  Further, Salve et al [142] presented a comprehensive review of FML structrures 

on their applications, manufacturing routes, test methods and numerical modeling procedures 

for a deeper understanding.  This variant is formed by converting the base steel invertube of 

Variant-1 into a FML consisting of layers of steel-GFRP-aluminium. This FML is proposed 

to be formed by wrapping up the base steel invertube externally by a layer of composite 

material and then covering it up with another aluminium metal layer for a better structural 

integrity. Composite layer with superior strength-to-weight ratio is for adding more strength 

and boost the SEA factor. This secondary metal layer is added for binding the composite 

layer and to guide the composite layer during the inversion process and aluminum is 

proposed here for weight saving. 

Kathireesan’s et al’s [143, 144] works on FML in the form of conical shells provided the 

clues on the manufacturing feasibility of this variant. The structural configuration in this 

work was formed by external wrapping of composite layer made of GFRP on a conical 

aluminum shell by a hand lay-up process. This was accomplished by preparing a composite 

layer as a sheet in the shape of the developed surface of conical frusta and draping it up 

externally over the aluminum tube using an appropriate adhesive.  

Similar preparation process is being proposed for the Variant-2 with a slight modification to 

that of Kathiresan et al’s [144] specimens, where the current composite specimen is provided 

with a slight outward radius to fit into the base fillet radius of base steel invertube. For 

simplicity in fabrication of this FML, the composite layer is made as a simplified version of 

the base invertube profile. It follows the base arc portion with a slight outward flange radius 

such that it ends at the middle of the base fillet of the 3-point arc of the base steel invertube. 

The thickness of the composite layer is taken as 1.2 mm. The steel invertube thickness is 

maintained at 1.0 mm. The bottom flanged portion of the steel invertube is provided with a 

stepped boss-like feature with a height of 1.2 mm which is equal to the thickness of the 

composite layer. This step is provided to maintain uniform thickness of the combined section 

of steel and composite layers. Another layer of aluminum with a uniform thickness of 1.0 mm 

is placed on the composite layer. Total thickness of this FML is 3.2 mm. Cross-sectional 

layout of the individual layers and the FML assembly is shown in Figure 7.10. The composite 

layer is made up of GFRP with 6 plies with a thickness of 0.2 mm for each ply and with 
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layup sequence of [00/450/900]2. The total mass of the resulting configuration of Variant-2 is 

around 0.32 kg.  

 

  

a) Dimensions of GFRP layer b) Dimensions of Aluminum layer 

  

c) Cross-sectional details d) Final assembly (sectional view) 

Figure 7.10: Constructional and assembly details of Variant-2 

 

7.5.2.2 FE modelling and analysis 

As followed in Sec-7.2.2 of this chapter, the GFRP composite layer is modeled as a single 

layer shell model with first order 4-noded shell S4R type elements for compatibility with 

ABAQUS/Explicit [116] solution methodology. This idealization is appropriate here because 

the focus is on investigating the structural concept from the viewpoint of magnitude of axial 

crush force and the total energy absorbed. The other two layers of steel and aluminum are 

also represented using the same type of elements. The average size of elements is maintained 

at 1.2 mm.  Material properties considered for GFRP layer are same as given in Table 7.3. 

Elastic-plastic isotropic material formulation is considered for the aluminum layer with 

Young’s modulus E = 70 GPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.33, tensile yield strength = 55 MPa and the 
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ultimate tensile strength = 113 MPa. The interface between the three material layers is 

modeled using the contact based cohesive zone model with Hashin’s fracture criterion with 

fracture energies as GI = 4 kJ/m2 and GII = 4 kJ/m2. These interface properties are taken from 

a similar research work [136]. The FEA setup is same as that adopted in Variant-1.   

 

7.5.2.3 Analysis of deformation and crash performance 

Numerical analysis on this Variant-2 depicts an inversion deformation pattern similar to that 

discussed so far with a moderate start of crush force which stabilized at an equilibrium value. 

Some delay is observed in reaching the equilibrium value and the inversion crush force is 

stabilized at a crush stroke of around 40 mm as compared to 25 mm in the base version and 

Variant-1. This is because the GFRP layer is initially not contributing in the entire cross 

section and it comes into effect after the major part of the base trigger fillet radius portion is 

inversed. Delamination between layers which is governed by the interface definition is 

observed after an inversion stroke of around 22 mm, but it is not discussed here as the scope 

of this work is limited to crush force and deformation behaviors only. 

 

As noticed in the experimental validation of base version of invertube, steel tube being the 

primary member, leads the inversion process. Addition of GFRP layer gives more resistance 

in the hoop direction leading to a higher inversion force in comparison to Variant-1, as the 

expansion of diameter is central to the inversion process. As a result, inversion force is more 

than doubled with a combined inversion force magnitude of around 45 kN against the 

inversion force of 20 kN in the base version with proportionately smaller addition to the mass 

of the EA structure.  Failure of GFRP layer as governed by the material definition in 

longitudinal and transverse directions is observed with cracks initiating due to circumferential 

stretching. These cracks are observed to propagate in the longitudinal direction at multiple 

locations along the circumference of the composite layer thus maintaining the progressive 

failure and the crush force at a nearly constant magnitude. Progress of inversion of FML in 

Variant-2 is shown in Figure 7.11.  
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a) Progress of deformation: combined configuration 

 

b) Progress of deformation: GFRP layer 

 

c) Crush force versus crush displacement 

Figure 7.11: Deformation and crush force behavior: Variant-2 

 

Detailed analysis of deformation of GFRP layer suggests that cracking in the axial direction 

is initiated at an inversion stroke of 22 mm and the crack elongates longitudinally as the 

inversion progresses. Plastic strains in the steel tube are within the limit of elongation at 

break and no failures are observed. External layer made of aluminum plays a supporting role 

for the GFRP layer and has not contributed appreciably to the inversion crush force. 

Inversion deformation process is observed to be smooth for the entire intended stroke of 150 

mm similar to that of the Variant-1 with the magnitude of inversion crush force settling 

around 45 kN. Progress of inversion deformation process and force-displacement graph are 
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shown in Figure 7.11(a-c).  There is an increase in inversion force and TEA by more than two 

folds whereas the increase in mass is only 50% in comparison to Variant-1. The TEA for this 

variant is around 6.2 kJ against 2.8 kJ for Variant-1 and also the SEA factor is increased to 

20.7 kJ/kg. 

7.5.3 Variant-3: Independent composite tube in the middle of Variant-1 

7.5.3.1 Structural configuration 

In literature, numerous investigations have been made on the axial crushing behavior of 

composite tubes for EA applications including light weight design of a front nose cone’s EA 

member of a formula race car [145], a CFRP based multi-cornered configuration with 

induced geometric imperfections for controlling the initial peak crush forces and mean crush 

forces [102], foam-filled hybrid composite structures for higher SEA factor [146] and many 

more. One common feature among such configurations is the progressive failure behavior of 

the tubes which is governed by an optimum combination of longitudinal, transverse and 

interface strengths and all of these configurations demonstrate nearly uniform crush forces. 

However, most of these structures work independently and may pose structural integrity 

issues due to failure-induced detachments when assembled in the vehicle. When they are 

combined with configurations such as invertubes that exhibit uniform crush forces, structural 

integrity issues associated with composite tubes can be addressed without compromising on 

the SEA factor and fundamental crashworthiness parameters.  

Taking motivation from these observations, Variant-3 is arrived at by supplementing the 

Variant-1 with an independent composite circular tube. The objective of adding this 

composite tube as a parallel arrangement is to boost the crush force levels with 

proportionately smaller addition of mass. This tube is circular in cross section with a 

thickness of 2 mm. The length of the tube is 165 mm to account for the total crush stroke of 

150 mm. The bottom surface of the tube is fixed to the bottom ground rigid structure. The 

tube is provided with an outward flange of radius 8 mm at the top to act as the initial crush 

trigger. The tube is also tapered from top to bottom (bigger radius at the top and smaller 

radius at the bottom) with a semi-conical angle of 10. This taper is provided to ensure 

progressive crushing of the tube and to avoid catastrophic mode of failure at the mid length of 

the tube. The dimensions of crush trigger radius and taper angle are arrived at after a series of 

FEA iterations. Cross-sectional dimensions and assembly of the tube into the main invertube 

Variant-1 is shown in Figure 7.12. 
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a) Cross section of composite tube and 

crush trigger 

b) Cross-section of assembly 

  

 

c) Final assembly (sectional view) 

Figure 7.12: Constructional details of Variant-3 

 

The composite tube is proposed to be made of CFRP/epoxy combination with 9 plies with the 

layup sequence of [00/450/-450]3. The material properties considered for this tube are given in 

Table 7.5 [147]. Single shell layer idealization is adopted in FEA as the focus of this work is 

on the combination of structural configurations and the resulting crush force patterns and not 

on the detailed inter-laminar behavior, failure mechanisms and delamination phenomenon. A 

guide plate made of the same magnesium alloy which is used for top guiding tube is inserted 

between base steel invertube and the guiding magnesium tube as shown in Figure 7.12. This 

insert guides the flanged trigger radius of the composite tube and also helps in progressive 

crushing of the tapered portion of the tube. Resulting hybrid structure is shown in Figure 

7.12(b). Total mass of the hybrid structure in Variant-3 is 0.36 kg. 
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Table 7.5. Material properties of CFRP tube [147] 

Property Description Value 

Density (kg/m3) ρ 1560 

Modulus (GPa) E1 65.1 

E2 = E3 64.4 

G12= G13 = G23 4.5 

Strength (MPa) XT 776 

XC 704 

YT 760 

YC 698 

S12 95 

Poisson’s ratio υ21 0.037 

Fracture energies 

(kJ/m2) 

Gfc
1+ 125 

Gfc
1- 250 

Gfc
2+ 95 

Gfc
2- 245 

 

7.5.3.2 FE modelling and analysis 

FEA simulation is performed on this hybrid structure very similar to the methodology 

adopted for the previous two variants. Due to the presence of composite tube, the initial part 

of the crush force curve is different with a slightly high initial peak force of 121 kN followed 

by a gradual drop to 60 kN at a crush stroke of 21 mm signifying the completion of crushing 

of trigger part. The crush then picks and settles around a magnitude of 84 kN for the reminder 

of the crush travel with minor fluctuations. The opening tendency of the composite tube due 

to its downward taper towards the bottom aids the guide plate to form the outward fronds due 

to the adopted damage evolution criterion. The formation of outward fronds helps in 

stabilizing the deformation and breaking pattern in a controlled manner with nearly uniform 

crush force in a controlled progressive mode. This progressive crush continues for a total 

intended travel of 150 mm without unwanted failure modes. The average crush force for this 

variant is around 82 kN and the TEA by this structure is around 12.3 kJ with more than 
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fourfold increase as compared to Variant-1. The deformation process of the main invertube at 

base is the same as observed in the experiment [118] because the additional composite tube is 

an independent addition and there is no interaction between the deformation mechanisms of 

these two entities. Progress of plastic deformation process of this Variant-3 is shown in 

Figures 7.13(a-b) and crush force versus crush displacement is shown in Figure 7.13(c).  

 

 

a) Progress of deformation: Combined configuration 

 

 

b) Progress of deformation: Composite tube 

 

c) Crush force versus crush displacement 

Figure 7.13: Deformation and crush force behavior: Variant-3 
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7.5.4 Results, Observations and Discussions 

Crush force versus crush displacement and TEA versus crush displacement of all the three 

variants including the base version of invertube is shown in Figure 7.14(a-b). Detailed 

crashworthiness assessment of all the four invertube structural configurations is provided in 

Table 7.6. Variant-1 is simply an extension of crush stroke of the base version [118] for the 

same levels of crush force. Due to the peculiar deformation process associated with 

invertubes, the deformed volume of invertube material is generally low at 50% proving 

detrimental to SEA factor. Variant-1 is developed to address this issue by trying to maximize 

the volume under plastic deformation. Extended stroke is featured with a low density material 

(magnesium) allowing the base invertube to utilize its maximum volume in inversion 

deformation. This approach helped in improving the TEA by 65 % (1.7 kJ to 2.8 kJ) and SEA 

factor by 20% in comparison to the base variant [118] as the 66 % increase in stroke extended 

the area under crush force versus crush displacement curve in the same proportion. 

 

Table 7.6: Assessment of crashworthiness of all invertube variants 

Invertube 

configuration 

Mass 

(kg) 

Fmax   

(kN) 

Fmean  

(kN) 

TEA  

(kJ) 

Crush 

stroke 

(mm) 

CFE  

(%) 

SE 

(%) 

SEA 

(kJ/kg) 

Base version 0.16 17.0 17.9 1.7 90 105 100 10.6 

Variant-1 0.22 17.0 18.8 2.8 150 110 100 12.7 

Variant-2 0.32 35 41.3 6.2 150 118 100 20.6 

Variant-3 0.36 121 82 12.3 150 70 100 34.2 

 

 

 
a) Crush force versus crush displacement curves of  all variants 
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b) TEA versus crush displacement curves of all variants 

Figure 7.14. Crush forces and energy absorption summary of all variants 

 

Variant-2 is a further improved version of Variant-1 with an FML configuration with 

combination of steel, GFRP and aluminum layers. Notwithstanding the challenges in 

manufacturing this FML specimen, from the numerical study perspective, subjecting the 

FML to a unique inversion-deformation process helped in achieving the higher magnitudes of 

uniform crush forces with proportionately lesser addition of mass. Significant feature from 

this Variant is 121% increase in TEA and 50 % increase in SEA factor in comparison to 

Variant-1. 

 Variant-3 is another improved version of Variant-1 with a hybrid, yet simple configuration 

from the manufacturing perspective. Prominent feature of this variant is optimization of 

geometry (trigger radius and taper angle) of the composite tube for a crush force behavior 

which exhibits uniform crush forces throughout the crush stroke (with moderate initial peak 

crush force) in accordance with the distinctive deformation pattern of invertube. This 

synergistic tuning of composite tube helped in achieving exceptional crush forces in the 

inversion-based deformation process. This concept absorbed a total energy of 12.3 kJ and 

yielded an SEA factor of 34.2 kJ/kg. 

Variant-3 with a relatively easier route of manufacturing and superior crashworthiness stands 

out as the best variant amongst all variants discussed so far.  Thus it has been observed that 

SEA factor which was a major drawback in the pure invertube based EA configurations can 

be addressed with a synergistic combination of materials with high specific strength.  

7.6 Summary 

This part of research attempted to provide possibilities for enhancing SEA in invertube based 

crash energy absorbers. The adopted FEA simulation methodology has been validated with 
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experiments. Three new invertube structural configurations that can be adopted over and 

above the base invertube configuration have been proposed with a detailed analysis of their 

crash performances.  The following conclusions can be drawn from this chapter.  

1. Though invertubes outperform other conventional EA structural configurations in crash 

performance based on fundamental crashworthiness parameters, they fall behind in SEA 

factor due to certain limitations associated with the peculiar deformation pattern such as i) 

inadequate volume of the material undergoing plastic deformation, and ii) limitation on 

the feasibility of inversion, only for a certain selected combination of geometry and 

ductile materials.  

2. Fiber metal laminates which are generally confined to standard geometric shapes can be 

floated as a choice for mainstream EA applications by tuning them to tube inversion-

amenable shapes in combination with optimum grades of materials. 

3. Invertubes when combined with independent composite crush tubes which are 

characterized by progressive failure modes can achieve a combined and compounding 

merits of  invertubes (with high SE, CFE and structural integrity) and composite tubes 

(with high SEA). Limitations of both these members when they work in isolation can be 

counterbalanced.  

4. As the industry is encouraging the practice of multi-material designs for weight savings, 

composite materials with their distinctive feature of producing direction-specific strength 

hold a lot of promise for future and may be utilized for impact energy absorption 

purposes in collaboration with the conventional metal-based structural configurations. To 

further strengthen the case of invertubes, numerical methods can be exploited to achieve 

inversion-conducive geometries for high strength materials. 
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Chapter 8 

Bending-Based Aluminium Foam Sandwich Structures for 

Impact Energy Applications 

Considerable research is reported in literature with the combination of conventional sheet 

metal structure and aluminium foam to explore the axial compression and lateral bending 

behavior of aluminum foams. In this chapter, inversion of aluminium foam sandwich 

structural configurations under lateral bending is investigated numerically using 

ABAQUS/Explicit [116] for impact energy absorption. This chapter presents 1)  an 

introduction to metal foams, 2) scope of current work, 3) validation of FEA procedures for 

metal foam based structures, 4) new configurations, 5) research results, and 6) finally, the 

summary of  observations. 

8.1 Introduction  

Recently, several researchers have investigated the application aluminium and various 

polymer foams for impact energy absorption through numerical and experimental studies. 

Literature reveals that most of these studies were directed at understanding the energy 

absorption characteristics by axial crushing of foams. It is observed that axial crushing of 

foams limit the active crush stroke owing to densification of the structure during progress of 

crushing, which is not an encouraging feature of an EA structure as it limits the opportunity 

for absorption of energy by plastic deformation [148-150]. Previous literature report the key 

findings of investigations on three point bending tests involving various foam materials; 

Santosa et al [101] presented the improvements in bending resistance of thin-walled tubes 

when filled with foams and also reasonable weight savings with partial foam filling. Zhang et 

al [151] from their numerical studies on foams with multi-cornered cross sections brought 

forth some observations on interactions between thin sheets and foams during 3-point 

bending and proposed some empirical formula for bending of certain cross sections. Wang et 

al [152] presented their findings on bending behaviour of aluminium foam sandwich 

structures with different types of bonding between foam and metal laminates and the related 

improvements in bending resistance. These investigations presented deformation behaviour 

of foams in bending in cylindrical and plate configurations and in combination with metallic 

skins. However, there is no clear evidence on the application of this bending mode of 
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deformation of foams for energy absorption purposes. Tube inversion based plastic 

deformations being investigated since 1960s have exhibited plastic deformations with a 

nearly uniform crush force utilizing the entire available crush stroke in the plastic 

deformation process leading to improved energy absorption for the same available stroke 

[104, 153].  

In this chapter, inversion-based bending of sandwich structural configurations made of 

aluminium foam as the core with aluminium sheets have been studied numerically using the 

FEA code ABAQUS/Explicit [116] for the purpose of impact energy absorption. The 

crashworthiness of these configurations has been assessed based on the standard parameters 

such as: (1) initial peak force (Fpeak, the maximum crush force that is required to cause plastic 

deformation in the EA structure), (2) crush force efficiency (CFE, the ratio of mean force 

Fmean to Fpeak), (3) stroke efficiency (SE, ratio of crushed distance to the total available 

length), and (4) specific energy absorption (SEA, ratio of total energy absorbed to the mass of 

EA structure). An ideal EA structure should have low initial peak force and high TEA, SE, 

CFE and SEA [104].  

8.2 Scope of current work  

This chapter presents the studies in two parts. The first part presents the numerical analysis of 

a 3-point bending (3PB) of aluminium foam and its comparison with published experimental 

result from literature [101] to validate and establish confidence in the FEA methodology. The 

simulation procedure thus validated is adopted in second part of this chapter in developing 

three structural configurations with aluminium foam that undergo inversion based plastic 

deformation. Crashworthiness of these two structural configurations has been assessed based 

on the standard parameters aforementioned and the better one has been recommended for 

further investigations. 

8.3 FEA of a 3-Point bending specimen and its validation with experimental result  

8.3.1  Specimen geometry  

The specimen used in the experimental study was a thin-walled steel square tube of length 

470 mm with a square cross section of 50 mm and thickness of 1.5 mm. An aluminium foam 

block of length 400 mm with a square cross section of 47 mm was loosely fitted into the 

hollow square tube with equal spacing at both the ends. No adhesive bonding was used in the 

experiment. Specimen details and experimental setup are shown in Figure 8.1. 
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a) 3PB specimen 

 

b) Loading setup 

Figure 8.1. 3PB  specimen with boundary conditions and loading setup [101] 

8.3.2 Materials  

The outer steel tube was made of Cr18Ni8 stainless steel with the mechanical properties: 

Young’s Modulus = 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio = 0.3, initial yield stress = 507.6 MPa and 

ultimate tensile strength = 698.6 MPa. Engineering stress-strain curve of Cr18Ni8 is shown in 

Figure 8.2(a). The filler was made of aluminium foam IFAM with a relative density of 0.7 

gm/cc and Young’s modulus of 6.345 GPa. Stress-strain curve of IFAM foam is shown in 

Figure 8.2(b).  

 

 

a) Cr18Ni8 steel 

 

b) Aluminum foam IFAM 

Figure 8.2. Stress-strain curves of steel and aluminum foam [101] 

 

8.3.3  Test setup  

The square steel tube which is partially filled with aluminium foam was placed on two rigid 

rollers of 50 mm diameter with a centre-to-centre distance of 400 mm. The punch which is 

also a rigid roller of 50 mm diameter was placed on top of the steel tube at the middle of the 
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span. The rigid punch was forced to bend the tube with a velocity of 2 m/s (as seen in Figure 

8.1(b)). 

8.3.4  FEA idealization and setup  

The outer steel tube was modelled with 4-noded shell elements (S4R) and the foam block 

with 8-noded hexahedral elements (C3D8R) in ABAQUS [116] with an average element 

length of 1.6 mm. The stainless steel was represented with elastic-plastic material formulation 

and IFAM aluminium foam was represented with crushable foam and crushable foam 

hardening options [116]. The two rollers and the punch were represented as non-deformable 

rigid bodies. General contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Explicit has been activated to capture all 

the contact interface effects between foam, tube and rollers. The steel tube and the aluminium 

foam block are not glued together as they were not bonded together in the experiment [101]. 

The two support rollers were constrained in all degrees of freedom. The punch was allowed 

to move transversely along y-axis and constrained in all other degrees of freedom. A velocity 

of 2 m/s was applied to the punch along y-axis. Displacement of punch and the corresponding 

force along y-direction were recorded in FEA and compared with those from the experiment 

[101].  

8.3.5  Analysis of results  

As the punch presses the tube, the bending force ramps up till 25 kN as the aluminium foam 

offers support to the tube. The force stabilized at around 30 kN in present FEA and starts 

falling from a displacement of 40 mm, while the bending force stabilized in the experiment 

was at around 28 kN. Comparison of force-displacement curves from FEA and experiment is 

shown in Figure 8.3(a). Further, the energy absorbed during this deformation is determined 

for both the cases by calculating the area under these two curves until a displacement of 45 

mm and energy absorbed versus punch displacement is shown in Figure 8.3(b). Comparison 

of deformation modes between the present simulation study and the experiment [101] is 

shown in Figure 8.4. 
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(a) Force vs displacement 

 

(b) TEA vs displacement curve 

Figure 8.3: Comparison of results - Present simulation and experiment [101]  

 

From the experimental data, the energy absorbed was 1.11 kJ for a displacement of 45 mm 

while it is 1.23 kJ from the present simulation with a deviation of 11% from the experiment. 

It may be understood that this simulation approach reasonably represents the experiment with 

an acceptable degree of accuracy and may adapted for developing new EA structural 

configurations. 

 

 

a) Present simulation 

 

(b) Experiment [101] 

Figure 8.4. Comparison of deformation modes 

8.4 Proposed EA structures and performance analysis  

It is understood from the previous literatures [104, 153] that tube-inversion type of plastic 

deformation modes are effective and ideal for energy absorptions due to their higher CFE, SE 

and uniform crush forces. In the present study, EA sandwich structural configurations with 

similar type of inversion based plastic deformations have been proposed and investigated 

using FEA code ABAQUS [116].  

These configurations have been assessed on the aforementioned crashworthiness parameters 

when subjected to an axial impact scenario where a rigid mass of 100 kg impacts the EA 

structure with an initial velocity of 15.5 m/s (56 kmph), in line with the standard FMVSS 208 

specifications. A schematic of the impact setup is shown in Figure 8.5. Aluminium alloy 

AA7005-T6 grade [94] was considered for face sheets of sandwich structures while the 
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IFAM aluminium foam used in the experiment [101] in the first part of this chapter was 

considered as the foam core material in the proposed EA structural configurations. 

 

 

Figure 8.5. Simulation setup of proposed EA structure 

 

8.4.1 Configuration-1  

This configuration consists of a plain aluminum sheet of thickness 1.6 mm bent into the shape 

of English letter ‘J’. This member is reinforced by another opposing member with the same 

thickness, also bent into the shape of ‘J’ with a ‘C’ shaped hat section. These two members 

are joined together to form a closed hat section as shown in Figure 8.6. The smaller end face 

of ‘J’ is fixed to the support structure by bolted fasteners. The other end of the EA structure is 

firmly attached to a rigid intermediate structure to provide an active crush stroke of 90 mm. 

These two sheet members are represented using first order 4-noded shell elements (S4R) in 

ABAQUS [116]. In order to capture the finer details of plastic deformation of structural 

members, an average element size of 1.5 mm is considered after a few iterations. General 

contact algorithm has been activated to capture contact interaction effects between all the 

interacting surfaces during the axial crushing. This configuration weighs around 0.16 kg. 

Supporting structure and impacting body are represented as non-deformable rigid bodies. 

Support structure is completely constrained in all degrees of freedom. Impacting body is 

provided with an initial velocity of 15.5 m/s in the axial direction and is constrained in all 

other directions in order to ensure pure axial impact. The FEA simulation setup of impact 

scenario is shown in Figure 8.5. Reaction forces in the axial direction at the reference node of 

the ground structure were recorded as the crush force against the axial displacement of the 

impacting body.  
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Figure 8.6. (a) Geometric details of configuration-1 of proposed EA structure, (b) separated 

view of left side J-type structure and (c) cross section. 

 

8.4.1.1 Performance analysis 

Different stages of plastic deformation of configuration-1 are shown in the Figure 8.7. The 

structure with its preformed ‘J’ configuration being conducive to inversion type of plastic 

deformation starts inverting as the impacting body strikes the intermediate structure in the 

axial direction. The longer end of ‘J’ continues to travel steadily in the axial direction aiding 

the inversion process without high initial peak crush force and fluctuations in the crush force 

after stabilization. This inversion continues for the entire crush stroke of 90 mm utilizing the 

entire available stroke. Initial peak force is around 28 kN and the average crush force after 

stabilization was observed to be around 36.5 kN. This axial crushing process with nearly 

uniform crush force with the entire stroke involved in the crushing is in contrast to the 

commonly observed plastic deformation modes associated with the standard thin-walled 

configurations. Crush force versus crush displacement graph of this configuration is shown in 

Figure 8.8(a). The total energy absorbed by this configuration is 3.0 kJ and total energy 

absorbed versus crush displacement graph is shown in Figure 8.9. Improvements to this 

performance with foam as the core material between the two sheet members are discussed in 

configuration-2. 
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Figure 8.7. Progress of plastic deformation of configuration-1 

 

  

(a) Configuration-1 (b) Configuration-1 

  

(c) Configuration - 3 (d) All configurations 

Figure 8.8. Force versus displacement curves for all the three proposed configurations 
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Figure 8.9: TEA vs crush displacement curves for all the three configurations 

 

8.4.2 Configuration-2  

As the crush force is observed to be nearly constant in the configuration-1, aluminium foam 

in the shape of ‘J’ is inserted between flat and C-sections forming a sandwich configuration. 

The thickness of foam member is kept at an optimum 6 mm after a series of iterations to 

check the plastic deformation process. Smaller thickness of foam doesn’t contribute to 

improvements in crashworthiness in proportion to its mass. Higher thickness of foam disturbs 

the inversion process due to uneven deformation resistances between sheet members and 

foam. To maintain the mass of the whole structure to be comparable to that of the base 

version, the thicknesses of the sheet members is reduced to 1.40 mm. Aluminium foam is 

considered to be adhesively bonded to the base ‘J’ member using tie option in ABAQUS and 

the other side of the foam is not bonded. Configuration-2 is shown in Figure 8.10. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.10. Geometric details of configuration-2 (all dimensions in mm) 
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8.4.2.1 Performance analysis 

As the foam contributes to higher initial stiffness, initial peak force increases to 31 kN and 

the crush force continues at a slightly higher plateau at 33 kN in comparison to the empty hat 

section, until a crush stroke of 40 mm and stabilizes at around 38 kN from a crush stroke of 

60 mm. The total energy absorbed improved to 3.2 kJ. To summarize, this foam sandwich 

configuration with similar mass as that of the base configuration gives clues for improving 

crashworthiness. Different stages of plastic deformation of configuration-2 are shown in 

Figure 8.11. Crush force versus crush displacement and TEA versus crush displacement are 

shown in Figures 8.8(b) and 8.9 respectively. Further improvements of this foam core 

sandwich version are discussed in configuration-3. 

 

 

Figure 8.11. Progress of plastic deformation of configuration-2 

 

8.4.3 Configuration-3  

To maximize the bending resistance of foam and hence to improve the overall crush force, its 

cross-section is changed from rectangular section to ‘T’ section as shown in Figure 8.12. The 

base ‘J’ member in the hat section is split into two ‘L’ shaped members to accommodate the 

new cross section of aluminum foam. The thicknesses of hat section members are reduced to 

1.40 mm to maintain the mass consistent with the previous two configurations. Modified 

aluminum foam is adhesively bonded to the two ‘L’ members while it is left free to interact 

with ‘C’ member of hat section. 
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Figure 8.12. Geometry details of configuration-3 (all dimensions in mm) 

 

8.4.3.1 Performance analysis 

In comparison to configuration-2, the initial peak crush force increased to 36 kN due to initial 

high bending stiffness offered by the ‘T’ cross-section of aluminum foam. The bending 

resistance further increases continuously to 43 kN to a crush stroke of 30 mm until the 

inversion process stabilizes as shown in the crush force versus crush displacement in Figure 

8.8(c). The crush force stabilizes at around 41 kN from a crush stroke of 40 mm onwards and 

the inversion of the sandwich configuration continues at the same crush force for the 

remaining crush stroke until 90 mm. As evident from the trend of crush force with an 

improvement over the first two configurations, this configuration of EA structure covers 

more area under the crush force versus displacement curve measuring the total energy 

absorbed as 3.6 kJ which is 12.5 % more than that of configuration-2 for the same mass. TEA 

versus crush displacement graph is shown in Figure 8.9. Progress of plastic deformation is 

shown in Figure 8.13. Detailed comparison of crashworthiness of all the three configurations 

on the standard parameters is shown in the Table 8.1. 

 

 

Figure 8.13. Progress of plastic deformation of configuration-3. 
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Table 8.1. Crashworthiness assessment summary of all the three configurations 

 

8.5 Discussion of Results 

The numerical simulations of three proposed EA structures and assessment of their 

crashworthiness reveal that inversion based plastic deformation effectively utilizes the entire 

material in plastic deformation process resulting in the complete utilization of crush stroke 

and assertion of nearly uniform crush forces throughout the stroke thereby maximizing the 

total energy absorbed. Configuration-2 with introduction of aluminum foam as the core 

material with rectangular cross-section in the sandwich configuration shown a marginal 

improvement in crashworthiness for the same mass. Configuration-3 with ‘T’ shaped cross-

section of foam core with improved bending resistance proved to be a better choice among 

the current sandwich configurations with improved crashworthiness. It is understood that the 

optimum cross-section of foam core has a significant influence on the overall crashworthiness 

in bending dominant plastic deformations.  

8.6 Summary 

This chapter discussed the application of bending of aluminum foam sandwich structural 

configurations for energy absorption purposes based on the principles of tube inversion. This 

study revealed that the configuration-3 with exhibited a superior crash performance. This 

numerical study is limited to bending of sandwich structures involving extrudable shapes of 

aluminum foams as the core material. It has been understood that core foam shapes with 

properly engineered cross sections that exhibit optimum bending resistance may be a proper 

choice for impact energy absorption applications.  
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Chapter 9 

Effect of Damage Modelling in Numerical Simulation of Crash 

Energy Absorption Behaviour of Crush Tubes and Validation 

with Experiments 

Crush tubes are employed as frontal energy absorbing structures in road vehicles and they 

absorb crash energy by plastic deformation. Finite element analysis (FEA) is being used 

extensively in the early stages of crush tube design to study the method and magnitude of 

plastic deformation precisely ahead of prototyping and testing. Accurate definition of crush 

tube’s material including its post-yield and damage/failure behaviors forms a fundamental 

part of FEA for a realistic prediction of crush tube’s response to crash impact loads. Often, 

for the sake of simplicity or unavailability of data, it is a common practice in numerical 

simulations to ignore the damage criterion which leads to substantial differences between 

FEA predictions and experiments. Therefore, this chapter demonstrates the importance and 

effect of damage modelling in numerical simulation (FEA) of crash energy absorption 

behavior of crush tubes. This chapter introduces fundamentals of material behavior, 

introduces crush tube specimens and material properties, explains FEA without damage 

definitions, explains material and damage modeling in FEA, explains FEA with damage 

criteria, and finally summarizes the observations. 

9.1 Introduction 

It has been understood from the previous chapters that plastic deformation is the most widely 

practiced method of impact energy absorption (EA) in road vehicles and an effective EA 

structure should attenuate the impact-induced decelerations by absorbing the maximum 

possible kinetic energy in a regulated manner by controlled plastic deformation [104]. This 

requires a combination of well optimized geometric configuration and a material with a long 

post-yield behavior. For these applications, materials with high degree of ductility which 

exhibit a constant plateau of stress over a range of high strains are generally preferred. This is 

generally expressed as a strain hardening parameter or index [154] which is represented as 

the ratio of strain hardening modulus or the tangent modulus Ep to the initial yield stress σ0 of 

the material as shown in Figure 9.1. These two parameters are expressed as:  
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Strain hardening index =
𝐸𝑝

𝜎0
                                        (9.1) 

Strain hardening modulus  𝐸𝑝 =
𝜎𝑢−𝜎0

𝜀𝑢−𝜀𝑦
                           (9.2) 

where σu, εy, and εf are ultimate tensile strength, yield strain and failure strain respectively. 

 

 

Figure 9.1:  Elasto-plastic material behavior [1] 

 

In the quest for designing EA structures with compliance to safety standards, a variety of 

structural configurations with standard geometric shapes and non-standard shapes have been 

proposed in the literature. Reddy et al’s [92] EA configuration with twelve-cornered cross-

section, Zhang et al’s [72] novel kagome type concept and Chen et al’s [86] multi-cell 

configurations with foam filling are some of the examples. Most of these structural concepts 

have been developed based on the FEA procedures. But all these and most other numerical 

studies related to crashworthiness predictions of crush tubes neglected damage initiation and 

evolution during crash loadings. Their predictions remain valid as long as the cracks are not 

initiated. Post crack initiation, the numerical predictions become totally unreliable and do not 

reveal the real crash behavior and do not match with experimental results. The perfect 

translation of these virtual concepts based on FEA into realistic and practical designs, 

requires appropriate modelling of material and its damage behaviour and proper 

interpretation of simulation results. Inadequate representation of material behavior and 

inappropriate interpretation of numerical results mislead the designer and the predictions do 

not capture the true behaviour of EA structure’s response to the given crash loading. 

 

In existing literatures on axial crushing of tubes, considerable gaps have been observed with 

respect to crush forces and plastic deformation modes between FEA predictions and 

experimental results. These differences and anomalies can be clearly noticed in Sun et al’s 

[85] work on multi-cornered sections, Duarte et al’s [155] thin-walled foam-filled aluminum 
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tube, analyses on bending behavior of foam-filled beams [156], axial crushing investigation 

of square tube with novel origami patterns [157], etc. It may be noted that these differences 

are largely due to incomplete representation of materials in numerical models. One major 

observations from these studies is that cracking was observed in the crush tubes during the 

experiment while it was not noticed in the corresponding FEA studies. It is generally due to 

simplified modelling of material behaviour and non-inclusion of damage in numerical 

simulations. If the material had been defined in a comprehensive manner in FE model with 

respect to material’s plastic behavior with failure/damage criteria, FEA would have predicted 

failure of the crush tube in the early stages of design saving prototype development and 

testing costs and cycle times.  

 

Cracking is not a desired phenomenon in EA structures as it compromises the structure’s 

resistance to crushing leading to a drop in the crush forces and hence the energy absorbed, 

which is not the objective of an EA structure. It should be ensured that the EA structure do 

not undergo cracking during plastic deformation process of energy absorption. As the energy 

absorption process is driven by plastic deformation and high-magnitude plastic strains are 

involved, a material with higher degree of ductility should be chosen. An optimum balance 

should be ensured between geometry, gauge (thickness) and grade (material) for effective 

design of EA structures for their intended purpose. In this chapter, investigations based on 

numerical simulations in ABAQUS/Explicit [116] FEA code and experiments on axial 

crushing of cylindrical crush tubes made of aluminum alloy H30 in WP condition and 

stainless steel SS304 are performed. The results of numerical simulation of crush tubes with 

and without consideration of proper damage model are compared with carefully conducted 

axial crush experiments.  These numerical studies with and without inclusion of damage 

criterion help to understand their influence on FEA results in terms of plastic deformation 

patterns and crush force behaviors. The predictions from numerical simulations are correlated 

and validated with the experimental results. 

9.2 Crush tube specimens and material property 

9.2.1 Crush tube specimens 

The crush tube specimens as shown in Figure 9.2 are prepared by machining the rods made of 

aluminum alloy H30 grade in WP condition and stainless steel SS304 grade. The length of 
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both the tubes is 90 mm. Each tube has an external diameter of 50 mm and a thickness of 3.0 

mm. 

 

  

a) Aluminium H30 in WP condition b) Stainless steel SS304 

Figure 9.2:  Crush tube test specimens (all dimensions in mm) 

9.2.2 Material properties 

The tensile tests according to ASTM standard [114] are conducted on standard test specimens 

shown in Figure 9.3. The tensile test setup, specimen dimensions and true stress-plastic strain 

curves are shown in Figure 9.3. Observations from the tensile tests are tabulated in Table 9.1.  

 

  

a) Tensile test setup b) Tensile test specimen 

  

c) Stress-strain response of aluminium 

alloy H30-WP 

d) Stress-strain response of stainless 

steel SS304 

 

Figure 9.3:  Tensile test setup, tensile specimen and stress-strain behavior of crush tube 

materials (all dimensions in mm) 
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Table 9.1. Material properties of aluminum alloy H30-WP and stainless steel SS304 

 

Material Young’s 

modulus (MPa) 

Tensile yield 

strength (MPa) 

Ultimate tensile 

strength (MPa) 

% Elongation 

at break 

Aluminium alloy 

H30 – WP 

70000 280 355 12 

Stainless steel 

SS304 

210000 290 600 55 

 

9.3 Numerical Simulations without Damage and Experiments 

9.3.1 FEA setup 

The crush tube at its mid-surface is discretized using first order 4-noded S4R type shell 

elements in compliance with the FEA solver ABAQUS/Explicit [116] with an average 

element edge length of 1.0 mm. The bottom surface of the tube is fixed to the bottom rigid 

surface which is represented with R3D4 type of rigid shell elements using tie option in [116]. 

The crush tube material is modeled with isotropic elastic-plastic formulation with details of 

initiation of yielding and the post-yield behavior in the form of true stress versus plastic strain 

shown in Figure 9.4. An intermediate top surface represented using S4R type shell elements 

is placed at the top of the crush tube to transfer the impact load to the tube. An impactor 

which is modeled using R3D4 type of rigid shell elements is used to impact the intermediate 

plate. A mass of 250 kg is attached to the reference node of the impactor. General contact 

algorithm is activated to capture all possible contact kinematics and behavior. Reference node 

at the bottom rigid surface is fixed in all degrees of freedom. Reference node of the impactor 

is left free in the axial direction of the tube and fixed in all other degrees of freedom. An 

initial velocity of 0.1 m/s is applied to the reference node of the impactor in the axial 

direction towards the crush tube specimen. The reaction forces in the axial direction at the 

ground rigid surface are measured as the axial crush forces. The FEA setup is shown in 

Figure 9.4(a). 
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a) FEA setup b) Experimental setup 

Figure 9.4: FEA and experimental setups 

9.3.2 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup consists of a universal testing machine (UTM) with a load capacity of 

250 kN. The tube specimen is kept on the rigid surface of the test bed and the compressive 

load is applied through the intermediate loading plate at a quasi-static loading rate of 5 

mm/min i.e. at 0.1m/s. The onboard computer which is integrated to the UTM gives the real-

time record of axial crush forces against the crush displacement. The experimental setup is 

shown in Figure 9.4(b). 

9.3.3 Observations from FEA and experiments 

9.3.3.1 Aluminium H30-WP crush tube  

The FEA simulation of aluminium H30-WP predicted that the crush tube under the axial 

compressive load undergoes a standard concertina type of plastic deformation with a series of 

concentric ring folds. This is characterized by an initial peak crush force of 184 kN to initiate 

the plastic deformation followed by a gradual fall to 78 kN until a crush stroke of 26 mm 

marking the completion of first loop of plastic folding. Thereafter the crush force fluctuates 

between 80 kN and 120 kN with an interval of about 10 mm until a stroke of 50 mm. Crush 

force tries to stabilize with a downward trend of 80 kN until a stroke of 60 mm and picks up 

again as the next folding is initiated. Simulation is performed for a crush stroke of 60 mm 

only. Progress of plastic deformation from FEA and experiments are shown in Figure 9.5(a-

b) and crush force versus crush displacement predicted from FEA simulation and experiment 

is shown in Figure 9.5(c). 
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a) Progress of deformation from FEA simulation 

 

 

b) Progress of deformation from experiment 

 

c) Crush force versus crush displacement  

Figure 9.5: Deformation and crush force behavior of aluminium alloy H30-WP crush tube -  

Comparison of FEA simulation and experiment 

 

The axial crushing experiment on the same specimen revealed a different picture with the 

initial crush force peaking up to 165 kN at a crush stroke of 2 mm and then following a 

smooth rise to 184 kN at a crush stroke of 8 mm followed by a continuous fall to 50 kN till a 

stroke of 24 mm. During this period, the tube exhibited a completely different deformation 
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pattern with small cracks on the first concertina fold along the axial direction. These cracks 

propagated further in the axial and circumferential directions resulting in a complete failure 

of the specimen as the stroke reaches 24 mm. The loading was aborted at this instance as the 

specimen failed completely. Progress of deformation, cracking and the crush force behavior 

from experiment are shown in Figure 9.5(b-c).   

9.3.3.2 Stainless steel SS304 crush tube  

The FEA simulation on this crush tube predicted an almost a similar trend of plastic 

deformation mode as observed in the case of aluminium tube. The crushing process starts 

with a high crush force for 190 kN to initiate the plasticity effects followed by a gradual drop 

to 100 kN at a stroke of 32 mm marking the formation of a concertina ring. The plastic 

deformation process continues as a series of concentric ring folds with an interval of about 30 

mm for each ring. In contrast to the observation made in the case of aluminum tube, plastic 

strains are within the material’s limit of elongation. Progress of deformation and crush force 

versus crush displacement from FEA simulation are shown respectively in Figures 9.6(a) and 

9.6(c). 

The experiment on this specimen brought out the deformation mode which closely resembles 

the FEA prediction in terms of deformation patterns (Figure 9.6(b)). The crush force 

behaviors of experiment and simulation match at a macro level, the difference being the 

secondary folds observed in the case of experiment. Initial crush force is observed as 192 kN 

in the experiment. No cracks are noticed in the specimen agreeing the simulation’s prediction 

of plastic strains within the allowable limits. It may be observed that the FEA method largely 

represents the experimental crushing in terms of deformation and crush force behaviors. 

Comparison of deformation and crush force behaviors between simulation and experiment 

are shown in Figure 9.6(a-b). 

 

 

a) Progress of deformation from FEA simulation 
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b) Progress of deformation from experiment 

 
c) Crush force versus crush displacement 

Figure 9.6: Deformation and crush force behavior of stainless steel SS304 crush tube -  

Comparison of simulation and experiment 

 

9.4. Material and damage modelling in FEA 

9.4.1 Material modelling 

Material modelling collectively represents the constitutive or material models, equation of 

states (EOS) and failure or damage models as discussed in detail in Rao et al [93]. Basically, 

the equations in these models are numerically solved both in space and time by a FEA code 

in any commercially available FEA software like ABAQUS, Autodyne, etc., to describe the 

behavior of a continuum i.e. an EA structure like a crush tube. This FEA code solves a set of 

conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy subjected to certain initial and 

boundary conditions that characterises the physical crash impact event. They make up the 

required numerical input and implemented in the numerical formulations for the simulation of 
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vehicular crash impacts, either individually or in combinations depending upon the material, 

impact velocity, impact characteristics, etc. These numerical codes are continually updated 

for the relevant parameters in EOS, material models and damage models for many materials 

and are in fact essential to obtain good agreement with crash impact experiments.  

The vehicular crash impacts are relatively complex at a fundamental level although they are 

not as complex as ballistic impacts. They depend on a number of variables.  Therefore, 

modelling of deformation and failure must capture complex responses of materials such as 

non-linear constitutive (i.e. stress-strain) behavior involving strain hardening, strain rate 

hardening (occurs in few materials), pressure hardening, thermal softening (temperature rise 

may occur depending on geometry of crush tube and crash impact velocity), compaction (in 

porous materials like polyurethane foams used inside crush tubes), orthotropic response 

(composites), crushing damage, tensile failure, etc. Material modelling relates stress to 

deformation and internal energy which are then coupled with the damage characteristics. In 

general, the stress tensor is decomposed into a hydrostatic pressure (hydrostatic stress) and a 

deviatoric stress tensor [93]. The deviatoric stress tensor is associated with the resistance of 

material to shear distortion and is accounted by a strength or material model. Relating 

hydrostatic pressure, local density and local specific energy in materials is called an EOS 

which accounts for material compression at high contact-impact pressures and temperatures 

(if developed). The material model accounts for the strength characteristics and the damage 

model for failure characteristics of the materials involved. 

9.4.2 Damage model 

The failure, fracture or damage models predict the damage occurring in the EA material 

during crash impact as a result of the creation of new free surfaces. The damage in material 

depends on several factors like crash loading time, local stress, temperature and 

microstructure. The crush tube material is selected such that the crash impact induces ductile 

fracture which is characterised by the absorption of a large deformational energy and 

preceded by experiencing large plastic strains. The ductile fracture occurs either under 

tension or shear when a certain threshold strain is reached. Fracture under tension occurs as a 

result of the coalescence of small voids, forming macroscopic free surfaces (i.e. cracks) 

inside the specimen. The processes of void nucleation and growth in ductile materials, under 

dynamic loading conditions, have been studied in detail by many researchers [93].  
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In numerical simulations, the failure is shown by means of elements removal or disintegration 

from the crush tube. Failure models are proposed based on the concept of continuum damage 

mechanics (CDM). In CDM, micro-cracks and micro-voids, which grow, coalesce and 

initiate cracks, are modeled with a continuous damage variable D. In the majority of the 

damage models, this dimensionless damage variable is defined as a ratio between the 

damaged surface area or volume and the total surface area or volume. From the definition, it 

follows that D is bounded between 0 (undamaged) and 1 (fully broken or cracked). Many 

damage models are available and reported in literature for ductile fracture involved in crush 

tubes. They are the void growth model of McClintock [158] and Rice and Tracey [159], 

fracture strain model of Hancock and Mackenzie [160], void growth and fracture strain model 

of Johnson and Cook [161], composite damage model of Chang-Chang [162], orthotropic 

damage model of Clegg et al [163]., and material stress and strain limit damage models 

[114].  In this chapter, the damage is modelled in ABAQUS [116] using Johnson-Cook (J-C) 

failure model [161] and is briefly introduced here.  

9.4.2.1 Johnson–Cook failure model 

Johnson and Cook [161] proposed a failure criterion based on the fracture strain model of 

Hancock and Mackenzie [160] which is based on CDM. This failure model is generally 

considered as a fracture criterion for ductile materials and is especially suited for numerical 

codes. This criterion is based on the maximum strain to fracture i.e., the failure strain εf of an 

element, which depends on its strain path, strain-rate, and temperature. The J-C failure 

criterion assumes a damage parameter D which represents a continuous degree of damage in 

the element under consideration and is given by 
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Here, εf = equivalent plastic strain at fracture; 
p

 = effective plastic strain;  
p

 = effective 

plastic strain rate; 
 = ratio of effective plastic strain rate to reference strain rate; 

0
 = user 

defined reference strain rate (normally taken as 1.0 s-1);  σ* = stress triaxiality;  σm = mean 

stress or the local hydrostatic pressure (σm = σh) as calculated by the average of the three 

principal stresses in each element; σeq = effective or the equivalent stress (von-Mises stress); 

Dp= plastic deformation rate tensor; and D1,...,D5 are empirical material parameters which 

have to be calibrated for each material. In FEA simulations, an element is supposed to fail if 

the damage parameter D reaches the value of 1. 

9.4.3 Damage modelling in FEA 

A typical stress-strain response of a metal under uniaxial loading is explained in Figure 

9.7(a). The curve a-b represents linear elasticity, followed by yielding and strain hardening 

represented by the curve b-c. Beyond point c, load carrying capacity decreases until rupture 

as marked by the curve c-d. Point c denotes the onset of damage which is governed by the 

damage initiation criterion and the response beyond this point which is denoted by the curve 

c-d is governed by the evolution of the degradation of the stiffness. The curve c-d’ represents 

the behavior of the material in the absence of damage criterion.  

 

The stress tensor, σ at any point of loading is expressed by the scalar damage equation  

σ = (1−D) σ`                                (9.9) 

where D is the overall damage variable and σ` is the effective (undamaged) stress tensor.  

 

Figure 9.7(b) illustrates the typical stress-strain behavior of a material undergoing damage. 

According to plasticity and damage mechanics, damage occurs in two dimensions - softening 

of yield stress and degradation of elastic stiffness in unloading and reloading. In Figure 

9.7(b), σy0 and 𝜀0̅
𝑝𝑙

 are the yield stress and equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage, 𝜀�̅�
𝑝𝑙

 

is the equivalent plastic strain at failure  when the overall damage variable D reaches the 
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value D = 1. The damage variable D captures the combined effect of all active damage 

mechanisms. Continuum damage mechanics offers multiple mechanisms to define the 

initiation and evolution of damage based on various parameters of material non-linearity, 

ductile failure, shear failure, damage evolution by fracture energy and so on [163]. 

 

  

a) Uniaxial stress-strain response b) Stress-strain curve with progressive 

damage 
Figure 9.7: Typical stress-strain response of a metal – a) without damage and b) with damage 

evolution [116] 

 

9.5 FEA Simulations with damage / failure criterion 

The numerical simulation in case of aluminium crush tube clearly exhibits its inadequacy in 

numerical modelling and predicting crush behavior when compared with results from crush 

experiment (as seen in Figure 9.5). One major source of inadequacy is the incomplete 

material definition. The material grade considered is aluminium alloy H30 in WP condition 

which is hardened and tends to exhibit strong and brittle behavior with vulnerability to crack 

when loaded beyond the limits of elongation. But the material definition considered in the 

FEA simulation was a simple isotropic elastic-plastic formulation without any reference to 

initiation and evolution of damage. Without the specification of damage criterion, the FE 

model continues to extrapolate its plastic behavior without leading to any failure. This 

phenomenon gives a deceptive picture of EA structure’s response to the given loading if the 

results are not evaluated properly. In this case, inclusion of damage and failure criterion 

would have enabled FEA simulation to result a better correlation with the experiment. 

There are certain evidences from little literature on crashworthiness [164-166] and many on 

ballistic impacts [93], where damage/failure criterion had been included in the FEA 

simulations for better correlation with the experimental results. An investigation on low 

velocity axial crushing response of a fiber-metal laminate [164], crashworthiness assessment 
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of an extruded aluminum square tube [165] and experimental-numerical study on the axial 

crushing of a composite tube [166] included damage in limited extent in their numerical 

simulations to improve the predictions but the importance of damage model and its effect 

when neglected in FEA simulations were not brought out and studied in detail. To improve 

the accuracy of FEA simulation and to demonstrate its reliability, FEA simulations on the 

two crush tubes, aluminum H30-WP and stainless steel SS304 are repeated by considering 

the damage criterion. 

9.5.1 Aluminum alloy H30-WP crush tube 

The isotropic elastic-plastic material model definition shown in Figure 9.3(c) which was used 

in the earlier FEA study is coupled  with Johnson-Cook’s damage model for damage 

initiation [116, 161] which is defined with the constants D1 to D5 which are given by D1 = 

0.125, D2 = 0.135, D3 = -1.5, D4 = 0.015, and D5 = 0 for aluminum alloy H30-WP [93]. 

Damage evolution has been defined with fracture energy which is arrived as 88 kJ/m2 after a 

series of iterations. 

Numerical simulation of axial crush with the aforementioned damage criterion resulted in 

significant differences in plastic deformation mode and axial crush force behavior. As the 

stresses in the tube cross the point of damage initiation as explained in Figure 9.7, the 

plasticity mechanics is completely altered as the yield stress softens and stiffness is degraded. 

The crushing resistance of the tube is no longer the same as observed in the case of the earlier 

version of FEA simulation without damage (as seen in Figure 9.5) with isotropic elastic-

plastic material formulation. Due to the damage model, the plastic strains are governed by the 

softening yield stress and the failure becomes inevitable. Deformation pattern and crush 

forces simulated with inclusion of damage correlate with previous simulations neglecting 

damage only until a stroke of 12 mm. Cracking is observed in the crush tube due to failure 

along circumferential and axial directions. Though the plastic deformation mode did not 

entirely correlate with that from the experiment as shown in Figure 9.98(a), there was 

reasonably a good agreement between present FEA simulation considering damage and 

experiment with respect to crush force behaviors as seen in Figure 9.8(b). Comparison of 

deformation modes and crush force behaviors between FEA simulation and experiment is 

shown in Figure 9.8. 
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Experiment FEA Simulation 

a) Comparison of deformation modes at a crush stroke of 25 mm 

 

b) Crush force versus crush displacement 

Figure 9.8: Deformation and crush force behavior of aluminium alloy H30-WP crush tube - 

Comparison of numerical simulation and experiment 

 

9.5.2 Stainless steel SS304 crush tube 

The isotropic elastic-plastic material model definition shown in Figure 9.3(d) which was used 

in the earlier FEA study is coupled  with Johnson-Cook’s damage model for damage 

initiation [116, 161] which is defined with the constants D1 to D5 given by D1 = 0.8, D2 = 2.1, 

D3 = -0.5, D4 = 0.002, and D5 = 0.61 for stainless steel SS304 crush tube [93]. Damage 

evolution has been defined with fracture energy arrived as 110 kJ/m2 after a series of 

iterations. 
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Simulation of axial crushing of SS304 tube with inclusion of damage model did not exhibit 

any difference. It may be noted here that the plastic strains from the earlier FEA simulation 

without considering damage model (as seen in Figure 9.6) were within the material’s limit of 

elongation and the experiment also did not reveal any failure initiation or cracking. Earlier 

FEA simulation without any damage criterion demonstrated a reasonably good correlation 

with the experiment. This is primarily because the material has not been loaded beyond its 

allowable plasticity and hence the inclusion of damage criterion did not make any difference 

in the predicted simulation results. The earlier FEA simulation without damage definition 

was adequate enough to replicate the experimental results. But this is not always true as it is 

entirely dependent on magnitude of loading.  

9.5.3 Observations and Discussions 

The aforementioned analyses and their experimental comparison demonstrate that in design 

of energy absorbing structures undergoing large plastic deformation and plastic strains, using 

an appropriate damage model along with material model in numerical simulations can always 

predict the experimental results more accurately irrespective of any amount of loading and its 

loading rate. Proper material modelling helps in precise estimation of an EA structure’s 

response to the given loading conditions. Johnson-Cook [161] damage model with the 

appropriate damage parameters helps in improving the accuracy of prediction of post-yield 

behavior of crush tube material. 

9.6 Summary 

This chapter presented the effect of damage modelling in FEA based numerical simulation of 

crash energy absorption behavior of crush tubes. The results of numerical simulation of crush 

tubes with and without consideration of proper damage model were compared with axial 

crush experiments on crush tubes made of aluminium alloy H30-WP and stainless steel 

SS304 materials. The following important conclusions can be drawn from this chapter.   

1. In design of energy absorbing structures undergoing large plastic deformation and plastic 

strains, using an appropriate material (strength) model along with damage model in 

numerical simulations can predict the experimental results more accurately irrespective of 

any amount of crash impact loading and its loading rate.  
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2. Depending upon the geometry and material of crush tube and if the magnitude of crash 

impact loading induces plastic deformation only within the material’s limit of elongation 

without exceeding failure strain, the numerical simulations considering only the material 

model and even neglecting damage model can produce reliable crush deformation and 

crush force behaviors matching experimental results.  

3. Further, it may also be noted that for the energy absorption applications, materials with 

higher degree of ductility and moderate strength shall be given preference over materials 

with high strength and low ductility. 

4. The appropriate material and damage model formulation that matches well with the 

dominant mode of deformation and failure mode of the structure is recommended for 

accurate prediction of the structure’s response to crash impact loading. 

5. Energy absorbing structures made of ductile metals should be designed such that the 

plastic strains during the deformation should be within the allowable plasticity range and 

below the damage initiation levels as the onset of damage alters the deformation 

mechanisms and crush force behavior compromising the amount of crash energy 

absorbed. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Future Work 

10.1 Introduction 

The concept of automotive crashworthiness has gained importance and priority due to the 

evolving and stringent statutory requirements on passenger safety since 1950s and has 

become an integral part of vehicle engineering. Since then, several scenarios of vehicular 

road accidents have been studied in detail with attention to probability and intensity of 

injuries in each collision. Injury criteria have been developed for several vital parts of the 

body and limits have been set for the allowable levels of vehicular crash impact-induced 

decelerations. The concept of controlled energy absorption has been introduced as a part of 

impact mitigation and crash energy management. Automotive industry is on a continuous 

mission to offer the safest possible means of road transport. Frontal energy absorbing 

structures attracted a special attention as the frontal collision is the most common mode of 

vehicular road accidents. Till now, a lot of research efforts have gone towards developing 

frontal energy absorbing structures that attenuate the intensity of impact-induced 

decelerations. However, a few gaps exist in the existing crash energy absorbing (EA) 

structural configurations from the passenger safety perspective.  

10.2 Summary 

In the present research, an attempt has been made to understand the intrinsic geometrical and 

material features and develop few energy absorbing structural configurations for overall 

enhancement of vehicular crashworthiness. This research is summarized as given below. 

1. Developed and established the methodologies for non-linear explicit finite element 

analysis based numerical simulation of crash energy absorption behaviour of EA 

structures and validated them by comparison with experimental results available in 

literature for certain standard EA structures.  
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2. Investigated the crush force behaviour of crush tubes having basic geometric cross-

sections through established FEA simulations before attempting to develop novel EA 

structural configurations in the next phase. 

3. Proposed various EA structural configurations through numerical simulations based 

on two different approaches such as i) circular tube-in-tube, and ii) hybrid cross-

sections and evaluated their relative crash performance.  

4. Evolved a new invertube’s geometric profile and cross-section with stainless steel 

SS304 material and achieved desirable inversion characteristics for near-ideal crush 

force behaviour based on numerical simulations and experiments.  

5. Underutilization of material in the plastic inversion deformation adversely limited the 

specific energy absorption (SEA) in invertubes. Therefore, developed invertubes with 

multi-material using hybrid composites and fibre metal laminates and achieved higher 

SEA and improved the overall crash performance of invertube based EA structural 

arrangements. 

6. Proposed few more EA structural concepts through unique bending and inversion 

deformation mode with multi-material combinations involving conventional 

steel/aluminium sheets sandwiching aluminium foams and increased the total crash 

energy absorption. 

7. Finally, demonstrated the importance and effect of damage modelling in numerical 

simulation of crash EA structures. 

10.3 Specific Research Contribution  

This research on structural configurations for vehicular crash energy absorption led to the 

following specific contributions. 

1. Provided a comprehensive understanding of the influence of geometric cross-sections 

and topology of EA structures on their plastic deformation patterns which are directly 

related to the crush force behaviors.  

2. Proposed a few geometric configurations that maximized the energy absorption by 

utilizing the crush forces that are within the human tolerance limits which are critical 

to the passenger safety. 
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3. Developed an invertube geometry and profile using medium strength stainless steel 

SS304 that exhibited a near-ideal plastic inversion.  

4. Clarified the anomalies existing in the conventional invertubes and demonstrated that 

the materials with low Ep/Y0 ratios are also suitable for inversion with properly 

engineered tube profiles unlike observations in previous research. 

5. Shown that the low SEA in invertubes is due to underutilization of material in plastic 

inversion and proposed different methods to improve this limitation and enhance 

overall crashworthiness of invertubes. 

6. In vehicular crash simulations, modelling of material damage is often ignored 

assuming that the crash energy is absorbed mostly through plastic deformation. But 

shown that the damage modelling improves the accuracy of predictions irrespective 

of the magnitude of loading, loading rates and plastic strains in crush tubes. 

10.4 Conclusions 

The major conclusions that can be drawn from this research are as outlined below. 

1. Assessment of crashworthiness: The amount of total energy absorbed alone is not 

measure of crashworthiness of an energy absorbing structure. The energy should be 

maximized only by maintaining the crush force levels uniform throughout the crush 

stroke.  

2. Role of geometry: Cross-section of the energy absorbing structure plays a pivotal 

role in the energy absorption. No cross-section with a standard geometric shape is 

suitable for efficient crash energy absorption.  Cross-sections made of curved 

geometric entities exhibit high stroke efficiency but fail to maintain uniformity in the 

crush force levels. Cross-sections made of straight segments (polygons) exhibit 

uniformity in crush forces but show relatively poor stroke efficiency. Cross-sections 

with an optimized combination of arcs and line segments are favourable for enhanced 

crush force behavior.  

3. Deformation mode: Tube inversion mode of plastic deformation shows better 

performance in all the crashworthiness assessment parameters. However, the process 

of inversion is limited to a certain optimized combination of geometric parameters of 

tube, its cross-section and the material involved. Successful tube inversion requires an 
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optimum balance of Geometry, Gauge (thickness) and Grade (material). The existing 

theory of tube inversion appears to have limitations in applicability to all metals but 

for metals with high degree of ductility with optimum balance between 

aforementioned parameters.  

4. Improvements in SEA: SEA of invertubes can be enhanced by combining ductile 

materials with materials having high specific strength such as composites in the form 

of hybrid composite structures or fiber metal laminates (FML). Composites with their 

progressive deformation and failure modes can maintain uniformity in crush force 

levels without diluting the unique and uniform crush force trend associated with 

invertubes. 

5. FEA methods: With the growing acceptance and reliability, non-linear FEA based 

numerical simulations are promisingly applied to design non-conventional structural 

configurations. However, comprehensive methodology involving geometric, material 

and damage modelling ensures accuracy in numerical simulations.  

6. Materials: High tensile strength is not the criteria for selection of material for energy 

absorption applications. Materials with high degree of ductility are favourable as the 

energy absorption involves large plastic deformation. Materials with high strength and 

moderate ductility are prone to premature failure by cracking leading to lower crush 

forces which defeats the holistic objective of energy absorption.  

10.5 Scope for Future  

The topic of present research is related to human safety in vehicular crashes and it is always 

encouraging and inspiring to continue the research in designing structures that are ideal for 

impact energy absorption as contribution to the mission of road safety. 

The following options may be recommended for future research. 

1. Tapered and /or lofted crush tubes with basic geometric shapes as cross-sections can 

be explored as they can be manufactured easily.  

2. Adopting variable thickness sections, tailor welded blanks and other forms of 

inversion such as outside-in methods helps to extend the inversion-based deformation 

to high strength materials.   
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3. Investigations on adaptive hydraulics-based closed-loop energy absorption system for 

(i) precise control on crush forces and (ii) effective protection of occupants in oblique 

and offset crashes. 

4. Combination of bending and inversion mode of deformation together with multi-

material configuration can be explored. 

5. Invertubes filled with low density metallic foams can be studied to develop compact 

crash energy absorbers.  
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